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Station KWCH –DT is a CBS Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

There are three primary satellites of KWCH-DT which simulcast most of the 

programming. KBSD-DT, KBSH-DT, and KBSL-DT do insert local segments and are 

listed in the Supplemental Issues and Programming report for each station.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in any of five daily newscasts, Monday through Friday,  

and on three per day newscasts on Saturday, and on two per day newscasts on 

Sunday, ranging in length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime - Channel 12 reports regularly on criminal activity throughout the entire Channel 

12 viewing area as well as the rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just 

a few of the stories that were included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Events impacting the quality of life, including community caring and 

involvement. 

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education - Channel 12 has updated its method of covering educational issues in its 

viewing area, with the assignment of one reporter to focus solely on education. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest to the Channel 12 

viewing area  and are aired regularly in our newscasts to keep our viewers as informed as 

possible of the latest in  Environmental technology, treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - The well-being of Channel 12 viewers is always our top concern and 

the Channel 12 News Team is on top of every issue from traffic hazards to severe 

weather warnings, school closings, fire safety, disaster preparedness and emergency 

situations.  And, with severe weather season, storm spotter training meetings are held 

several times a week in locations throughout the Channel 12 viewing area all over the 

state. 

 

Politics - Channel 12 makes sure to convey to viewers the issues and decisions by city, 

county and state government can affect them. 



 

 

     

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 

 

Program    Day   Time 

 
Eyewitness News This Morning Monday – Friday 5:00 - 7:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News at Noon  Monday – Friday  12:00N - 12:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 5:00  Monday – Friday 5:00 - 5:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 6:00  Monday – Friday 6:00 -   6:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Monday – Friday 10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Saturday Morning Saturday  8:00 – 10:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Saturday  6:00 -   6:30 pm 

     Saturday  10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Sunday  5:30 -   6:00 pm 

     Sunday  10:00 – 11:00 pm 
 

The Weekend Crew   Saturday   10:35 – 11:05pm 

Locally produced program focusing on the best things about Wichita and Kansas. 

Discover great places to eat, exciting events in the community, the best new movies and 

local stories with the hottest deals.. 
 

Tue 10/30 6:30-7:00pm Eyewitness News Special Report- Fluoride: It‘s Your 

Choice 

KWCH 12 Eyewitness News team explores the pros and cons of fluoridation which will 

be on the ballot in Wichita on November 6. 

 

All of KWCH-DT News programs are locally produced live news 

programs that present a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue 

related stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually 

two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

Public Service   All Days  Any times 

 



 

 

KWCH-DT broadcasts local and national public service 

announcements of varying lengths throughout its broadcast 

schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on 

one subject. 



 

 

CBS Network Programming 

 Program   Day   Time 

 

 
60 Minutes   Sundays  6:00 pm 

This is a CBS public affairs program featuring investigative reporting on issues facing the 

American public.  

 

48 Hours Mystery  Saturdays  9:00 pm 

This CBS program is an hour-long investigation on one current issues with a different 

topic each program. 

 

Sunday Morning  Sundays   8:00 am 

Produced by CBS News, this hour and a half program presents news and current issue 

stories as well as human-interest features. 

 

Face The Nation  Sundays  9:30 am 

A weekly half hour CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international 

issues. 

 

CBS Up To The Minute Monday - Friday 2:30am - 4:30am 

Overnight Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, 

health tips and general interest items. 

 

CBS Morning News  Monday – Friday 4:30am – 5:00am 

Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and 

general interest items. 

 

CBS This Morning  Monday – Friday 7:00 – 9:00 am 

 

The CBS Evening News  Monday – Friday 5:30 – 6:00 pm 

 

CBS Saturday Morning Saturdays  6:00 - 8:00 am 



 

 

 

NOVEMBER SWEEPS ASSIGNMENTS 

FLUORIDE: TOPEKA PKG 

Schwanke/Decker 

Topeka shows us the process of what it takes to add fluoride to a city water supply and 

why it‘s not been a controversial issue in that community. 

Airs Thursday, Oct. 25
th

 

 

FLUORIDE: SANTA FE 

Schwanke/Decker 

We travel to Santa Fe, New Mexico and show why fluoride has become a controversial 

issue there.  The city has fluoridated since the 1950‘s but now the city council has voted 

to stop adding it.  Santa Fe and Wichita are similar when it comes to naturally occurring 

fluoride.  Hear from both sides and what that community plans to do. 

Airs Sunday, Oct.  28th 

 

CRIME IN THE FAMILY 

Wilhelm/Taylor 

The suspect accused of shooting at a trooper and injuring three others is the brother of a 

convicted killer.  Another brother is also in jail accused of a drive by shooting.  We look 

at family ties and how common it is to see family members live a life of crime.  We 

profile a man who is trying to break the cycle and also talk to his mentor who is a county 

sheriff.  The sheriff tells us in his 30 years on the job, he‘s booked third and fourth 

generations of families.  

Airs Thursday, Nov. 1
st
 

 

COLD CASE - SALINA 

Grawe/Decker 

COLD CASE: Saline County cold case.   

Target air date:  Thursday, November 8
th

 

 

COLD CASE – GREAT BEND 

Great Bend Bakery Murder 

Scheffler/TBA 

Two women (24 and 79) were stabbed with a ―sharp object‖ (the murder weapon was 

never found) Sept. 4, 2002, inside the Dolly Madison Bakery.  A community member 

called us on this cold case. 

Target air date:  Sunday, November 11th 

 

UNCLAIMED PROPERTY 



 

 

Nyorkor 

Unclaimed Property is a service the State Treasurer‘s office provides returning monies of 

Kansans (it is often payroll checks that we never cashed, refunds and overpayments, 

money orders, bank accounts, insurance proceeds, stocks & bonds, and even safe deposit 

box contents).   

Target shoot date in Topeka – Thursday, November 8th 

Airs Tuesday, Nov. 13
th

 in early show in conjunction with unclaimed property hotline 

 

Neighbor vs. Neighbor 

Wilhelm/Schunn 

We've all lived by one - that neighbor who has a barking dog that won't shut up or some 

other annoying habit.  It may seem pretty simple, right?  Just go and talk to them.  But so 

many of us are hesitant to approach our neighbors because we don't want them to think 

badly of us.  In fact, Wichita police were receiving so many barking dog complaints from 

people who wanted to remain anonymous they have started handing out packets of 

information to tell people how to handle the situation themselves. 

Target air date:  Thursday, November 15th 

 

DRUG ENDANGERED KIDS 

Heap/Schunn 

Kids who live with parents who do/make drugs.  We interview a national expert on what 

she has seen in her career and profile local situations.   

Target air date: Monday, November 19th 

 

24 Hours at the Wichita Children‟s Home 

Schwanke/Gordon 

A behind the scenes look at the Wichita Children‘s Home – from the police officer who 

brings a baby in to taking care of the children already there.   

Target air date: Monday, November 19th 

Does It Work 

Scheffler 

*EZ Bagger— Product says it can help you pick-up your leaves and other yard waste. 

Air date:  Wednesday, October 31
st
 

 

*Life Proof—this product says it can protect your I-Phone, even in water.  

Air date:  Wednesday, November 7
th

 

 

*Nuwave Oven—(pricey and popular) claims it can cook your food quickly, no 

preheating or defrosting necessary. 



 

 

Target Air date:  Wednesday, November 14
th

 

 

*Battery Brand test—I would want to air this on the last Wednesday of book.  We want 

to test several brands of batteries in toys to see how long they last (just in time for 

Christmas!). 

Target air date:  Wednesday, November 21st 

 

Weather Track 

Janssen/C.Taylor/McMullen 

Target air date:  Sunday, November 18th 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We‘ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

FCC Report 

Fourth Quarter 2012 

 
Tours 

KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME        NUMBER TYPE______________ 
October 2012 

10/10/2012  11:45   15  Middle School Students 

10/22/2012  4:45   12  Riverside Academy girls 

 

November 2012 

11/7/2012  10:00am   7  Students 

11/12/2012  10:30am   7  Clearwater HS Students 

11/19/2012  5:00pm   5  Boy Scouts 

 

December 2012 

12/4/2012  Noon   16  Journalism students 

12/5/2012  Noon   20  Mulvane MS students 

12/9/2012  2:00pm   20  Cub Scouts 

12/12/2012  4:00pm   12  Magdelan Catholic School students 

 



 

 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. airs public service announcements that address community issues 

free of charge for various nonprofit organizations.   

 

 

PSA Title Length KWCH KBSD KBSH KBSL 

900 Forest Service :60 24 2 16 8 

901 Forest Service :30 73 38 50 68 

902 Child Safety :60 12 2 12 54 

903 United Way :30 46 39 49 70 

904 Energy Efficiency :30 37 40 50 65 

905 Energy Efficiency :30 36 43 50 62 

906 Kids Oral Health :60 6 46 12 30 

907 Kids Oral Health :60 2 4 44 42 

908 Emer Preparedness :60 2 22 6 38 

909 Caregiver Asst :30 29 49 50 54 

910 Susan G Komen ―Race for a Cure‖ :30 25 48 52 51 

911 College Access :60  28 4 36 

912 College Access :30 24 52 49 41 

914 Pet Adoption :30 20 57 47 39 

915 Pet Adoption :30 16 63 48 34 

922 Autism Awareness :60 2 28 12 26 

923 Autism Awareness :30 11 66 46 32 

924 Project Road Block :30 5 3 7 3 

925 Project Road Block :10 6 1 5 5 

926 Project Road Block :15 14 20 27 18 

927 Project Road Block :30 5 5 6 5 

928 Project Road Block :10 1 5 1 1 

929 Project Road Block :30 7 3 7 5 

931 Best Friends Animal Society ―I Believe‖ :60  32 20 22 

932 Best Friends Animal Society ―I Believe‖ :30 8 67 46 37 

934 The ARC ―Adrian‖ :60  30 12 16 

940 ADA/Diabetes ―A Toast‖ :60 2 22 16 18 

941 Children Advocacy ―One with Courage‖ :30  68 42 35 

942 NIH/Childhood Obesity ―We Can‖ :60 6 18 24 14 

943 Morris Animal Foundation :60  20 22 12 

944 Morris Animal Foundation :30  66 33 33 

945 Beverage Institute ―Don‘t Text & Drive‖ :30 4 69 32 36 

946 US Dept of Veterans ―Crisis Line‖ :60  22 14 6 

947 US Dept of Veterans ―Crisis Line‖ :30 2 63 36 47 

949 Nature Conservatory ―Life‖ :60  14 10 4 

950 Making Home Affordable :60     

954 Fnd for a Better Life "Never Too Late" :30  12 14 6 

955 Friends of the Libraries :30 2 58 36 49 

960 March of Dimes ―Premies‖ :60  8 20 2 

962 Red Cross ―1
st
 Time Giving‖ :30  1 1  

963 Kansas American Legion :30 2 60 35 52 

964 Feeding America ―Matt & Steve‖ :30 3 56 37 62 

974 Nat‘l Runaway Switchboard ―Ludacris‖ :60  10 10  

977 The ARC ―Hages‖ :60  8 8 4 

980 Pet Adoption ―Cell Phone‖ :30  16 9 10 



 

 

981 Arbor Day ―Tree City‖ :60  4 12 6 

985 Pet Adoption ―Sand Castle‖ :30  17 5 10 

986 KSHSAA/NFHS "Lifelong Lessons" :30  49 40 63 

987 Big Brothers/Big Sisters ―Start Something‖ :60  6 10 6 

991 Horn of Africa Relief ―Anthem‖ :30  41 46 68 

992 Horn of Africa Relief ―Uma‖ :30  40 51 68 

993 Wasting Water is Weird ―Waterfall‖ :30  40 52 65 

994 Wasting Water is Weird ―Dishwasher‖ :30  38 54 67 

995 Peace Corps ―Conversations‖ :60  6 8 4 

996 Diabetes :30   54 66 

998 ArtAid :30 6 19 18 28 

999 ArtAid :15 27 42 40 44 

 

 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 

 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Goodwill Industries, Board of Directors 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Council Member-Board of Youth 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Booster club Concession Stand Volunteer server Wichita Heights High School 

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children‘s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

President, Monday Keglers bowling league 

 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

Brooks Leadership program  

Northeast Magnet High School JROTC program.  
 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 



 

 

Kerri Baker, KBSD Local Sales Manager 

Boot Hill Board of Directors, President 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

MUMC Administrative Chair 

Ford County 4-H Foundation 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Trustee and Chair, Marketing Committee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Vice Chairman 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Chris Durden, Producer & Internship Coordinator 

K-State Career Fair – Manhattan, KS 

KU Career Fair – Lawrence, KS 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259‘s Digital Production Advisory Committee 

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors 

Wichita Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Board Member 

American Red Cross, Board Member 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Board Member – Ballet Wichita (formerly Wichita Metropolitan Ballet) 

Board Chair – Higher Ground Substance Abuse Counseling Center 

Program Screening Committee- Tallgrass Film Festival 

Board Member – SER Jobs for Progress 

Volunteer – Habitat for Humanity 

Volunteer – Catholic Charities (Cruise Night) 

Volunteer – YMCA (Denim and Diamonds fund raiser) 

Member, Fraternal Order of  Oddfellows, Wichita Chapter 

Volunteer, Miracles, Inc., Wichita 

Be-Bop Brigade member and supporter, Wichita Jazz Festival 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 



 

 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association‘s Go Red for Women 

KWCH 2011 Bowl for Kid‘s Sake Coordinator & Team Leader – Big Brothers Big Sisters 

 

Emily Deaver, KSCW Crew/Special Projects 

Miss Kansas Organization – volunteer  

Kansas Advisory Group on Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention – member & sit on Grants 

Committee 

Dress for Success – Model for Annual Spring Fling 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

Festival of Trees committee member  

 

Stephanie Huff, Promotion Manager 

Friends of the Wichita Public Library, Board Member 

 

Shawn Hilferty, Director of Marketing and Digital Media 

Wichita State University Marketing Advisory Board 

 

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist 

National AMS Broadcast Board Member 

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer 

HOA Vice President 

High Plains Conference Planning Committee 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 



 

 

CRIME 
 

10/1/12  6am 

  In the crimewatch this morning. Police are still investigating a weekend shooting in west Wichita. It 

happened early Sunday morning in the 92-hundred block of west Murdock.  Police found a man in his early 

20's shot in the stomach.  He was taken to a Wichita hospital in critical condition.  Officials say there was a 

fight in front of the house...then someone pulled out a gun.  Two people were taken in for questioning. 

 

10/2/12  12pm 

The former greenwood county under-sheriff is charged with several sex crimes.  Patrick Romans is charged 

with 20 counts of sexually exploiting a minor.   Prosecutors say he was in possession of child pornography 

in January.  Romans resigned as greenwood county under-sheriff in late February.  He will make his first 

court appearance tomorrow. 

 

10/4/12  5pm 

This man's trial is now delayed again.  Brett Seacat's trial was scheduled for December.  Now we learn...it 

won't start until late May.  Seacat is a former police instructor...he's charged. With killing his wife Vashti, 

then setting their Kingman home on fire.  Prospective jurors in the case were supposed to fill out 

questionnaires next week. A letter will be sent out soon. Telling them that they don't have to report. 

 

10/5/12  5am 

The trial of a Kingman man accused of first degree murder is also delayed.  Brett Seacat is accused of 

killing his wife Vashti last year.  He was scheduled to go to trial in December but now that won't happen 

until May of next year.  Seacat has pleaded not guilty to the charges against him.  He claims Vashti killed 

herself. 

 

10/8/12  12pm 

She had a sword. Police had their stun guns.  Wichita police tell us they used the weapons to take down a 

woman who was holding a sword, and possibly looking to commit suicide by cop.  She was taken to a 

hospital.  

 

10/9/12  6am 

  Wichita police are on the lookout for two men after a possible attempted abduction.  It happened in the 

17-hundred block of south Ida Monday morning. Police say two men in a large s-u-v may have tried to 

abduct a student on her way to school.  The girl was not hurt.  She told police that a man tried to grab her.  

If you have any information you are asked to call police. 

 

10/10/12  10pm 

Tonight we're learning more about a man accused of exchanging fire with authorities in Saline County. 

Officials say he had just been in jail four days ago. 30 year old Jason Gleason was released from Reno 

county jail after posting bond.  He had been arrested for failure to appear in court.  Yesterday's events 

began in Rice County where a bank robbery occurred in the morning.  Around six last night a high speed 

chase occurred in Saline County where a car matching the description from the robbery was spotted.  The 

chase ended in a crash and then a shootout occurred.  Authorities say Gleason fled on foot.  This is video 

from last night as officials searched southeast saline county.  They arrested Gleason after the two hour 

manhunt.  He was booked in jail today on several counts including attempted murder and aggravated 

kidnapping.  Three others were in the s-u-v with Gleason.  Two of them were injured by gunfire.  It's not 

clear whether they are accomplices or victims. 

 

10/11/12  5pm 

     When someone gives you a bill, either at work or at a store, do you really stop and take a look at it... 

Eyewitness news reporter Samantha Anderson shows you why you should. Carmelita‘s has been in 

business for nine years, the store sells different types of food as well as taking money orders. On Tuesday 

police say that a woman handed over seven counterfeit ten dollar bills and two counterfeit twenties as well 

one real twenty dollar biller. Rose-sas said the woman was a regular customer so she let her leave with the 



 

 

money order.... But upon further inspection she decided to turn all of the 130 dollars to the police. Officials 

say technology has made it easier to make counterfeit bills. After her experience, Roseas has her own 

advice to give. Samantha Anderson kwch 12 eyewitness news.   Police say that people sometimes pass on 

counterfeit bills, unknowingly, but if they are caught doing so they will not be reimbursed. 

 

10/12/12  5am 

   A man accused of robbing a bank in Chase...and shooting at a highway patrol trooper in Saline County. 

Appears in court today.  Jason Gleason will be formally charged today.  This was the scene Tuesday night 

as authorities searched for Gleason.  Eyewitness news will have a crew in the courtroom today.  Expect the 

latest on air and online at kwch dot com. 

 

10/13/12  10pm 

A gas pump explodes in south Wichita this morning after a car backs into it.   It happened at the Quiktrip 

near harry and south Seneca.  Emergency crews got to the scene quickly and put out the fire.   Police say 

witnesses saw a woman back into the pump and then drive off.  They gave officers enough information to 

track down the driver.  She was arrested on hit and run charges. 

 

10/16/12  12pm 

  More than a hundred tires show up on the side of the road overnight.  It happened along 143rd street and 

29th street.  That's just east of Jabara airport.  Police don't yet know how they got there.  Sedgwick county 

and the township will count and clean up the tires.  They estimate there are about 150 along the road. 

 

10/18/12  6am 

  A Salina mother explains what happened...the day her toddler stopped breathing.   She testified during the 

preliminary hearing of troy love the second -  he's charged with first degree murder and child abuse in the 

death of 18-month-old Bre'elle Jefferson. Eyewitness news reporter Samantha Anderson was in court...for 

the latest. Accused of killing a toddler...a Salina man heard the evidence against him during a preliminary 

hearing Wednesday.  Troy love's girlfriend...and the mother of 18-month-old Bre‘elle Jefferson testified as 

part of the hearing.  When robin Harrington was diagnosed with a painful back condition in late march   she 

relied more on the man she'd been dating since the winter---troy love.  While Harrington recovered...she 

became concerned about Bre'elle's health.  She noticed the girl had blood shot eyes, her hair fell out, there 

were bruises on her ears and she had a sore throat.  That following weekend, after a few days Harrington 

took her daughter to the hospital that Saturday... The doctor told her Bre'elle had an ear infection and gave 

her medication. Harrington testified that a couple of days later...she had put her children down for a 

nap...and she and love got into an argument.  It wasn't long after that...when Harrington said love work her 

up from a nap on the couch. Harrington tried to give her mouth to mouth. She left when police fire and 

medical authorities arrived and when she returned to the house love was gone. Bre'elle was transferred to 

Wesley medical center in Wichita. When Harrington got down there she says the doctors told her Bre'elle 

had shaken baby syndrome. Samantha Anderson, kwch 12 eyewitness news.   Love's hearing continues at 

nine tomorrow morning.   The prosecution plans to call Wichita doctor Catherine Melhorn to the stand. 

 

10/20/12  10pm 

A dozen boys sexually abused.  Their confessed molesters not prosecuted.  Tonight reaction to a case in 

Harvey county involving boy scouts and a former county attorney who chose to protect reputations, rather 

than seek justice.  Eyewitness news reporter Jim Grawe has the story, new at 10. It's a question without an 

answer---51 years later--- after two Harvey county scout leaders confessed to repeatedly molesting several 

young boys. And the county attorney at the time declined to prosecute. In this letter to the boys scouts from 

1961…he stated '"the price which the community would have to pay for the punishment of these two 

individuals would be too great..." he cites the damage it would cause to the boy scouts organization…two 

churches and the local YMCA. The letter is among several documents relating to this case and one of 

14,500 pages found in the so-called ''perversion files" kept by the boy scouts for decades and recently made 

public. We showed it to the Wichita area sexual assault center's Mary Stolz-newton. The county attorney at 

the time was Richard Hrdlicka….he served from 1960 to 64 and now lives in new Mexico.  I wasn't able to 

get ahold of him….but Hrdlicka told the associated press he has no recollection of this case…and therefore 

has nothing to say about it. The present day- county attorney David Yoder told me it's too bad the young 

victims in this case didn't get justice.  He says society's understanding of sexual abuse has come a long 



 

 

way….he says a case would never be handled like this now in his office. Stolz-newton isn't questioning 

that.  But with one in six American boys believed to be sexually abused by age 18. She believes there's still 

much more abuse happening than we know about. The two men were banished from the boy scouts and had 

to agree to psychiatric treatment, but the statute of limitations has expired, so the men can't be charged now.  

This was one of fourteen abuse cases in Kansas included in the so-called perversion files. 
 

10/21/12  10pm 

  Continuing the crime watch tonight.  Wichita police are investigating a robbery at this McDonald‘s in the 

18-hundred block of north hillside.  It happened last night just before 10.  Authorities say a man walked 

into the restaurant and handed a note to an employee that demanded money.   An unknown amount of cash 

was taken. 

 

10/22/12  12pm 

And two people were shot in Salina overnight.  Officers are looking for the gunman who opened fire on the 

300 block of south Ohio just before 4-this morning.   Two people were shot, but they're expected to 

recover.   Police have not released any information about the shooter.  Expect us to keep you up to date on 

this story on air and online at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

10/23/12  5pm 

Jury selection begins today in the trial of Christopher Logsdon.  He's charged with first degree murder in 

the death of Jennifer Heckel.   Heckel was shot in the back of the head last June.   Prosecutors say Logsdon 

and Billy Joe Craig junior killed Heckel after mistaking her for someone else.  Both have pleaded not 

guilty.  Craig is expected to go on trial in January. 

 

10/24/12  6pm 

  In the crimewatch tonight.  Thieves target an east Wichita car lot in a heist that took at least four hours. 

The crime spree happened at discount auto sales in the nine thousand block of east Kellogg.   At least four 

people were involved.  Surveillance video shows the thieves in the act...damaging offices and car windows.   

They also stole items before driving off with four vehicles.   Loss is estimated to be in excess of 40-

thousand dollars.  The business is offering a reward for information leading to an arrest. 

 

10/25/12  5am 

  The president of central prairie r-c-and-d says he's shocked by the arrest of a co-worker. Great bend police 

arrested Laveta miller on a warrant for "theft by deception."  She‘s accused of stealing more than 100-

thousand-dollars from the organization. We interviewed Miller in May. After the national honor flight 

network dropped the central prairie honor flight organization.  It provided world war two veterans with a 

free trip to the national monument in Washington d-c. 

 

10/26/12  10pm 

  An overnight series of collisions leaves one man dead and several others hurt.  It happened just after 

midnight on Kellogg near downtown.  Officers say a car and a pick-up truck hit each other as they changed 

lanes. The car slid sideways and was hit by a third car.  The driver of the first car died at the scene. Then as 

traffic slowed down because of the wreck. Several cars slammed into each other as they tried to stop.   In 

all five people were sent to the hospital.   Eastbound Kellogg was shut down for several hours. 

 

10/27/12  10pm 

  A woman is robbed overnight at this south wichita grocery store.  Officers say she was putting her 

groceries into her car when a man tried to take her purse. He got away with it but was seen going into an 

apartment complex. Police weren't able to find him but did find the purse and a coat they believe belongs to 

the man. 

 

10/28/12  6am 

  The trial continues today for a man accused of killing a Hutchinson woman.  Christopher Logsdon is one 

of two men that face first degree murder in the.  Death of Jennifer Heckel last year.  Prosecutors say it was 

a case of mistaken identity. The trial is expected to last up to six weeks.  Prosecutors also expect to call 

Billy Joe Craig to testify.  Craig is also accused in Heckel's death.  His trial is scheduled for January. 



 

 

 

10/29/12  5pm 

A senior special agent for the Kansas bureau of investigation will get to testify in an upcoming murder trial.  

But the judge won't let him say everything.  It‘s the latest pre-trial ruling in the case of Brett Seacat - he's 

the Kingman man accused of killing his wife. Vashti Seacat, and then setting the couple's home on fire.  

Eyewitness news reporter Anne Meyer was in the courthouse today, and explains what happened. Before 

the hearing began, the defense tried to keep the public and media out of it; they didn't want this information 

out before the trial. But the judge disagreed and let us in which is why we are able to show you what 

happened.  Tuesday's motion centered on the testimony of special agent Cory Latham of the Kansas bureau 

of investigation.  He leads the state's crime scene response team and collected evidence from the Seacat's 

home. Prosecutors say Latham is an expert in his field, and should be allowed to tell jurors his opinion 

about the evidence he found.  The defense asked the judge to keep agent Latham's testimony out of the 

trial; because they believe it will be a repeat of what the jury will already hear from other expert witnesses. 

Judge Larry Solomon sided with the defense, - and he won't let Latham's conclusions into trial but the 

judge says some of his testimony will be allowed.  Both sides will be back in court December 10th for 

another pre-trial hearing.  In Kingman, am kwch 12 eyewitness news.  Brett Seacat's trial is scheduled to 

start May 20th. 

    

10/30/12  10pm 

  That breaking news coming out of Hutchinson tonight.  We don't have many details but we do know that a 

person was critically hurt in a shooting. It happened in southeast Hutchinson around the 600 block of east 

Third Street just after eight tonight.  Once again police are not releasing many more details of what 

happened.   We do have a crew in Hutchinson.  If we find out new details we will bring them to you.   Also 

be sure to keep checking kwch dot com. 

 

10/31/12  12pm 

  Wichita police give out the latest crime stats this noon.   Police say robberies, burglaries, aggravated 

assaults and auto thefts are all down in Wichita compared to last year.  The city had 17 homicides at of the 

end of September.  That's down from 22 at this time last year.  But it's not all good news.   The city is 

seeing more shoplifting and rape cases rose 12 percent.  You can get a full look at the statistics online...at 

kwch.com. 

 

11/1/12  5am 

  A Wichita man gets more than four years in prison for child sex crimes.  Max Fortune plead guilty to 

aggravated indecent liberties with a 13-year old girl earlier this year.  Fortune is related to the girl's father 

and was living with the family at the time. 

 

11/2/12  10pm 

  Salina police officers found two women shot inside of an apartment.  That happened on the 1100 blk of 

east iron this morning. The women were taken to a hospital in critical condition.  A 71-year-old man was 

arrested.  Police say the women and the man knew each other but haven't said how. The women are now in 

stable condition. 

 

11/3/12  10pm 

  In the crime watch tonight, one man is hurt in a shooting at a south Wichita motel. It happened here 

overnight in the two-thousand block of south Broadway.  Police say the man refused to sell drugs to two 

others. When he was shot in the arm, authorities are still looking for the two people responsible. 

 

11/4/12  5pm 

Jury selection begins for this man's trial.  James Lamont brown is charged with ten counts of rape and ten 

counts of human trafficking.  The victims were seven and eight years old the time of the alleged crimes.  

Prosecutors say the girls' mother would bring them to Wichita from Kansas City to have sex with brown.  

 

11/5/12  6am 

  He calls it an epidemic in education. Teachers and students - having sexual relationships. Kurt Brundage 

was sentenced to prison last week for having sex with a 15 year-old student.  Brundage is a former east 



 

 

high school teacher...and started his own website to talk about the issue.   Eyewitness news reporter Sia 

Nyorkor explains why the website is controversial. New at six, he put it all out there---jess Hoeme, Kurt 

Brundage's defense attorney says the former east teacher was just trying to make something good out of 

something bad. Brundage was convicted of indecent liberties with a child.  He pled guilty to having a 

sexual relationship with one of his students. Earlier this year, Brundage designed "the silhouette initiative." 

the website details his life since being charged with a sex crime.   Brundage also writes he wants to educate 

teachers about temptations with students. The state board of education does not specifically track sexual 

misconduct between teachers and students; it all falls under inappropriate incidents.  Records show that 

Kansas has averaged about 6-7 of those incidents per year over the last 7 years and those teachers lost their 

teaching licenses.  During Brundage's sentencing, prosecutors used the website as evidence but Hoeme says 

he thinks the website helped.  Brundage's wife is listed as the web administrator.  His attorney would not 

speculate if she'll keep the website up-to-date while her husband serves out his sentence in prison. Sia 

Nyorkor, kwch 12 eyewitness news.  Brundage is currently in the Sedgwick county jail until the department 

of corrections decides where he'll serve his sentence. He has to register as a sex offender for the rest of his 

life. 

 

11/7/12  10pm 

  The murder trial in the death of a Hutchinson mother is now is turned over to the jury.  Prosecutors 

charged Christopher Logsdon with first degree murder-accused of killing.   This woman.  Jennifer Heckel 

was shot to death last year.  But the state says the young mom wasn't the intended target. The defense 

rested its case without calling any witnesses to the stand.  But in closing arguments, Logsdon's attorney told 

jurors there is not enough evidence to convict.  Prosecutors disagree - and pointed to the testimony from 

several witnesses, who claimed Logsdon confessed to the crime.  The jury will resume deliberations at 8:30 

tomorrow morning. 

 

11/8/12  5am 

  Salina police arrest a woman accused of prostitution at a massage parlor.  She faces prostitution charges 

from the Chinese massage shop.  Police also posted signs that say "this prostitution business closed 

compliments of the Salina police department." 
 

11/9/12  5am 

A woman accused of prostitution at a Salina massage parlor is out on bond.  Salina police say the business 

could reopen today.  Eyewitness news reporter Samantha Anderson continues our coverage. What spencer 

foster saw from his work across the street was a special enforcement bureau raid on a massage parlor on 

Iron Street in downtown Salina. Police say they started the investigation when they received complaints of 

possible prostitution at the parlor. The woman who owns the business was arrested on prostitution and 

sexual battery charges. Police worked together with an undercover officer to gather the evidence. Police 

say...the woman is the only person who worked there. She co-owns the business with her husband. 

Investigators are looking into his involvement. Now police say because the woman has not been convicted 

the business could reopen as early as Friday. In Salina Samantha Anderson kwch 12 eyewitness news, 

officials say eight clients could also face charges of promoting prostitution. 

 

11/10/12  10pm 

In the crime watch tonight. A suspected shoplifter stabs a security guard outside Towne east mall.  Police 

tell us the security guard followed two people outside the store after they were caught on video stealing 

several items.  A man pulled out a knife and stabbed the guard in the chest.  He went to the hospital - where 

he is now listed in stable condition.  Mall security and a Good Samaritan found the two suspected 

shoplifters and held them until officers arrived.  Both are now in jail. 

      

11/11/12  12pm 

  A Hutchinson man is sentenced for the *third* time for putting two young children in a hot dryer to 

punish them. Aron Pritchard was convicted earlier this year of child abuse and endangering a child. 

Investigators say he put his girlfriend's three-year-old son and two-year-old daughter in a dryer then turned 

it on back in 2008. Last Friday, he was sentenced to more than ten years in prison. Pritchard had appealed 

two previous trials for this crime. His attorney says... He plans to appeal again. 

 



 

 

11/12/12  5pm 

This man pleads no contest to killing his girlfriend.  Eric Avila was charged with first-degree murder.  

Prosecutors say he stabbed 35 year old Alina Burkman in a parking lot at 47th and Broadway.  The couple 

had just been evicted from a hotel. 

 

11/14/12  10pm 

  New at 10 tonight. Officials with operation holiday warn about a possible scam.  Someone reported that 

the organization contacted them by phone. The person offered to take an application to receive assistance 

from the organization over the phone. Officials say this cannot by done by phone.  Applicants must be 

present to file for an application.  Operation holiday serves people living at or below the poverty level. For 

more information on how to apply for help...head to kwch dot com. 

 

11/16/12  6am 

Officials with operation holiday warn about a possible scam.  Someone reported that the organization 

contacted them by phone.  The person offered to take an application to receive assistance from the 

organization.  Officials say this cannot be done over the phone.  Applicants must be present to file for an 

application.  Operation holiday serves people living at or below the poverty level. For more information on 

how to apply for help...head to kwch dot com. 

 

11/17/12  10pm 

  Police are looking for two men accused of robbing this gas station.  It happened around midnight today in 

the 11-hundred block of north Broadway.  Police say the two men went up to an employee and demanded 

money. One had a gun.  They got away with an undisclosed amount of cash. The employee was not hurt. 

 

11/18/12  10pm 

Neighbors stop a burglary with a pitch-fork.  It happened Saturday. In the 26-hundred block of south 

Cheyenne.  That's near Pawnee and hillside.  Neighbors say. They saw two teens inside a home... Where no 

one was supposed to be inside.   Officers were able to catch the teens.... Thanks to a pitch-fork. Eyewitness 

news reporter Sia Nyorkor has this story. In the crime watch. Robert Craig and his work partner, Joe Moore 

were getting ready for a job when they got the call. It was a neighbor girl who called them to say she saw 

strangers inside another neighbor‘s house. Thinking quickly, the landscapers grabbed the only weapons 

they had...a shovel and a pitchfork from the back of Robert‘s truck. The teens took off running -- so did 

Robert and Joe.  Joe says he's thankful he didn't actually hit anyone. Police got there and arrested the teens.  

They were hiding in the neighborhood. Robert says the true credit goes to the little girl who saw something 

suspicious and called for help.  And the whole neighborhood is reacting. The Bennet boys live across the 

street.  They have their own idea for punishment. In south Wichita, Sia Nyorkor, kwch 12 eyewitness news.  

Police say... The teens ransacked the woman's house.   Neighbors tell us... She's an elderly woman. Who 

recently took a fall and is away at rehab. 

 

11/20/12  5am 

  A man charged with killing a Wichita girl will be in court today for a preliminary hearing.  Zachary 

Gaston is charged in the shooting death of eight year old Kimbra Moore.  She died in September. 

Prosecutors accuse Gaston of firing a gun in this mobile home park.  Police say he was firing at a vehicle, 

but his bullets went through some mobile homes.  Moore was sleeping in her bed when a bullet went 

through her wall and killed her.  Eyewitness news will have a crew in court today.  Expect updates on air 

and online at kwch dot com. 

 

11/21/12  6am 

  A bank robber is still on the run this morning. Take a good look at your screen right now.  Haysville 

Police say this is the man they're looking for. He was wearing a hooded sweatshirt, beanie and sunglasses.  

The robbery happened before noon at the "community bank of Wichita".  That's in the 300 block of north 

Main Street in Haysville.  Police say the crook gave the teller a note demanding money... and then got 

away.   If you know who that guy is, call police. 

 

11/24/12  5am 



 

 

  Wichita police looking for a second man involved in a deadly robbery and shooting.  It happened around 

7-15 last night when. Two men entered the KC gas and grocery store at 11th and Broadway.   Investigators 

say the clerk shot at the suspects with a handgun. One of the suspects was shot.  He died a short time later 

at the hospital.  Police say the clerk was not hurt, but is shaken up.  They are looking for anyone who may 

have witnessed the robbery.  The same gas station was robbed this past weekend.  Police don't know yet if 

the two are related. 

 

11/25/12  10pm 

And we continue to follow a developing story. Out of west Wichita tonight, Wichita police spent most of 

the afternoon and evening investigating what they call a *suspicious death*. It happened in the 35-hundred 

block of west Ninth Street. Near Black elementary school, Officers found the body of the 73-year-old man 

who lived in this west-side home. After a worried relative called them, Police are treating his death as a 

crime until they learn more. Because of the way they found his body... What neighbors told them.... And 

the fact the man had no obvious medical problems.  Neighbors say they're worried after today's events. This 

death remains under investigation. 

 

11/26/12  5am 

While many of you were relaxing this holiday weekend, Wichita police officers were busy working 

overtime. Officers say shoplifting often goes up during black Friday sales.  They work with local stores to 

prepare for the mini-crime wave long before it begins.  But that's not all they have to manage during the 

holidays.  Officers say they also deal with a lot of family fights and drunk people making a scene. But 

officers say they know what to expect... And it's just part of the job.   The fire department was also busy 

this holiday weekend with an increase of calls, mostly due to kitchen fires. 

 

11/27/12  10pm 

A judge denies a request to withdraw a guilty plea for a butler county woman charged with murder.  

Lindsey Giovinazzo pled guilty to first degree murder in the death of Loyce Cody. Cody was found dead in 

this Augusta home last year.  Her grandson Jacob Allen Hoyt is also charged in her death.  Giovinazzo will 

be sentenced next month. 

 

11/28/12  12pm 

  Wichita police chief Norman Williams is now talking about the tear gas incident in old town early Friday 

morning.  He says a supervisor made the call to use it that night to help disperse a large crowd, and stop 

multiple fights that were going on in the area.  Williams says the decision was effective.  While he can't say 

if tear gas will be used again in old town, he does say it's a tool officers have been trained to use it.  We 

also know newly installed cameras were not working that night. We'll hear more from the chief about this 

incident tonight on eyewitness news. 

 

11/29/12  6am 

In the Crimewatch this morning, Wichita police say a woman shot in the face will survive. Police say two 

men walked up to a home in the 400 block of south Edwards last night.  They wanted another man to come 

outside.  When he refused, police say the guys fired two shots through the door.  A woman inside was hit in 

the face.  The shooters are still on the loose.     

 

11/30/12  5am 

Police are looking into a shooting at an apartment in El Dorado.  It happened in a complex called "the 

Villas" in the 700 block of South Haverhill.  One person was hurt and taken to Wesley Medical Center in 

Wichita.  No word if police have arrested the gunman. We'll bring you more details as we get them...both 

here and online at KWCH.COM. 

 

12/1/12  10pm 

We're following the latest of Kansas City.  Where chiefs linebacker, Jovan (juh-von) belcher shot himself 

outside arrowhead stadium this morning in front of coaches and the team‘s general manager.  Police say 

belcher also killed his girlfriend. Eyewitness news reporter Erica Ferrari has new details for us tonight.   

Despite the death, the Kansas City chiefs *will* still play their game tomorrow against the panthers. To 

hear what the n-f-l had to say about the murder suicide, head over to our website, k-w-c-h dot com. 



 

 

 

12/2/12  10pm 

We're following a developing story tonight. Officers arrested the man wanted in connection to the deadly 

"dollar general store" shooting.  Eyewitness news reporter Sia Nyorkor is live in the studio with more on 

the arrest. Sia? Melissa, a lot of this information has come into our newsroom within the last hour.  We now 

know this man, 19 year old marquis Marshall--now in jail on two counts of first degree murder.  Here's 

where he was arrested-- in the 400 block of north hillside.  Officers say... He is the suspect in the dollar 

general shooting from Friday night. They say.... Around eight p-m Marshall killed a 79-year-old customer 

and a 22-year-old employee.  Officers say... Marshall got away.  Earlier today, I talked with a store owner 

near dollar general. He wants to know--- why the suspect did it.  Investigators have not released a motive... 

Or any more details about Marshall‘s arrest. Marshall could be in court as early as tomorrow.  Melissa, 

Mike, back to you. Officers didn't release information on Marshall‘s afternoon arrest until after nine 

tonight, because they had more investigative work to do on this case. 

  

12/3/12  12pm 

Leavenworth federal prison remains on lockdown after fights break out.   Prison officials say one fight 

happened last night in a housing unit.  Another happened in the rec yard. Security was never breached.  

Officials say there will be no visitation until the lockdown ends. 

 

12/4/12  5pm 

More than 12-thousand pills are taken from a Salina pharmacy, all of it pain medication.  And it's worth 

more than 16-thousand dollars.  Surveillance video shows the suspect going through the cash register at 

Jim‘s pharmacy.  Our news partners at the Salina journal say the man broke a window to get in.  

Medication like oxycodone and oxycontin are missing.  If you know anything, call Salina police. 

 

12/5/12  10pm 

  This man faces capital murder charge.  Police say Marquis Marshall is the one who killed two people at a 

dollar general store last week.  Marshall's bond is set at five million dollars.  Also today in court Marshall 

was given a court appointed attorney.  His next court date is set for later this month. 

 

12/6/12  6pm 

Sheriff's deputies in Dickinson county look into what they call "allegations of misconduct" involving a 

teacher. The investigation involves a female elementary school teacher and a student in the high school.  

Investigators won't say what the allegations are... But the investigation started in late October. The teacher 

is no longer with the school.  The sheriff says when the investigation is wrapped up; it will be sent to the 

county attorney. 

 

12/7/12  5am 

  In the crimewatch this morning, another Hutchinson church is the target of a break in. Police say it 

happened Wednesday night at the McGee chapel.  Some cash was taken. There were two other break-ins in 

Hutchinson earlier this week.  Also this summer...hutch police investigated more than a dozen church 

break-ins.  Four people were arrested in connection with those crimes. 

 

12/8/12  10pm 

We begin with breaking news in west Wichita - that's where Wichita police are investigating a shooting. It 

happened just after nine tonight near 8th and Wabash.   Eyewitness news reporter Sia Nyorkor just got to 

the scene, she joins us on the phone. Sia - what can you tell us. 

 

12/9/12  10pm 

  Continuing the crime-watch tonight, a man dies in an over-night stabbing in south-east Wichita.  Crime 

tape still covered this house in the two-thousand block of white oak drive this afternoon.  Police say the 

victim was at a party in the house when the stabbing occurred.  A friend took him to the hospital.  He was 

transferred to another hospital where he died.  No arrests have been made. 

 

12/10/12  6am 



 

 

A man is killed in a weekend stabbing in southeast Wichita.  It happened near Pawnee and rock road early 

Sunday morning. Police say the man was stabbed at a party. No arrests have been made. 

 

12/11/12  12pm 

  Two cars collide at an east Wichita golf course this morning...sending one into the golf maintenance 

building at sierra hills.  The other stopped in a hedgerow. The driver of the vehicle that went into the 

building was taken to the hospital.  The other driver was not hurt.   Investigators don't know what caused 

the accident. 

 

12/12/12  10pm 

  Some breaking news out of south Wichita tonight, Officers are at the scene of a shooting. They got a call 

to the 22-hundred block of east 53rd street south about 20 minutes ago. One person is dead and another has 

critical injuries.  Eyewitness news has a crew headed to the scene.  If we get any more details we'll be sure 

to bring them to you. 

 

12/13/12  5am 

  A Mulvane homeowner who shot an intruder in his garage will not face charges. Investigators say the 

homeowner woke up to sounds coming from his garage early Wednesday morning. He found the man 

inside held him at gunpoint.  That's when the thief attacked. The gun was fired once hitting the intruder in 

the chest.  He was taken to the hospital in serious condition. 

 

12/15/12  10pm 

People around the world are offering their condolences after a gunman kills 20 children and 6 adults 

yesterday, at a Connecticut elementary school. And many have been leaving flowers and messages here. In 

memory of those who died.  Now investigators are trying to learn more about the alleged gunman. 20-year 

old Adam Lanza.  Lanza allegedly killed his own mother, then targeted her classrooms at the elementary 

school.  At this time police haven't said why he may have done it.  But one thing is certain. That 

community continues to grieve tonight.  Tonight a grandfather is talking about his six year old 

granddaughter Emily Parker, who died during the shooting.  Eyewitness news reporter Chris Jones has her 

story. 

 

12/16/12  10pm 

That breaking news tonight out of Topeka, two police officers are dead.  They were shot outside of a 

Dillon‘s store.  Around 6:30 this evening, police were called to check-out a suspicious vehicle.  Shots were 

fired.  Within the last hour, we've learned two officers have died.  Witnesses say they heard multiple shots 

fired.  A third officer showed-up soon after, and shot at the suspect, hitting him as he tried to escape.  This 

is the man police say is responsible.  Police are looking for 22-year-old David Edward Tiscareno (tis-cuh-

rain-oh).  Police say he is armed and extremely dangerous. Topeka police are in a stand-off situation with 

him.  Right now, he has barricaded himself inside of a home.  Stick with us for the latest details on air and 

on-line at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

12/17/12  6pm 

  Wichita police say a man, accused of killing his wife over the weekend, turned himself in.  Police found 

61-year-old Debra palmer dead in the basement of her northeast Wichita home Sunday.  Investigators say 

she had been stabbed several times.  Police say... The couple had been having marriage problems.  

Investigators plan to present their case to the district attorney's office later this week.  It's the 25th homicide 

in Wichita this year. 

 

12/18/12  12pm 

  Wichita police say they take every threat seriously - and that's what led them to arrest a maize high school 

student.  They say the 15 year old tweeted threats against family members and other students.  He now 

faces charges of terrorist threats and disorderly conduct.  Wichita police say kids should know that officers 

will investigate every threat, even if kids are trying to pull a prank. 

 

12/19/12  10pm 



 

 

He called to ask how to register the truck he was driving only to learn it was stolen.  As eyewitness news 

reporter Pilar Pedraza discovered, it was the last stop on a long journey. From Hillsboro to Coffeyville for 

one pick-up, the city of Hillsboro had more questions than answers about its stolen pick-up truck similar to 

these. In June, thieves broke into the city electric shop, stole copper wiring, tools, and a marked pick-up 

truck.   City workers looked everywhere but couldn't find the truck until a phone call last week. A few more 

questions about the truck and they learned the caller, a gentleman from Coffeyville, had been at Wesley 

medical center in Wichita when his car broke down. They'd given him a phone number... But it led 

nowhere.  After searching the truck, the man uncovered a Hillsboro city business card in the glove 

compartment and that helped solve the mystery of the missing truck. In Hillsboro, Pilar Pedraza, kwch 12, 

eyewitness news.  The truck officially belongs to the insurance company because it already paid to replace 

the vehicle.  The Wichita police department is looking for the two men who "lent" the truck. 

 

12/21/12  5am 

The brother of Bernard Madoff has been sentenced to 10 years in prison. Peter Madoff had pleaded guilty 

to conspiracy and falsifying books and records. It was four years ago this month that his brother, Bernard, 

revealed he had cheated thousands of investors out of their 20 billion dollar investment. Bernard Madoff is 

serving a 150-year prison term. 

 

12/22/12  10pm 

A Dillon‘s fuel center worker in west Wichita had a scary morning. Police say a masked man shocked him 

with a stun gun and then robbed the place. Just before six-thirty this morning - at the Dillon‘s store near 

13th and Tyler road - officers say the alleged robber hit the help button at a fuel pump to get the worker 

outside.  After the man shocked the worker with a stun gun, he forced him to open the center door and took 

cash.  The worker is okay.  Officers never found the masked suspect. 

 

12/25/12  6am 

Two firefighters are dead and two more wounded after an ex-con set an ambush for the first responders in 

Webster, New York.  Police say a fire was set to a car and a house Monday morning in order to lure the 

firefighters.  When they arrived, the ex-con opened fire.   The gunman's sister lived with him.  She is still 

missing. 

 

12/26/12  6pm 

Wichita police say they don't know what happened to a man found dead in the street.  It's a story we've 

been covering since Monday.  Brian turner was found unresponsive at Boston & market Christmas Eve.  

Police thought he may have been hit by a car, now ay. That's not what happened. They say he likely died 

from exposure, maybe from a medical condition. The coroner is still trying to figure out exactly what 

happened.  Anyone who may have seen what happened or know why he was in that area is asked to call 

Wichita police. 

 

12/27/12  5pm 

Gleason is the brother of this man, Sidney Gleason.  In 2006 Sidney was sentenced to death for the 2004 

murders of Mikki Martinez and Darren Wornkey in great bend.  During the trial witnesses testified that 

Sydney Gleason wanted Martinez dead because he was afraid she would tell police about his involvement 

in a robbery.  Sidney Gleason is appealing his conviction. 

 

12/28/12  5am 

This is dash cam video of a shoot-out with the highway patrol.  It and testimony from a driver held at 

gunpoint are enough for a judge to send a Lyons man to trial.  Police say Jason Gleason robbed a rice 

county bank in October- a trooper tried to pull over the s-u-v he was in- but the driver wouldn't stop. The 

chase ended 12 miles later in a shoot-out. A trooper, the driver and a child inside the vehicle were hurt.  

Chrystal bell was that driver.  She and the trooper described what happened when the SUV came to a stop.  

Gleason's arraignment is scheduled for January 2nd.  He faces 14 charges including attempted murder and 

aggravated kidnapping.  

 

12/29/12  10pm 



 

 

A Sedgwick county detention deputy charged with sex crimes with an inmate. The sheriff tells us James 

Conklin is a 19 year veteran with the department. Eyewitness news reporter Samantha Anderson has been 

following the developing story.   Sam, what can you tell us?  According to the daily booking sheet - James 

Conklin faces two counts of unlawful sexual relations with a female inmate sheriff Jeff Easter has been on 

vacation, but says he will brief us on this case when he returns to work Wednesday.  You may recall a 

similar situation happened at the jail last spring when Bob Hinshaw was still sheriff. A detention deputy 

was charged with 12 counts including criminal sodomy and sexual battery. That case is still going through 

the court system.  Current sheriff Jeff Easter made internal affairs an important part of his campaign when 

he ran for the office.  Conklin has already been arraigned in court, but he is not in jail at this time – Anne.  

For a second look at this story head over to our website, k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

12/30/12  10pm 

  We also hope to learn more this week about the arrest of a Sedgwick county jail deputy.  The jail deputy 

faces two counts of unlawful sexual relations with a male inmate.  Investigators arrested him at the 

Sedgwick county court-house Friday. 

 

12/31/12  5am 

  In the crime-watch this morning, police say a triple shooting this weekend is a "double murder and 

suicide." they were called to this home in the 300 block of north ash Saturday afternoon.  Officers found 

three people dead inside the home.  More details about the deadly shootings will be released at today's 

media briefing. 

 



 

 

COMMUNITY 
 

10/2/12  12pm 

  The mother of a man killed in an officer involved shooting speaks out at this morning's Wichita city 

council meeting.  In august the district attorney's office ruled officers *were justified* in using deadly force 

against Dejuan Colbert. He was shot and killed at a south Wichita dollar general store last October.  Colbert 

was shot after investigators say he came at officers with a knife.  Police also released surveillance video of 

the incident. Colber's mother Doris Johnson told council members... She doesn't believe officers were 

justified.  Colbert wasn't the only suspect... Two others were arrested inside the store.  Search for this story 

at k-w-c-h dot com to see the full report from the d-a's office. 

 

10/3/12  10pm 

  President Obama and Mitt Romney have spent months preparing for tonight‘s 90 minute debate.  How did 

each one fare? Eyewitness news reporter Pilar Pedraza is at Wichita state university where students were 

gathered for a debate watch party.  She joins us now with their reaction. The debate is the topic of a 

scientific study being conducted at WSU. Researchers at the Elliot School of Communication are asking 

students to fill out a survey throughout the debate. The idea is to get a better understanding of how 

candidates can get their message across effectively. The study participants appeared to be enjoying the 

debate...laughing several time times from liners from several candidates. The students are mostly 

underclassman...they were pausing between segments to answer questions of how they understood what 

was going on. Several upper level education students are helping to run the study. Half way through the 

debate, some had already picked a leader even those who said they didn't have a preferred candidate going 

in.  Senior Tyler Hiebert said in his opinion Romney needed any help he could get going into the debate 

and tonight‘s performance would help some but not enough. The next presidential debate will be on 

October 16th from Hempstead, New York.  A vice presidential debate will take place on the 11th.  For all 

the latest on this year‘s election head to kwch dot com backslash campaign 12.  There you'll find the latest 

stories as well as helpful links to get you ready for Novembers vote. 

 

10/4/12  5pm 

McPherson College and Tabor College cancel their upcoming football game to honor the memory of 

Brandon brown, and because of an ongoing criminal investigation in his death.  Brown played football for 

tabor. The 26 year old died last month after he was found beaten on a McPherson street.   Two McPherson 

football players are accused in his death.  People in McPherson say it's a sad situation all around.  Alton 

franklin and Dequinte Flournoy have been charged with aiding and abetting second-degree murder in 

brown's death.   They're scheduled to be in court later this month.      

 

10/5/12  5am 

A football game between Tabor College and McPherson College is cancelled by the conference 

commissioner -- due to the recent death of a tabor player.  Police say 26-year old Brandon Brown was 

beaten and left unconscious last month.  He died eight days later.  Two men are charged in the case - and 

awaiting trial.  Both are former McPherson college football players.  The football field at McPherson 

College will sit empty October 20th.  It was supposed to be the team's homecoming game - facing rival 

tabor college.  But students at both schools understand why the game will not be played this year.  

Conference commissioner Scott Crawford made the final call, after meeting with the presidents of both 

colleges. On September 16th, police found 26-year old Brandon brown beaten and unconscious outside a 

McPherson home.  He died eight days later.  Many were upset to learn that two former McPherson college 

football players were charged in the case. Now the schools are finding ways to come together during this 

difficult time. Allowing students to focus on values more important that the competition on the field.  Am 

kwch 12 eyewitness news. Alton Franklin and Dequinte Fluornoy are charged with aiding and abetting 

second degree murder.  Their preliminary hearings have been pushed back due to a scheduling conflict. 

 

10/6/12  10pm 

Bombardier Learjet machinists say no to a 5-year contract... And yes to a strike.    Workers will hit the 

picket line first thing Monday morning.  The machinists needed a two-thirds vote to strike... With 79-

percent in favor they had more than enough to do it.  Eyewitness news reporter Jim Grawe joins us live in 



 

 

the news room.  Union leadership recommended the strike....and workers agreed. They say changes to their 

health care coverage was the deal breaker.   Bombardier workers went and cast their votes.   And when 

those votes were counted. This announcement, a tough decision they say...especially in tough economic 

times.  But...union rep Tony Larkin says an increase of a hundred dollars or more in health insurance 

premiums and higher drug co-pays...is just too much. Before the vote...the company stated it needed to 

lower its labor costs...to maintain the size of its workforce and remain competitive.  It was offering no pay 

the first year....and just one percent increases the next four. But....union officials say that wasn't the deal 

breaker. The picket line assembles at 12:01 am Monday.  The only other strike at Wichita‘s bombardier 

plant happened in 2006.  It lasted three weeks.  Bombardier Learjet released this statement saying it's.  

"Disappointed in the union negotiating committee's recommendation.   The company put forward a fair and 

reasonable proposal for the employees while ensuring the long-term potential and success of Learjet." 

       

10/7/12  10pm 

  A viewer wonders. Why one of our channels isn't coming in so clear.... And how old is Millie?  Roger 

answers those two questions in tonight's answer-back. We have so many stations and on-line platforms; it's 

hard to keep track of them all. Like when we get a call about a channel not coming in well. If you truly 

mean channel 33, that's kscw and I‘m told its operating normally. I will have one of our technical people 

call you and see if they can help. If you mean channel 31, that would be kdcu, our Univision station so "a 

abido un problema." okay...I don't speak Spanish...but what I said there is. There has been a problem. kdcu 

was operating on low power for a few days because of an equipment issue. I am told it has been fixed so it 

should be....bien...or good now. Let's take another call. Millie just celebrated her 8th birthday, which 

supposedly puts her in her mid-50-s in human terms. That means she's been contacted by a-a-r-p, but 

doesn't quite qualify for social security or Medicare, or whatever the canine equivalent of those would be. 

On that subject, my own dog Gunnar is also 8 years old. Maybe we should get them together through 

canine-match-dot-com. What do you think, Gunnar, want a girlfriend? If you have questions or comments, 

canine or otherwise, give us a call at 838-1212. You can also contact us on-line at kwch-dot-com, and 

Gunnar is a big fan of Facebook and twitter. 

 

10/8/12  12pm 

The machinists‘ union strike at bombardier continues this noon. The union voted to reject the company's 

final offer over the weekend and hit the picket lines just after midnight. Eyewitness news reporter Pilar 

Pedraza has been at the bombardier plant with strikers all morning.  She joins us live.  Brian, things have 

remained peaceful out here.... Despite a lot of noise coming from the strikers who are using air horns, 

whistles and shouting to make their presence heard ever since they hit the picket lines early this morning.  

Union members voted by 79-percent to approve the strike and reject bombardier's final 5 year contract 

offer. Their complaint, health care costs.  In particular, they're concerned about a loss of h-m-o options and 

a hike in premiums.  The strikers say they're prepared to stay out here until bombardier Learjet comes up 

with a better offer.  Bombardier says the plan it included in the proposed contract was similar to what it 

already provides its non-union employees.  Even before negotiations began. The company indicated the 

current economy. Including health care costs, recent layoffs and a production slow down. Would limit what 

it could offer.  After the union vote to strike... Bombardier issued a statement saying it had a strike plan in 

place to limit the picketers effect on production here at the plant.  The company has indicated that it is 

willing to return to the negotiating table. But, again, the union says only if health care is being discussed.  

Live in southwest Wichita, Pilar Pedraza.  Brian, back to you.  Thanks Pilar. The strikers have been 

stopping cars arriving at the plant. And speaking to every driver for 20 to 30 seconds before letting them 

continue.  And that severely backed up traffic throughout the morning.  Sometimes as far as a mile south of 

k-42.  The striking workers represent about a quarter of the 35-hundred employees at the plant.. The rest of 

which had to show up for work today.  In order to avoid the backup, Some workers parked elsewhere and 

walked a quarter mile or more to get to the plant.  Eyewitness news is following the strike pretty closely... 

Stay with us on-air and online for the latest developments at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

10/9/12  6am 

  Kansas regulators consider new rules for promotional tours to state casinos.  The racing and gaming 

commission is thinking of regulating companies that provide trips to casinos throughout the state, like this 

one in Dodge City.   A commission spokesman says the agency wants to make sure that the trips are safe, 

and their providers operate honestly. They will decide on the rules during their meeting on Friday. 



 

 

 

10/10/12  10pm 

Momentous occasion tonight.. First postseason game in Washington d-c in 79 years...nats and cardinals in 

game 3. St Louis up 1-0 when former shocker baseball recruit Pete Kozma steps up to the plate...drives this 

one deep to left field...it's a 3 run bomb to put St. Louis up 4-0.  The cards go on to win 8-0....taking a 2-1 

lead in the best of five n-l-d-s. 

 

10/11/12  5pm 

More Wichita residents are unsure about adding fluoride to the water.  Take a look at our latest exclusive 

fact finder 12 scientific surveys.   500 Wichitans were asked.  47 percent of likely voters say they would 

add fluoride the city's water supply.  That number has remained comparatively flat, but opposition to the 

measure has fallen 5 points, from our survey two weeks ago.  35 percent say they've vote no.  Our last 

survey showed 14 percent were not certain they wanted fluoride to the water. That number has now gone 

up to 18 percent.  See a complete breakdown of the results, including how parents would vote on the 

measure, right now at our website kwch dot com.  Look under top stories. 

 

10/13/12  10pm 

  It's a night OF art and fashion, and it‘s all for a good cause.  You‘re looking at art aid.  The night includes 

a silent art auction and runway fashion show.   The event raises money for Positive Directions.  That 

organization supports those with Aids and H-I-V.  To date, Art Aid as raised more than one-point-5 million 

dollars.      

 

10/14/12  10pm 

He served on the warren commission...ran for president....and made a name for himself by working across 

party lines. Senator Arlen specter is remembered as a Kansan who never forgot his roots. Specter's death 

today at the age of 82 is the talk of his hometown of Russell.  Eyewitness news reporter Jim Grawe has the 

story.  Velma Beeman says she got the phone call while in church.  That her high school friend Arlen 

specter had died.  We met up with Beeman and local historian Alden banker....at Russell County‘s 

historical museum.  There's an exhibit here honoring specter...along with fellow native son bob dole.    In 

the course of a life that included not only serving as Pennsylvania senator....and running for president....but 

also authoring the single-bullet theory in the JFK death investigation....friends say specter always made 

time for his friends in Russell. Specter and his family lived in this house on elm street. They moved here 

from Wichita when he was 12 years old.  Specter's father worked in the oil business---while young Arleen 

became a champion high school debater. He went on to do big things....but was never too big for this small 

town.  A small town that's known across the nation for its two famous hometown boys. In Russell, Jim 

Grawe kwch 12 eyewitness. Specter died at his home in Philadelphia this morning after a long battle with 

non-Hodgkin‘s lymphoma. 

 

10/15/12  6am 

The machinists' strike at bombardier Learjet enters its second week. With no sign of a deal, workers started 

striking last Monday over the health care options in the new five year proposed contract.  Meanwhile, the 

mood on the picket lines for now is relaxed and lighthearted.  Along with deliveries of pizza and pop. It felt 

almost like a party. An attempt to show just how secure the strikers are in their position.  Several workers 

say they've been saving up for the strike and are ready for it to last months.  But they're not just sitting 

around... Many are looking for part-time or temporary jobs in the meantime. With the union's help.  Union 

leadership says it's stayed in contact with bombardier this last week. But there's been no move toward a 

return to the negotiating table.   Bombardier said its proposed contract is the best it can offer given the 

current economy. 

 

10/16/12  12pm 

Speaking of animals... We've got one you'll want to take home.   Say "hello" to the humane society's pet of 

the week  find out how you can take "Eddie" home with you today.  And veterinarian Dan Thompson is in 

the studio.  Ready to answer your pet questions.  So go grab your phones. 4-3-6  12-12 is the number to 

call.  It's news talk and it's next. 

 

10/17/12  5pm 



 

 

  Fluoride opponents upset about a recent fact-sheet from the Sedgwick county health department speak out 

to commissioners today.  Commissioners took the fact-sheet off the health department's website earlier this 

month.   But this morning, they allowed both sides a chance to speak about fluoride, which created a mini-

debate on the issue. Eyewitness news reporter Anne Meyer shows us, fluoride opponents felt a published 

fact-sheet about the chemical from the county's health department was biased toward fluoridating Wichita‘s 

water, so they wanted commissioners to do more to give the public an opposite view. Fluoride supporters 

told commissioners most of the information on that fact-sheet came directly from the centers from disease 

control. Doctor Bill Maas flew in from Washington d-c to represent the group Wichitans for healthy teeth.  

He also wanted to dispel some of what he calls miss-information about fluoride being shared around town. 

Two commissioners questioned doctor Maas' position but the board said early on this was not meant to be a 

public hearing on fluoridating Wichita water.  Instead they saw it as information sharing session for the 

public.   Commissioners took no action on the discussion, saying it will be up to the voters to decide 

November 6th. Am kwch 12 eyewitness news.19 people testified to commissioners this morning, each were 

given three minutes to state their views.  The group was nearly split - with 11 speaking out against fluoride 

and 8 speaking out in favor of the measure. 

 

10/18/12  6am 

  In the campaign 20-12 this morning, fluoride opponents speak at the Sedgwick county commission's 

meeting.  They talked about a recent fact-sheet published on the county health department's website.  Even 

though commissioners removed that information earlier this month, they allowed people from both sides of 

the issue to address the board for three minutes each.  19 people testified about the benefits and concerns of 

adding fluoride to Wichita‘s water. Wichita voters will decide the fluoride issue November 6th. 
 

10/19/12  5am 

There will soon be a new rival for the Wichita wild.  Salina now has an arena football team.  Chamber 

members believe the team will bring 5 and a half million dollars into the city's economy over 5 years.  

Eyewitness news reporter Samantha Anderson has more. Starting next spring Salina residents will have a 

new team to root for. The city's indoor football team will be part of the champion‘s professional indoor 

football league. Jake sharp knows about football in Salina. He's a Salina central graduate who also played 

for KU. Now instead of putting on a jersey and cleats before each game he'll suit up in a jacket and dress 

shoes as part the ownership team. The ownership says fans should expect to see plenty of talent here at the 

bicentennial center. The owners say  they are still deciding on who they want to coach those players, but 

the individuals they are looking at have high school and college experience. The league has eight teams--

including the Kansas city renegades, the Topeka Koyotes and the Wichita wild. The team's first home 

contest in their 12 game regular season will be march 16. Samantha Anderson eyewitness news.  Salinans 

can submit their pick for a team name to bicentennial-center-dot-com. Three names will be chosen next 

week for sports fans to vote for their favorite. 

 

10/20/12  5am 

18-thousand tons of documents were shredded in Wichita - for the secure your I-d day event.  The better 

business bureau held a shred-a-thon this morning, and hundreds took advantage.   In fact cars lined up to 

tear up sensitive documents like banking statements, medical records and expired credit cards.   Organizers 

tell us identity theft is on the rise and many of us should do a better job of handling our personal 

information.   We talked to some identity theft victims, to hear their advice check out our website - kwch-

dot-com 

 

10/21/12  10pm 

  New at 10 tonight. It's a call to give everyone a fair chance.  Students from Wichita west high rallied this 

afternoon at the keeper of the plains.  They signed a petition in support of the dream act.  The act would 

provide undocumented students a path to citizenship.  The teens say right now many undocumented 

students live in fear.  In 2010 the dream act fell five votes shy in the u-s senate after it was passed in the 

house. 

 

10/23/12  5pm 

  Continuing coverage of a story we brought you last week.  A motorcyclist involved in a crash last Friday 

has died.  Police say he was speeding when he struck a car making a turn near Pawnee and Seneca.  The 



 

 

motorcyclist was not wearing a helmet.  This is the fourth motorcycle fatality this year.  The driver of the 

car was not hurt in the crash. 

 

10/24/12  10pm 

  In the crimewatch tonight.  Hutchinson police say they have as many as 25 cases of vandalism overnight.  

The vandals shot b-b guns at homes, cars and even the Kansas Cosmosphere overnight.  The reports began 

coming in after eight last night.  Police do have surveillance of a couple of different cars.   No arrests have 

been made. 

 

10/25/12  6pm 

  The cold weather can have a lot of impact on your car. Shawn Sarbaun is the owner of woody's 

automotive in Wichita.  He says a drop in tire pressure is one of the most common things they see in 

extreme temperature changes. Sarbaun says there's a simple thing you can do to check your tires.  Take a 

penny and stick it in the tire.  If you can see the head of Lincoln, then it's time for a change. 

 

10/26/12  5am 

  Voting is underway to name Salina‘s new indoor football team. An on-line contest narrowed the finalists 

to storm, bombers and shock.  We first told you earlier this month about the announcement; a team is 

coming to Salina‘s bicentennial center.  It's in the same league as the Wichita wild. Fans can vote on the 

finalists through Wednesday.  Search for this story at k-w-c-h dot com for the link. 

 

10/27/12  10pm 

  Hundreds of runners take a 5-k run to a new level. By adding zombies,   every runner put on a belt with 

flags.  Each flag represented a life.  Once all the flags were gone, the runner was out.   Eyewitness news 

photojournalist Brian Gordon shows us this race for survival.   If you want to see this video again, head 

over to our website, k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

10/28/12  10pm 

  Less than two weeks from now--Wichita voters  will also face a question that's been debated for decades.  

Should fluoride be added to Wichita city water?  You've asked us to find more information--and that's what 

we did.  I traveled to several cities in the past month to learn more--including Santa Fe new Mexico.  A 

town that's fluoridated since the 1950's, but now the city council wants to stop.  I asked why? Santa Fe, 

New Mexico--a town that offers a unique way of living-- and prides itself on being different.  And people 

here say it's no surprise fluoride has become one of those controversies--the city has fluoridated since the 

50's, but now- the city council has voted to stop adding it.  The council decided--and already voted, but 

there were concerns about how open the process was--so now...members will vote again--but most have 

made their decision--including councilor Ron Trujillo.  Not enough according to the c-d-c--Santa Fe and 

Wichita are similar when it comes to naturally occurring fluoride. Both cities have about half what's 

recommended--and just like Wichita...there are different opinions on the council.  Councilman peter Ives is 

the only one who wants to keep fluoride. Opinions in the community also vary--  some are concerned about 

health risks--but we heard this a lot too.  Robin Laughlin says choice is a big deal here. And reaction 

among dentists in Santa Fe. Dr. Kris Kendricks says not only was the medical community surprised--but is 

now trying to convince the council to change its mind. Unlike Wichita--the fluoridation decision will not go 

to the public in Santa Fe--and if--after decades it comes to an end--councilman Ives says he wants one 

question answered.  

 

10/29/12  6am 

  Factfinder 12 takes an in-depth look Tuesday at the debate in a half-hour special... Fluoride: it's your 

choice.  It airs Tuesday at 6-30, right here on k-w-c-h 12.  We'll also stream it live at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

10/30/12  5pm 

  Check out our latest FactFinder 12 scientific survey.  It shows, next week's fluoride election could go 

either way.   More than 500 likely voters in Wichita were asked how they'd vote if the election were today.    

44 percent say they'd vote no.  43 percent say they'd vote yes to adding fluoride to the water.  13 percent 

say they're still not sure.  The no side is gaining momentum. We'll show you that coming up at six.  Then at 



 

 

6-30. Factfinder 12 takes an in-depth look at the debate in a half-hour special.  Fluoride: it's your choice.   

You can watch it right here on k-w-c-h 12.  We'll also stream the half-hour program at k-w-c-h dot-com. 

 

10/31/12  10pm 

In the aviation watch tonight. No new talks are scheduled between bombardier Learjet and it's machinist 

union.  The union has been on strike for more than three weeks now and today members received their first 

check for 350 dollars.  Part of the money comes from the union's light aircraft steering committee fund.  

The committee authorized six weeks of payments.  Striking workers can also pick up groceries from a food 

bank operated by the union. 

 

11/1/12  12pm 

  Take a look at this!  Franklin Elementary's principal is kissing a llama.  It was all for a good cause.  It was 

to reward students for raising 785 dollars for United Way. 

 

11/2/12  5am 

 Plans to build a Sam‘s club in northwest Wichita goes to the city council. The metropolitan area planning 

commission approved the building plan at 29th and maize road.  But they say Sam‘s has to improve the 

building's siding to better blend in with the neighborhood.  Residents in the fox ridge neighborhood have 

fought to keep Sam‘s out.  They worry about what the business will do to their property values.  They're 

also worried about noise, drainage, and traffic.  A date hasn't been set for when the issue will go before the 

city council. 

 

11/3/12  10pm 

Today was the last day to vote early in Wichita before Tuesday‘s election and that kept volunteers with a 

Wichita state fraternity busy. They've been giving rides to people who want to vote, but don't have 

transportation.  Roy Crawford took advantage; he needs a lift van to get around.  Crawford didn't vote in 

the 2008 presidential election because had just had a stroke so he didn't want to miss this one.   Volunteers 

are taking calls at St. Mark Methodist church; they will be giving rides to voters on Tuesday. If you need a 

ride to the polls, here is the number to call is at the bottom of your screen.  We'll also put that number up on 

our website k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

11/4/12  10pm 

The ownership is changing but the party will go on.  Ivan Moore sold his company, unified party bus.  He 

started in eight years ago when he was in his early 20's. The company is known for the brightly colored 

buses with all the party-goers inside.  Moore says he was getting burned out so he sold it to his competitor, 

spot's party bus.  He says he's looking forward to his next challenge. The new owners of the company say 

they're keeping almost everything the same---right down to the name and the phone number.   

 

11/5/12  5pm 

  It will soon cost you more to take the Kansas turnpike. Cash rates will go up for cars and light trucks an 

average of 10 percent. If you have a k-tag-- it'll increase about 5 percent.  The extra money will go toward 

paying the people who collect the tolls, along with road and bridge upkeep.  The Kansas turnpike authority 

increases the toll about every three years.  The new rates take effect February first. 

 

11/6/12  6am 

Thousands drive it and soon a trip on the Kansas turnpike will cost you more. Starting in February... 

Drivers will pay five to 10 percent more on each toll.  The turnpike authority says, the increase is needed.  

Eyewitness news reporter Susan Gager explains why. The Kansas turnpike cuts across Kansas from 

Oklahoma to Kansas City. And soon it may cut into your budget a little more too.  This time-- it's 10 

percent on average for cars and light trucks.  And 5% for large commercial vehicles and k-tag users.  Most 

drivers we talked to along the turnpike didn't mind.  Others would rather skip the toll stops altogether-- the 

Kansas turnpike authority last raised the toll in October 2009-- and have raised it 14 times since it opened 

back in 1956. But staff says they need to adjust prices just like any other business to keep up. The new toll 

hike goes into effect on February first.  In Wichita Susan Gager kwch 12 eyewitness news. The turnpike 

authority say the money is needed in particular for repairs on some of the k-t-a's 348 bridges.  No tax 

dollars are used to maintain the turnpike. Go to k-w-c-h dot com for a link to calculate your turnpike toll. 



 

 

 

11/7/12  10pm 

  The dole veterans‘ affairs center is hoping a new garden will help it better treat veterans suffering from 

post-traumatic stress disorder.  The center broke ground on a new peace garden today. The garden will be 

part of the p-t-s-d therapy services at the center.  The idea is for the veterans to help with the actual 

gardening... To better learn how to relax and enjoy life again.  Already several patients have asked about 

the program and when it will begin.  Doctors hope it will also encourage more vets struggling with battle 

trauma to seek help.  The heavy work of excavation and laying out pathways and benches is being done 

now. Planting will begin in the spring.  To find out how you can help out... Just go to kwch dot com and 

click on the web link. 

 

11/8/12  5am 

  The Salvation Army will distribute coats and gloves again today.  It's offering cold weather gear collected 

as part of its "warm hearts" program.  The Salvation Army says, while it will have coats available 

throughout the winter season... It can't guarantee the selection. 

 

11/9/12  5am 

  We could learn more today about how Wichita will be affected by a cease and desist order. Developers 

who wanted to revitalize downtown are accused of fraud. The security and exchange commission says "the 

real development group" used fake life settlement policies in a deal with a Topeka bank and other investors.  

They bought luxury condos and updated office spaces seven years ago.  The city has provided millions in 

incentives for it.  Wichita mayor Carl brewer says city attorneys are looking into accusations. 

 

11/10/12  10pm 

  Some of you are already sending us pictures of the storm. Take a look at this one  that's not snow. Just a 

lot of hail covering the ground in Lyons.  And now to Ellsworth. People there saw quarter sized hailstones. 

And just south of Salina in mentor Kansas.  Matthew Ingmire caught a flash of lightning with his cell 

phone camera.  If you have storm shots we'd love to see them.  Send them to stormshots@kwch dot com 

but remember to be safe while you're doing it. 

 

11/11/12  12pm 

  After this weekend‘s win at t-c-u.. The Kansas state university wildcats are ranked first in the nation on 

the b-c-s poll.  

 

11/12/12  5pm 

Veterinarians artificially inseminate two tigers at the Sedgwick county zoo.  The Amur (awww-mrrrrr) 

tigers are an endangered species.  A team from the Cincinnati zoo traveled to Wichita to perform the 

operation.  They took semen from a male tiger-- it was injected into two female tigers.  The tigers are both 

seven years old.  If successful- Zeya (zay-uh) and Talali (tuh-law-lee) could give birth to cubs in about 

three months. There are 150 Amur tigers in zoos across the nation and 500 in the wild across the world. 

The team says the tigers will make a full recovery by tomorrow.  

       

 

11/13/12  6am 

Millions of dollars are out there for Kansans and some of you claimed that money Tuesday.  We held this 

special treasure hunt hotline with the state treasurer's office.  Many of you called in to see if you had money 

from safety deposit boxes, lawsuit settlements or old bank accounts. People who checked claimed more 

than 137-thousand dollars-either by phone or online.  On average that number is around two thousand 

dollars. The largest was more than 96-hundred dollars.  If you didn't have a chance to call in you can still 

see if you have anything. Find a link right now at kwch dot com. Just look for this story. 

 

11/14/12  10pm 

  A highway patrol trooper finds something usual on the Kansas turnpike. Take a look at this tweet.  It 

says...If you lost furniture on the turnpike a couple nights ago, let us know.  P-S we have your cat, too. The 

mention of the cat caught our attention. This is who they're talking about.  The trooper found her Tuesday 

night.  She was in a crate along mile post 68...just a couple of miles north of the Towanda service area.  The 



 

 

kitty is not hurt...and she's very friendly -- hanging out in the turnpike office.  the turnpike already has 

offers for a new home for the cat...but it wants to return her to her family if that's possible.  If you think 

that's your kitty, you should call the Kansas turnpike in Wichita.  Turnpike officials will ask the owners to 

identify what else they lost. 

 

11/15/12  12pm 

  Move over green army men. The force is stronger. "Star Wars" action figures join dominoes in the class of 

2012 for the toy hall of fame.  A committee chose them from among 12 finalists.  "Star Wars" action 

figures went on the market in 1978. That's pretty recent...compared to dominoes.  That game originated in 

china in the 1300's. 

 

11/16/12  6am 

  An empty field is causing a lot of excitement in Goddard. A big time developer from Kansas City wants to 

start building there. He‘s talking shopping,  Entertainment,  And even the Olympics,  But not the games. 

Eyewitness news reporter Pilar Pedraza us live from the site.  Pilar, How are the Olympics involved well, 

everything is very theoretical right now.  But the developer says he has had interest from the Olympic 

committees of several minor sports in a training center here in the Midwest.  He thinks this empty field in 

east Goddard. May have what it takes. The Nunnellys have lived in Goddard a long time.  They like the 

idea of bringing new businesses to town. One word in particular got their attention.  The couple says it 

sounds like a big dream - but think an Olympic training center would be huge. The developers told 

eyewitness news... They've been in contact with several of the u-s Olympic committees for minor sports. 

That have shown an interest in a Midwest facility. But that's just preliminary.   It's not the only idea they 

have. For the proposed entertainment complex. The developer is known big ideas like the village west 

project in Kansas City which brought in the Kansas speedway. Bass pro shop... And great wolf lodge. The 

Nunnelly's have their own suggestions. Before these ideas can go forward. The developer wants a star bond 

to help pay for the project. That means sales taxes from the development would improve things like roads 

and sewers.  The proposed area is south of Kellogg. Between 183rd and 199th streets. Local and state 

leaders must approve star bonds.  That's why projects like this take a long time. And that means The new 

Wal-Mart here in Goddard will remain surrounded by an- empty field for a while longer. Cindy?   The 

developer cautions, *nothing is set yet.  The city and state have to approve the star bond for the project 

first.  Then the developer will do a marketing study to see which types of businesses will have the best 

chances of success. That would include the possible Olympic training center. 

 

11/17/12  10pm 

The holiday season is underway at Bradley fair.  This is the 10th year they've celebrated a special tree 

lighting at the plaza. This year‘s tree stands 35 feet high.  Tonight‘s event benefits the Ronald McDonald 

house charities of Wichita. 

 

11/18/12  10pm 

  A Kansas community builds a home. For one of its own.  Lana carter lost her house in the reading 

tornado. A year and a half ago.  While living in Osage city, she heard "habitat for humanity" was accepting 

applications for the reading area.  She got approved.  After about two-thousand hours of work by nearly 

100 volunteers. Lana now has a new home. This is one of two homes "habitat for humanity" was able to 

build in reading. After the tornado, the other was completed this summer. 

 

11/19/12  5pm 

This truck rolls, then lands on top of the driver.  That driver, a 32 year old man, is ok.  Investigators say he 

didn't make this curve near derby.  He was going too fast. The man was taken to the hospital in critical 

condition, but is now in good condition. 

 

11/20/12  5am 

  The president of spirit aero-systems will step down.  Jeffrey Turner says he will retire next year. Turner 

started with Boeing in the 70's.  He eventually became the general manager.  Boeing commercial division 

in Wichita was sold in 2005, and became spirit.  He says, he's making the announcement now to give the 

company time to find his replacement. 

 



 

 

11/21/12  6am 

   It's a strike for the "bowllagio" development in Wichita. Tuesday, the city council approved a plan to 

create a tax increment finance district.  "bowlaggio" would be part of an 87-acre entertainment center at 

Kellogg and maize.  Extra tax dollars raised in the area will be used for improvement projects, including a 

better drainage system.   Some folks in the area who have been through several floods before they're not 

sure anything can be done.  The council vote was 4-3 Tuesday.  Michael O‘Donnell, Pete Meitzner, and 

Janet Miller were against the tax district.  

 

11/22/12  5pm 

  A group of volunteers serve up a free, thanksgiving meal.  Saint Paul‘s African Methodist episcopal 

church opened its doors at noon.  It was the first thanksgiving meal served at the church.  More than a 

dozen volunteers smoked 8 turkeys and cooked 80 pounds of sweet potatoes and green beans.  Saint Paul‘s 

serves a free, hot meal every Friday to those who need it. 

 

11/23/12  6pm 

  We still don't know the name of a woman killed in a collision last night in Sedgwick County.  Deputies 

say a man and woman were walking their dog around 9-30 near 55th street south and 167th street west. The 

driver didn't see the couple.  The woman and the dog were killed.  Her husband and the driver were not 

hurt.  Investigators say the victims were not wearing reflective clothing. 

 

11/24/12  10pm 

  More than a million lights may get you in the Christmas spirit.  The lights on Saint Paul lit up for the first 

time this season Thursday.  More than 100 volunteers help put up the display.  The display runs through 

December 28th.  The entrance is at the corner of Douglas and Saint Paul.   The annual light display benefits 

the arc of Sedgwick County.  That organization helps people with intellectual and developmental 

disabilities. 

 

11/27/12  10pm 

  New at 10 tonight. The city of derby will not negotiate contracts with unions anymore.  That decision was 

made at the city council meeting tonight in a five to two vote.  Many at tonight's meeting were frustrated by 

the decision.  The city will instead begin using employee advisory boards to help determine pay and 

benefits.  The boards will have no vote on the final contracts.  The city manager says allowing public 

employees to unionize is no longer in the town's best interest.  One of the reasons for dropping union 

negotiations is because the police union's current contract runs out at the end of the year and negotiations 

were still ongoing. 

 

11/28/12  12pm 

And a home in northeast Wichita catches fire overnight. This happened on the 26-hundred block of north 

spruce. Just before midnight. The woman who lives at the home says she was at work. And her children 

were with the grandmother when the fire started. The Red Cross is helping the family find a place to stay.   

No word on what caused the fire. 

 

11/29/12  6am 

More boxes will soon be headed for troops overseas.  These 58 boxes contain things like toiletries and 

snacks for deployed troops.  Dawn Warrington and her daughter started by making just three boxes.  But 

their effort ballooned with the help of the Hallstead and Sedgwick senior centers, two schools and some 

local businesses.  Warrington says she's glad for the chance to make a difference in someone's life.  

Warrington is now working to collect money to *ship* the boxes. Shipping for all 58 costs 850 dollars. 

 

11/30/12  5am 

  This ribbon cutting marks the beginning of events leading up to the opening of Wichita‘s new downtown 

YMCA.  Y leaders, donors and volunteers dedicated the building yesterday.  It's 1-hundred-10 thousand 

square feet --and will include the usual workout areas, plus a family pool with play structure and a lap pool.  

A café in the lobby will offer healthy food.   The official opening is set for the morning of December 10th. 

 

12/1/12  10pm 



 

 

If you want to get around College Hill Park, you can't do it on two wheels anymore, and some residents 

hope to change that. These signs were put up by city workers last month enforcing an old ordinance 

banning bikes.   It came after complaints about aggressive riders.   Now some in college hill are upset 

saying they've been cycling there for years.  Residents will push to get rid of the bike ban Monday at the 

neighborhood association meeting. 

 

12/2/12  10pm 

The b-c-s bowls have been decided - and Kansas State is going to the fiesta bowl.  The wildcats will head 

to Arizona to play Oregon on January third.  Now the attention shifts to quarterback Colin Klein and his 

chances of winning the Heisman. Eyewitness sports reporter Jenn bates has been following the cats all 

season.  So Jenn, can Klein win the Heisman? Well mike it might be a little tough but there are some 

factors that are in Klein‘s favor. It's very rare that a defensive player like Notre Dame's Manti Teo wins the 

Heisman...Charles Woodson the only player considered a mostly defensive player to win the Heisman. 

Also, no freshman has ever won the award. Texas a&m's Johnny Manziel is a freshman. Klein also 

improved his stock greatly last night becoming the first player from a bcs automatic-qualifying conference 

with consecutive seasons of 10 or more touchdown passes and 20 or more touchdown runs. He finished this 

season with 15 passing touchdowns and 22 rushing. Mike? Head over to k-w-c-h dot com slash fiesta bowl 

to see the latest information.  There you can find information about getting tickets to the game, recaps of 

recent bowl appearances, as well as k-state game videos.  Again, that's k-w-c-h dot com slash fiesta bowl. 

  

12/3/12  12pm 

  For the second time in school history - the k-state wildcats are headed to a b-c-s bowl.   They'll face 

Oregon January 3rd at the fiesta bowl in Tempe, Arizona. Of course k-state's star quarterback Collin Klein 

is a contender for the Heisman trophy.  Those finalists will be announced at five o'clock this afternoon.  

Klein was probably the front-runner until the loss to Baylor.   But the bad game and bad loss on national 

television hurt him badly. 

 

12/4/12  5pm 

The Kansas star casino is getting ready to move into its new building.  Until now, people have been 

gambling in the casino's event center. The casino will be closed starting at midnight on December 10th, so 

it can move 14 hundred slot machines into the new building.  It will reopen on the morning of the 12th. 

    

12/5/12  10pm 

Three buildings in downtown Wichita are up for auction next month. The buildings are owned by the real 

development group -- commonly known as the Minnesota guys.  We talked to both today.  They say they're 

selling off these smaller properties to focus on bigger development projects in Wichita.  But current tenants 

like mosaic Wichita are worried.  It helps feed and shelter the homeless. Recently the Minnesota guys were 

named with other groups in a cease-and-desist order by the Kansas securities commission over fraudulent 

life settlement policies. They are fighting that claim, and say the decision to sell the buildings was made 

months before the state investigation. 

 

12/6/12  6pm 

It's a lot of work but organizers say it's well worth it. People from our lady of perpetual help catholic 

church in Wichita are getting ready for the annual feast of our lady of Guadalupe.  Several days of 

festivities will lead up to the feast. It commemorates two accounts in the 16-hundreds when the Virgin 

Mary appeared to a peasant man.  The events run through December 12th, which is the day of the feast.  

Organizers say most of the food and supplies are donated. 

 

12/7/12  5am 

Marriage isn't easy.  A Buhler couple together for more than 60 years would be the first to tell you that. But 

their family says they stood by each other no matter what--in life, and in death.  Eyewitness news reporter 

Michael Schwanke takes you to Buhler--and shows you why the couple has everyone talking. We learned 

about this story from someone who works here at sunshine meadows in Buhler.  A story of a couple who 

had been here less than year but somehow had a major impact on everyone they came in contact with a 

story that ends in death but gives everyone here a reason to smile.  To the very end--Melvin Cornelson 

knew how to impress a woman and in his life there was only one.  He and wife Dorris said "I do" 62 years 



 

 

ago and through all the years--grew old together--and died together. After a battle with cancer--at the age of 

85--Melvin died last Thursday--and Dorris--like she had been for more than six decades--was by his side. 

But within hours--her daughter Candi says her mom began to fade.  Their family has a theory because 

Melvin and Dorris weren't going anywhere without each other. And that--is why even in death, the people 

Melvin and Dorris left behind--can do nothing other than smile. In Buhler--Michael Schwanke--kwch 12 

eyewitness news.  Doris was 80 and had recently gone into hospice care because of illness.  The couple 

lived in Oklahoma, until family brought them to the nursing home in Buhler to be closer. 

 

12/8/12  10pm 

  K-state fans had their fingers-crossed -- hoping quarterback Collin Klein would win the Heisman trophy 

tonight but the votes did not go his way.  Eyewitness sports anchor Bruce Haertl is in New York with 

reaction.  Klein's next stop will be Arizona. The wildcats will take on Oregon in the fiesta bowl. Head over 

to k-w-c-h dot com slash fiesta bowl.  There you can find everything from ticket information to highlights.  

Again that's k-w-c-h dot com slash fiesta bowl. 

 

12/9/12  10pm 

The "Kansas star casino" temporarily closes in less than two hours.  It's shutting down, so it can move the 

games next door to its new home. For the past year, the games have been in the event center. The new 

casino site will have a partial opening Wednesday morning.  The full transition will be done by December 

21-st.  This will not be the end of expansion for the casino.  Officials with the casino say they plan to add a 

multi-purpose arena in July and build a 24-acre equestrian center by 20-15. 

 

12/10/12  6am 

  New this morning, the search for bigfoot comes to Sedgwick county.  A film crew from animal planet will 

be in town next month... Looking for evidence that Bigfoot may be roaming the state. A town meeting for 

the show "finding bigfoot" is scheduled for late next month.  The last Bigfoot report was six years ago here 

in Sedgwick county. 

 

12/11/12  12pm 

  A Wichita east high student wins the biggest business scholarship in Kansas.  Kiah Duggins will get 44-

thousand dollars to attend Wichita state university's Barton school of business.  She plans to major in 

international business and Spanish and minor in political science.  Duggins says the competition was hard 

but now that she's won, she's hopeful for the future.  Duggins will receive 11-thousand dollars each year for 

the next four years. 

 

12/12/12  10pm 

Sedgwick county sheriff bob Hinshaw received his retirement badge today. Even though he's still got two 

more days in office, Hinshaw had his official retirement ceremony today at the court house. Hinshaw 

became a deputy with the sheriff's office in 1979. During his 33-plus years in law enforcement, he's met u-s 

presidents, trained with the secret service and even met his wife, Jan, who worked in records for the county.  

Hinshaw lost to Wichita police captain Jeff Easter in the primary.  Easter will be sworn into office on 

Monday. 

 

12/13/12  5am 

Sedgwick county sheriff Bob Hinshaw received his retirement badge Wednesday. Even though he's still got 

two more days in office, Hinshaw had his official retirement ceremony at the court house.  Hinshaw 

became a deputy with the sheriff's office in 1979.  During his 33-plus years in law enforcement, he's met 

American presidents, trained with the secret service and even met his wife, Jan, who worked in records for 

the county. Hinshaw lost to Wichita police captain Jeff Easter in the primary. Easter will be sworn into 

office on Monday. 

 

12/14/12  5pm 

  A pit bull mix attacks a two year old Topeka girl killing her. She was mauled while she and her mom 

visited the home of a relative Thursday.  The dog was taken away by animal control officers. 

 

12/15/12  10pm 



 

 

  At midnight tonight... There will be a new sheriff in town. Former Wichita police captain Jeff Easter will 

be in charge.   He is replacing former sheriff bob Hinshaw, who retired after 33 years in the sheriff's 

department.   Easter beat Hinshaw in the republican primary and won the position in the November election 

 

12/16/12  10pm 

Some cox internet-users have gone the whole weekend without receiving a single e-mail.  It's a "service 

outage" that stretches from the east coast to the Midwest.  But tonight, Cox is saying you could have your 

e-mail back .  Eyewitness news reporter Pilar Pedraza joins us live from the newsroom with the latest from 

the company.  Since Friday, Cox communications' *residential* customers have not been able to *receive* 

email, although outgoing emails seem to be working fine.  Less than an hour ago, Cox announced *55-

percent of customers* once again have access to their incoming e-mails.  The company warns the returning 

service is *not based* on customer location, because the way the emails are stored is not based on location. 

Earlier today the cable provider released a statement saying that a failure in the email system affected both 

the *primary and *secondary *back-up systems.  The statement added all incoming messages are being 

stored in the system and it will deliver messages as soon as the problem is fixed.  However, it could take 

several days to receive all the stored messages from this weekend.  Cox says it understands the impact this 

is having on its customers and that repair teams will continue to work throughout the night to get 

everyone's e-mail fixed.  The company hopes to have all access restored by late Monday morning. This 

outage only affects cox *residential* customers with *cox-dot-net* email addresses.  Cox is providing 

regular progress updates on its website.  We've added that link to this story on our webpage. K-w-c-h dot 

com. 

 

12/17/12  6pm 

Emergency crews remain on the scene of a collision near Pratt.  A semi and several other vehicles collided 

this afternoon at k-61 and northeast 70th.  We know an air ambulance was called to the scene... We're still 

waiting to hear from state troopers about the extent of the injuries. 

 

12/18/12  12pm 

Say 'hello' to the humane society's pet of the week.  Find out how you can take duckie home with you,   and 

veterinarian Dan Thompson is in the studio ready to answer your pet questions.  So go grab your phones.  

4-3-6 12-12 is the number to call.   It's news talk and it's next. 

 

12/19/12  10pm 

  Many of you are submitting photos of your decorated homes.  This one comes from Goodland in 

northwest Kansas.  You can find it on our interactive map at kwch dot com slash lights.  You can also 

submit photos of your own decorated homes. 

 

12/20/12  6am 

   A stolen truck is found in Hillsboro. That's only after a man called to ask how he could get it registered.  

As eyewitness news reporter Pilar Pedraza explains. He wasn't the only one surprised by what came next.  

That's new at nine. The city of Hillsboro has been looking for a truck like this for months. Turns out, the 

truck, which looked exactly like this one, was first in Wichita and now Coffeyville. The gentleman who 

had it had broken down while at Wesley medical center, when two men helped him with his car, then 

offered to lend him their truck so he could get home. Searching the truck, he found a business card with the 

phone number to the Hillsboro city electric shop. That's when he learned the truck was stolen and the city 

found its missing vehicle. Now the city of Wichita is looking for the two men who'd been driving it. In 

Hillsboro, Pilar Pedraza, kwch 12, eyewitness news.  Hillsboro had already replaced the truck using 

insurance money.  So once the investigation is over, the truck will go to the insurance company. 

 

12/21/12  5am 

Kwch and dish network have reached an agreement.  The deal will allow our station to continue to be 

carried on the satellite provider.  Terms of the agreement are still being hammered out.  But both sides have 

agreed to keep kwch on dish to avoid any disruption to consumers.  Thanks go out to our viewers for the 

very positive feedback as we've worked through the discussions. 

 

12/22/12  10pm 



 

 

Continuing coverage now of a story brought you yesterday. Wichita Police tell us the cause of a fatal house 

fire appears to be accidental.  Crews were called to the 25-hundred block of south Twin Oaks Friday 

morning, and found two people trapped inside a burning home.  Firefighters could not reach the two in 

time, one died at the home - the other person died at the hospital.  Their names have not yet been released. 

 

12/23/12  10pm 

If you tuned into some of our newscasts last week you may have noticed something around Merrill‘s arm. 

Eyewitness news anchor Roger Cornish tells us what happened in the answerback. Here it is December 23 

and the world didn't end! At least not that i noticed. Those wacky Mayans….always causing a ruckus. 

Something else that didn't end is our relationship with dish network. You may have been aware that 

potentially, dish customers around here were going to lose kwch and kscw. But late in the 4th quarter you 

might say, the two sides came to an agreement...and that means you might actually be watching this on dish 

right now. I'm glad you're still here. I'm also glad this viewer called this week. Not sure what you saw, but 

the Kennedy center honors is this coming Wednesday evening...at 8 o'clock our time. Enjoy it. Another 

view asked on Facebook what the deal was with merril. Well, he's often said he'd give his right arm for a 

good forecast. No actually, merril had rotator cuff surgery and will be wearing a special sling for a while. It 

won't keep him off the newscast, but it has affected his fastball. You can give us a pitch on Facebook or 

twitter, or call us at 838-1212. We're also available on-line at news at kwch-dot-com. All of us here wish 

you and yours a wonderful Christmas week.  

 

12/24/12  12pm 

  The city of Wichita says it has crews ready deal with a bout of snow.   Trucks are ready to treat the roads 

if it's needed and it has snow plows are ready to roll. 

 

12/25/12  6am 

  Christmas celebrations are underway around the world.   Thousands packed manger square in Bethlehem 

to celebrate in the town where Jesus was born.   And in the Vatican, pope benedict held a Christmas Eve 

mass at St. Peter's bascilica.   The pontiff says he's worried that there's no room left for god in our hectic, 

technology driven lives. 

 

 

12/26/12  6pm 

  Homeless shelters filled up last night as temperatures fell to 9 degrees.  Interfaith ministries said one of its 

shelters had a hundred people.  The shelter says it has more volunteers on stand-by for the cold weather.       

 

12/27/12  5pm 

Wichita police say alcohol and speed likely led to this crash.  Both men who were in the car are dead.  

Police say 21 year old Marcus McClellan was speeding, passed another car, hit a culver, went airborne, 

then crashed into a utility pole.  Crews were called to the scene near 13th and 135th around 2-30 this 

morning.  McClellan died at the scene.  Devan Krausch was riding with him.  He was thrown from the car.  

The 22 year old died on the way to the hospital. 

 

12/28/12  5am 

A persistent pig won't leave a south Wichita neighborhood alone.  A neighbor called animal control after 

spotting the potbellied pig on his porch Thursday. The pig dug into another neighbor's back yard before 

trotting off to another yard.  Animal control couldn't track it down.  But eyewitness news reporter Melissa 

Scheffler could. It starts with Chole, the Chihuahua.  For about two hours Thursday morning, Jim Hinkle 

says Chole played with her unlikely friend. Hinkle fed the pig a loaf of bread.  But he was gone--maybe for 

good reason-- before Hinkle could help him anymore. We found him. A few blocks away in tom and Janet 

Trosper's backyard they found porky around 1:30 p.m.  The Trospers felt sorry for the sassy swine.  Animal 

control will be by Friday morning to pick-up porky.  Neighbors say the owner lives somewhere in the 

neighborhood, but are gone for the holidays.  The owner could face a misdemeanor for porky's wandering 

ways.  Regardless, porky will be taken care of.  He has a shed to sleep in and plenty of food to eat.  In south 

Wichita, Melissa Scheffler, kwch 12 eyewitness news. There are regulations for owning a pot-bellied pig.  

Animal control says you have to have a permit. The pig needs its "pseudo rabies" shot.  It has to be under 

80 pounds.  And you must have it on at least one acre of land.  Animal control will investigate all of this 



 

 

once it tracks-down "porky's" owner. We learned about this story from a tip.  If you have something you 

want us to look into, send an email to news at k-w-c-h dot-com. 
 

12/30/12  10pm 

  You just heard from some k-state fans who are a little upset tonight. They were two of many k-state fans 

booked on a flight to phoenix for the fiesta bowl when American airlines cancelled the flight just hours 

before it was set to take-off.  The reason there wasn't a crew for the flight.  That couple is now worried 

about getting to Arizona tomorrow for the festivities because of the incoming weather.  Eyewitness sport's 

Bruce Haertl was also scheduled to be on that flight.   Don't worry; he found another way of getting down 

to phoenix.  Jenn bates will also be in Arizona too. They'll be bringing you reports leading-up to the fiesta 

bowl all week.  Follow each of them at kwch dot com on their blogs as they get you set for the kick-off. 

 

12/31/12  5am 

The fiesta bowl is on Thursday and getting to Arizona has been tough for some fans. Many k-state fans 

were booked on a flight to phoenix when American airlines cancelled the flight just hours before it was set 

to take-off.  The airlines say there wasn't a crew for the flight.  That couple is now worried about getting to 

Arizona for the festivities because of the incoming weather.  Eyewitness sport's Bruce Haertl was also 

scheduled to be on that flight.  He's now driving down to phoenix. Jenn bates will be in Arizona too. They'll 

be bringing you reports leading-up to the fiesta bowl all week.  Follow each of them at kwch dot com on 

their blogs as they get you set for the kick-off. 

 



 

 

ECONOMY 
 

10/2/12  12pm 

  Wichita city council approved bonds for a new luxury apartment complex in downtown. The council 

unanimously agreed to give "the lux" 21-point-five million dollars in industrial revenue bonds.   The i-r-b 

will also provide a sales tax exemption on construction materials.  The project is scheduled to be finished 

by spring 20-13. 

 

10/3/12  10pm 

A Wichita city councilman has a new idea for city hall - that would add a new full-time vice mayor to the 

council, but subtract one city district. The proposal is just in the discussion phase. Still, the idea is already 

getting support and causing some concern.  Eyewitness news reporter Anne Meyer talks to the man behind 

the plan, to find out more. It's new at 10. Wichita city council member Pete Meitzner is talking about 

redistricting.  It happens every ten years after the census comes out, but this year he's pitching an idea that 

could shake up the make-up of Wichita‘s city council. Right now there are six districts in Wichita, each one 

has an elected council member plus the mayor makes up the seven member council. Each district represents 

about 70-thousand constituents.  Meitzner's idea would reduce the number of districts to five, and create a 

full-time vice mayor position.  That would keep the number on the council the same - seven. But each 

district would grow to about 82-thousand constituents.  While no one has decided which district would go 

away, the likely choice might be district four.  It's represented by Michael O‘Donnell - who's running for a 

state senate seat.   So his seat could be vacant come November. Meitzner's not sure yet how everyone on 

the city council feels about his plan - so a possible vote on it is still weeks away, at the earliest.  Matt 

Goolsby is on the district four advisory boards - he feels the move would dilute his representation. Meizner 

expects some concern, but says the idea is worth the dialogue.  Am kwch 12 eyewitness news.  Whether or 

not this idea is voted on, the Wichita city council has to come up with a redistricting plan by the end of the 

year. 

      

10/4/12  5pm 

Is a strike in the near future for machinists at bombardier-Learjet? We should know as early as Saturday. 

Eyewitness news anchor Roger Cornish joins us from the newsroom with the latest.  Cindy, the machinists 

union is actually recommending that members reject a contract offer and approve a strike. We were there 

earlier this week as machinists rallied in the old town area. Today...the union's negotiating committee made 

the recommendation.  The union says the company's offer is for five years, with no raise the first year, 1% 

raises the next four years. Members also object to changes in insurance coverage. Union leadership says the 

economics of the deal just don't make sense.  The vote on the contract is scheduled for Saturday at the 

cotillion on west Kellogg from 6am to 6pm. It would take 51-percent to approve the contract...but a two 

thirds vote in order to strike. In a statement today, bombardier says it is disappointed in the union's strike 

recommendation, because the company put forward a fair and reasonable proposal. The last time 

bombardier workers went on strike was 2006.  It lasted just a couple of weeks. 

 

10/5/12  5am 

  In the aviation watch, bombardier could go on strike soon.  The machinist union suggests employees 

reject a contract and go on strike. The move comes after union officials received a final offer from the 

company.  The union says the 5-year contract would eliminate two popular health plans and increase 

employees share of health costs.   It also includes no raises in the first year, and a 1-percent raise in each of 

the 4 following years.   Union members will vote Saturday.  51-percent of union members must vote in 

favor of the contract for it to be approved. 

 

10/7/12  10pm 

Here in Kansas gas prices aren't quite as high.  At this station on 37th and rock gas was three-69 a gallon.  

That's still 57 cents higher than at the same time last year. For the cheapest gas in your area head to kwch 

dot com backslash gas prices. 

 

10/8/12  10pm 



 

 

  For our eye on your money this noon.  We're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is down 30 at 

13-5-79   and the nasdaq also down 25 at 31-10.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, 

but first. 

 

10/9/12  6am 

Day two of the strike for machinists at Bombardier Learjet.  Many union workers are preparing for what 

could be a long strike.  There are no new negotiations planned by the two sides.  Union workers are 

fighting to keep certain health care plans and keep their out of pocket expenses from rising.  Bombardier 

did receive a court order to limit the number of people striking each day... And help reduce traffic backups. 

 

10/10/12  10pm 

  In the aviation watch tonight. Still no new negotiations scheduled between bombardier Learjet and its 

machinists union. Workers have been on strike this week after they voted down a contract proposal this 

past weekend.  The strike is impacting businesses near bombardier.  Traffic has been congested at times 

and this has several businesses in the area concerned.  Some strikers we spoke with say they recognize the 

strain the strike is putting on the area.  Police are encouraging people to find another route if you're not 

affiliated with the area.     

 

10/12/12  5am 

  A group of Wichita business leaders and politicians are planning to meet with potential buyers of hawker 

Beechcraft.  In the aviation watch this morning.  They'll do this during a trip to china.  Mayor Carl Brewer 

and the delegation will meet Monday with the chairman of superior aviation Beijing.  Superior signed an 

initial agreement to buy the aircraft maker earlier this year after hawker filed for chapter 11 Bankruptcy.  

The group will be in china for 12 days.  A federal grant will pay for some of the trip.  However, Wichita‘s 

vice mayor says the Wichita taxpayers will pay 24-thousand-dollars.  Mayor Brewer tells us trips like this 

really do have a pay-off. 

 

10/14/12  10pm 

  It was once featured on a popular food network show, but today a landmark Wichita restaurant is closing 

its doors for the last time.  Brint's Diner, located in the forty eight hundred block of east Lincoln, has been 

serving coffee and breakfast for fifty years.  However, the business can't make ends meet anymore.  The 

diner first opened in 19-60 under a different name.  The owner is still deciding what he's going to do with 

the building. 

 

10/15/12  6am 

It was once featured on a popular food network show, but now a landmark Wichita restaurant is closes its 

doors for the last time.   Brint's diner, located in the forty eight hundred block of east Lincoln, has been 

serving coffee and breakfast for fifty years.  However, the business can't make ends meet anymore.   It 

closed Sunday.  The diner first opened in 19-60 under a different name.  The owner is still deciding what 

he's going to do with the building. 

 

10/16/12  12pm 

  For our eye on your money this noon.  We're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is up 123 at 13-

5-47 and the nas-daq also up 33 at 30-97.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first. 

 

10/17/12  5pm 

The post office can't borrow any more money.  It can only borrow 15 billion dollars at time from the u-s 

treasury.  It maxed out last month.  Political ads and the holiday season should keep it going for the next 

couple months.  Congress may pass legislation to save the postal service.  But, that's unlikely to happen 

until after the election and could possibly be pushed to next year.   In the meantime, the postal service is 

trying to save money.  It cut post office hours, encouraged thousands of mail handlers and postmasters to 

retire by the end of the year, and plans to close more than 200 postal plants over the next few years.   It's 

also increasing the price of postage.  That happens in January. 

10/18/12  6am 

   A national university that makes it money targeting working adults.. Says not enough students are taking 

classes. The University of Phoenix‘s parent company has decided to shut down 115 campuses nationwide 



 

 

including the campus in Wichita.  Eyewitness news reporter Pilar Pedraza has student reaction. The 

university says all students should be contacted within the next seven to ten days. Current students will be 

offered ways to complete their programs... But no new students will be accepted for traditional classes. 

Although online courses will still be available, students arriving for classes Wednesday night showed a 

mixture of surprise and regret saying the University of Phoenix offered them a unique combination that fit 

their schedules.   Students who haven't officially heard from the university yet should get a phone call 

within the next week or so.  The school has also set up a hotline for students. Just go to k-w-c-h dot com 

and look for the Web link. 

 

10/19/12  5am 

  Hawker Beechcraft pulls out of a sale to china based superior aviation Beijing.  Hawker says it wants to 

emerge from bankruptcy as a stand-alone company.  Ceo Robert miller says the sale could not be 

completed on acceptable terms.  Employees had mixed reactions to the news -- but most were just happy to 

still have a job.  The company plans to rename itself the Beechcraft Corporation.  It will focus on 

turboprop, piston and military aircraft.   Miller says hawker is considering selling or closing it business jet 

operations.  They have asked for a hearing with a bankruptcy judge next month to go over the new plan. 

 

10/22/12  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon. we're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is down 39 at 13-

3-04 and the nasdaq is up 1 at 3-thousand-7.  we'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but 

first. 

 

10/25/12  6pm 

  There have been no new plans for talks between bombardier and the machinists union.  Union 

representatives say this will be the case until h-m-o's are returned to the health plan.  They also tell us 

beginning next Tuesday strikers will be getting an additional 200 dollars form local light aircraft district 

funds.  That brings the total to 350 dollars a week.  Right now the 150 dollars they do get comes from the 

international fund. 

 

10/26/12  5am 

  Continuing the aviation watch.  Spirit aerosystems' stock drops more than 30-percent. The drop comes 

after the company warned of cost overruns.  Spirit says it's largely related to Boeing‘s 7-8-7 and several 

gulfstream jets. The company notes, its cash position has improved this year. 

 

10/27/12  10pm 

  The snap of cold weather hitting the eastern part of the country is threatening Halloween celebrations.  In 

North Carolina haunted houses and other outdoor attractions are worried the cold weather might scare away 

customers.   Business owners say they'll add space heaters to keep people comfortable. 

 

10/30/12  5pm 

  The New York stock exchange will reopen tomorrow morning.  It's been closed for two days because of 

hurricane sandy.  Officials say...the storm didn't cause any damage to the building or the systems -   

financial planners though...expect the markets to be down a bit.  As for your 401-k, the value may drop but 

as long as you don't sell those shares you won't lose much. 

 

11/1/12  12pm 

  Spirit Aerosystems is posting a 134 million dollar net loss.  The company C-E-O Jeff Turner says the 

losses come mostly from the management of its programs.  The Wichita Business Journal says the losses 

come in spite of more revenue and deliveries for the quarter. 

 

11/7/12  10pm 

  In the aviation watch tonight.  Hawker Beechcraft announces more layoffs.  The job cuts affect 170 people 

between the Wichita headquarters and its completion center in little rock.  The company will also shut three 

facilities in Arkansas, Arizona, and Texas.  240 workers from those places will lose their jobs.  Hawker 

says the moves are part of the process of re-emerging from bankruptcy. 

 



 

 

11/8/12  5am 

  In the aviation watch this morning, Hawker Beechcraft employees in Wichita find out tomorrow if they 

have been laid off.  The job cuts affect 170 people between the Wichita headquarters and its completion 

center in little rock.  The company will also shut three facilities in Arkansas, Arizona, and Texas.  240 

workers from those places will lose their jobs.  Hawker says the moves are part of the process of re-

emerging from bankruptcy. 

 

11/9/12  5am 

In the aviation watch this morning, we'll know more today about a tentative agreement between bombardier 

Learjet and its machinist union.  The two came to a contract agreement last night.  Machinists have been 

striking for more than a month now.  One of the main reasons for the strike was over health insurance.  

Union members were not happy about paying more in health insurance.  They will vote on the new contract 

offer Saturday.  It will be from 11 to two o'clock at the district union hall.  And as soon as the results of the 

contract vote come in. We will have them online at kwch dot com. 

 

11/10/12  10pm 

The strike is over - bombardier Learjet machinists have accepted their new contract offer.   Now after 5 

weeks on the picket lines... Most workers say they have a deal they can live with. But eyewitness news 

reporter Sia Nyorkor tells us... Some don't like it. The ballots are in and by a 70-30 majority, strikers will 

return to work.  But not everyone is happy about the deal. But some say they can live with the new 

changes.  A federal mediator stepped in to negotiate a new contract after members of the machinist union 

rejected bombardier's first offer---mainly because of an increase in healthcare costs and a decrease in pay 

raises.  After spending almost six weeks on the picket lines, many of the strikers we talked with say they're 

ready to return back to work. Workers don't have to report to work until the end of the month, but many say 

they're relieved to be off the picket lines and are  ready to  be back on the production lines, Monday 

morning. Sia Nyorkor, kwch 12, eyewitness news.  Bombardier Learjet released this statement saying: "we 

are satisfied with the outcome of the vote and are confident in moving forward and continuing to work with 

all of our employees" 

 

11/11/12  12pm 

  For our eye on your money this noon. We're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is up 29 at 12-8-

45 and the nas daq is also up 9 at 29-14.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first. 

 

11/14/12  10pm 

  If the company shuts down---does that mean no more Twinkies or ho hos?  Some Kansans say they can't 

imagine a world without the iconic snack cakes. Eyewitness news reporter Jim Grawe has that side of the 

story...in our continuing coverage.  Ed Mankowski has been a regular shopper at the hostess bakery thrift 

shop on south Broadway loading up on snack cakes and wonder bread.  He can't believe it may be soon be 

over.  At risk of no longer being able to enjoy Twinkies, ho hos and ding dongs---the original snack cakes 

everybody grew up with.  Mankowski is among those wondering how this could be possible. The manager 

here at Leekers family foods says Twinkies and the other hostess products remain strong sellers--maybe not 

what they were 20 years ago because there's so much more competition now.  But he says sales are still 

there and he cannot imagine these things going away.   He believes that if these products do go away, it 

won't be forever. That's gives hope to customers like Darin Evans.  But right now nobody knows for sure if 

it's twilight for Twinkies....and curtains for the cupcakes made by hostess. In Wichita, Jim Grawe kwch 12 

eyewitness news. Leaker's manager says if another company were to take over production of the hostess 

brands, it wouldn't happen overnight.  If hostess goes out of business...the products will disappear at least 

for a while. 

 

11/15/12  12pm 

  Hurricane sandy is said to be responsible for an increase in unemployment.  It hit around 439-thousand 

last week.  That's the highest level in 18 months.  A large increase in applications came from the states hit 

by sandy.  The labor department says the storm may distort claims for another two weeks. 

 

11/16/12  6am 



 

 

Frontier airlines sends its last two planes out of Wichita today.  The signs came down at mid-continent 

airport Thursday.  The airline announced it was ending service in Wichita earlier this year.   Frontier says it 

was under-performing in this market. 

 

11/18/12  10pm 

Continuing our coverage of "hostess". Going out of business. The company will present a plan to shut-

down 36 plants nationwide. Including this one in Emporia, a bankruptcy judge will hear the plan tomorrow.  

Hostess says. The liquidation was prompted by a nationwide strike by the snack-makers second largest 

union. 18-thousand people will lose their jobs. Union officials hope a buyer for the company will emerge 

quickly. 

 

11/20/12  5am 

  A judge sides with a group of hawker Beechcraft customers over the hawker four thousand jet. In the 

aviation watch. Hawker wanted to immediately sell off its inventory of the discontinued jet because of fear 

they will decline in value.  Customers argued that there there's no reason to rush the sale of assets. The 

bankruptcy judge says that hawker failed to identify how selling off the jets quickly will affect sales. 

 

11/21/12  6am 

Fewer students and fewer dollars from the state, now a north-central Kansas school will have to close.  

Officials with the republic county school district plan to close the middle school at the end of the school 

year, a move that will save 150-thousand dollars a year.  Eyewitness news reporter Samantha Anderson 

shows us how the decision affects students, and the community. New at six, they didn't know it at the 

beginning of the school year, but these students are part of the last fifth and sixth grade classes at republic 

county middle school. The fifth grade is moving to east elementary school. 6th grade students will join with 

the junior and senior high. Daryl reek's son is currently in fifth grade and he says some parents are uneasy 

about the move. Counselors say that communication is important during the transition. A different place but 

working to make the day to day life of a students close to the same. Samantha Anderson eyewitness.  Since 

2006 the district says it's lost 980-thousand dollars due to dropping enrollment and state funding.  A 

development company plans to turn the old school into apartments for seniors. 

 

11/22/12  5pm 

Shoppers started lining up outside stores in Wichita several days ago.  Many of those business open in just 

a few hours. Eyewitness news reporter Sia Nyorkor is outside the toys-r-us at Kellogg and rock.  Sia.   

Roger there are about 30 people lined up here outside of toys r us.  I spoke with several shoppers who tell 

me they can't wait to get inside and get their hands on what they came for.  Toys r us officially opens at 

8pm but early-bird shoppers have been lined up for hours in the hopes of getting the best deal.   Some of 

the shoppers we talked with have had this planned for quite some time but there are some shoppers here in 

line that would rather be somewhere else. Toys r us officially opens their doors at 8pm and that's when the 

real game will begin.  We'll have some of that at 9 & 10.  Live from toys r us on east Kellogg, Sia Nyorkor. 

Roger, back to you.  Whenever you decide to shop, police again remind you to lock your car and hide your 

packages.  Message boards are up in shopping centers around Wichita as a reminder. 

 

11/23/12  6pm 

While some are eating their thanksgiving dinner tonight. Others traded the turkey and stuffing for standing 

in line.  We're just hours from some of the earliest "black Friday" deals. The traditional start to the 

Christmas shopping season now begins as early as 8 tonight at some stores.   Eyewitness news reporter Sia 

Nyorkor joins us live from one east Wichita business .getting ready for the sales. Roger I‘m live at toys r us 

here on east Kellogg where the doors will open in less than 2 hours. Shoppers have been lined up since 

early afternoon to get their hands on some of these door buster deals. Some of the shoppers came with a 

game plan. They brought their ads with them and are circling some of the items that they want to get their 

hands on. Many have been lined up for almost 6 hours. Some other shoppers we talked with say they're 

standing in this long line here at toys r us for their kids.  When they finish shopping here, they'll head to 

some of the stores like Wal-Mart and target to grab some items for them too. Live at toys r us on east 

Kellogg; I‘m Sia Nyorkor, roger, back to you.  Some of the earliest deals start at eight which includes Wal-

Mart.  Other retails are offering deals at nine, ten, and midnight. 

 



 

 

11/24/12  5am 

  Shoppers crowd toys r us at Kellogg and rock last night.  The doors opened at 8.  Customers grabbed 

shopping carts and rushed to get down the aisles.   The store manager says he had 50 employees working.  

 

11/26/12  5am 

Wall Street hoping cyber Monday will boost the economy just like black Friday. The DOW was up 172 

points on Friday.  Also helping the boost... Good economic news from china and Germany. 

 

11/27/12  10pm 

Hundreds of Kansas companies gathered in Hutchinson today to meet with major oil and gas powers. At a 

conference designed to help them take better advantage of the oil boom going on in our state.  Governor 

Sam Brownback joined a group called Kansas works in hosting the one day event.  After the conference 

many of the businesses took part in an oil and gas job fair.  Eyewitness news reporter Pilar Pedraza found 

the number of people looking for work surprised organizers. The same story repeated over and over again, 

Kansans in search of employment, happy to find companies that are actually hiring. So many showed up for 

the job fair. They were lined up before it began. Even knowing many of the companies came from other 

states. And the jobs might mean a move. The companies that came with openings say they're hopeful of 

leaving with employees. We're not talking just one sort of job here at the job fair. It runs the gamut from 

basic plant workers to transportation to engineers.  Some of these jobs come with six digit salaries.  Too 

bad mine doesn't.  Maybe I should dust off that resume myself.  In Hutchinson, Pilar Pedraza, kwch 12, 

eyewitness news.   Veteran‘s services were also on hand to help our military men and women find work.  

Along with several training institutes and community colleges. 

 

11/28/12  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon.  we're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is up 52 at 12-9-

31 and the nasdaq is also up 5 at 29-73.  we'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first. 

 

11/29/12  6am 

We have two winners. Lottery officials say two jackpot-winning tickets were sold in last night's multi-

million-dollar Powerball jackpot.  And even if you didn't win the big prize, maybe you're among the almost 

9-million people who won 'something."  Mary Ellen Hopkins has the story. A few folks are waking up a lot 

richer today. Two winning tickets for the record-breaking Powerball jackpot were sold -- one in Arizona 

and one in Missouri. The second-biggest jackpot in u-s history had people going a bit crazy.  They waited 

in long lines for a chance to cash in big-time. They were dreaming big. But, not everyone caught the fever. 

Syndicated radio host and author Dave Ramsey prefers the old fashioned way of building wealth. The odds 

of winning are about one in 175-million but that didn't stop mike Coppola from buying a ticket -- and 

thinking about what he'll do if his Powerball pipe-dream becomes reality. Coppola says it was worth a shot 

because after all -- you can't win if you don't play.  I'm Natisha Lance reporting.  Powerball tickets are sold 

in 42 states, Washington d-c and the u-s Virgin Islands. Here's a look at the winning numbers again... 5, 16, 

22, 23, 29, and the Powerball was 6.   

 

11/30/12  5am 

Sedgwick county leaders and state lawmakers tour a facility for troubled boys.  This summer the county 

talked about closing the Judge Riddell boys ranch to save money.  They decided to wait to see if state 

lawmakers can help find funding this next session.  People with the boy‘s ranch say the place has made a 

huge difference. Funding for Judge Riddell has not gone up for six years. 

 

12/3/12  12pm 

  For our eye on your money this noon, we're taking a look at the markets.  THE DOW IS DOWN 32 at 12-

9-92 and the nasdaq also down 2 at 30-07.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but 

first. 

 

12/5/12  10pm 

  In the aviation watch tonight, Hawker Beechcraft takes another step closer to getting out of bankruptcy.  A 

bankruptcy court approved the company's disclosure statement today.  This means hawker can begin asking 



 

 

its creditors to approve a re-organization plan.  The company hopes to get approval to exit bankruptcy at a 

hearing scheduled for the end of next month. 

 

12/6/12  6pm 

  Trego county commissioners seek nearly two million dollars in "no-fund warrant" to make-up a shortfall 

at the county-run hospital.  The hospital says it's due to a temporary drop in Medicare reimbursements. The 

cash shortfall grew until the reimbursements were restored last month. A special levy will be needed to 

repay the money and interest over the next four years.  The decision requires a 60-day comment period... 

And residents could gather petitions to put the request to a vote. 

 

12/7/12  5am 

New this morning, a strong earthquake strikes portions of japan hit by a devastating earthquake and 

tsunami last year, a magnitude 7-point-3 quake struck just hours ago.  You can see it shaking this skycam.  

One city reports a three-foot tsunami hit 45 minutes after the quake. Tokyo electric power says there have 

been no problems at any of its nuclear plants. 

 

12/9/12  10pm 

Many small business owners stand a lot to gain and lose. In the fiscal cliff negotiations, Rod Hudson runs a 

13-man business that makes "sampling" kits for weapons.  His company allows military and law 

enforcement personnel to test for anthrax, chemical, and nuclear and explosives materials.  The post-

election budget fight in Washington has Hudson‘s business facing battles on three fronts.  Defense cuts, tax 

hikes, and employee healthcare costs.  You can learn a lot more about the fiscal cliff at kwch dot com.  We 

have the latest stories as well as what it all means for you. 

 

12/10/12  6am 

The Kansas star casino is temporarily shut down for a few days.  It will re-open Wednesday morning.  

Crews started moving slot machines and equipment overnight from the gaming floor, into its permanent 

location.  Since the casino opened last year, the gaming floor has been in what will now become the event 

center. The casino's full transition will continue through December 21
st
 when the new gaming floor will be 

revealed. 

 

12/11/12  12pm 

  For our eye on your money this noon. we're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is up 103 at 13-

2-73  and the nas-daq is also up 39 at 30-25.  We‘ll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, 

 

12/12/12  10pm 

Sedgwick county commissioners vote against a tax incentive for a development in west Wichita. Today all 

commissioners voted down a Tif district for the Bowllagio project at Kellogg and maize.  They say there 

are too many questions about the project. There is also some concern about hidden costs and whether the 

project will benefit the county.  The Tif money would be used to improve drainage in the area prone to 

flooding.  The Wichita city council approved the proposal last month.  Now that the county has voted it 

down, it goes back before the city council. 

 

12/13/12  5am 

Wichita is becoming a hot spot for jobs in technology.  A study released this month says the city is among 

the top metro areas in the country for high-tech employment.  Eyewitness news reporter Michael Schwanke 

explains why. Here's the list--the study comes from the bay area economic institute in California and it's a 

list companies pay attention to. Here we are--Wichita is number 6 in the nation--with just under 15 percent 

of our jobs...in the tech field.  Our company includes San Jose, boulder, Seattle. Even the study says you 

may be surprised to find Wichita on the list--but the companies and experts we talked to today says you 

shouldn't be. Net app general manager Joel Reich says Wichita was a good move. Net app--which spans 

hundreds of thousands of feet on Wichita‘s northeast side specializes in data storage.  Based in California--

this high tech company consistently ranks among the best places to work in the nation--and is growing. A 

big part of that growth is here...where the company plans to add 400 or more high tech jobs over the next 

five years.  Jeremy hill with Wichita state's center for economic development says he's not surprised either. 

Many of the high tech jobs are in the aerospace industry--so we have the people--hill says studies like this 



 

 

help with another issue. Something net app figured out months ago. In Wichita, Michael Schwanke kwch 

12 eyewitness news. The report also highlights Kansas for its six percent growth in high-tech employment.  

That's the fourth-highest growth rate nationwide. 

 

12/18/12  12pm 

  For our eye on your money this noon, we're taking a look at the markets. The dow jones is up 114 at 13-3-

51 and the nas-daq is also up 41 at 30-52. We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment. 

 

12/21/12  5am 

Ten days away, and the nation is still headed toward the fiscal cliff.  Republican leader John Boehner has 

scrapped his latest plan.  Boehner couldn't get enough support from members of his own party to get his so-

called "plan b" passed.  It would have raised taxes for Americans who earn a million dollars a year or more.  

It was considered a major concession...because republican leaders had said they didn't want to raise taxes 

on anyone.  Meantime, the president and republicans still are still far apart on the size and scope of 

government spending cuts. 

 

12/22/12  10pm 

Last minute shoppers filled stores today - .in what analysts are calling the second biggest shopping day of 

the year---super Saturday. Many took advantage of the nice weather, and shopped at Bradley fair in east 

Wichita. The national retail association predicts 73-percent of Americans still have shopping to do.  

Shoppers like me don't have much time left -- but stores know that, and many are open longer through the 

holiday to help you out. 

    

12/23/12  10pm 

It may not be too much longer until Twinkies and Wonderbread are back on store shelves. Hostess says 

they've narrowed down their list of potential buyers for the brands.  It expects to sell off its snack and bread 

to separate buyers. About 30 former hostess plants could also be sold along with the brands. It's not known 

if that list includes the plant in emporia. 

 

12/24/12  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon. We're taking a look at the markets.   The dow jones is down 51 at 13-

1-39 and the nasdaq is also down 8 at 30-12.  We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment 

 

12/25/12  6am 

Netflix's video streaming service was hit by a Christmas Eve outage.  The company tweeted an apology for 

the outage Monday night.  The company says the outage was caused by "some of amazon's cloud 

infrastructure." Netflix says it's working with amazon engineers to restore service. 

 

12/26/12  6pm 

  If an agreement on how to avoid the fiscal cliff isn't met, 55-billion dollars will be slashed from the 

federal budget January first. That's 6-days away. Half of the annual cuts will come from national defense. 

In late July president Obama made it so all members of the military will be exempt from these cuts.   That 

means the pentagon would have to find other places to cut, one suggested area, weapons programs.  The 

house armed services committee and the white house agree. Those potential cuts would be "highly 

destructive" to national security.  Going over the so-called cliff would also affect the world's economy. The 

u-s would have less money to spend and programs would be cut potentially shaking financial markets.  And 

that could affect a loss of confidence in the government by consumers and businesses.  Cuts could also lead 

to a second recession.  The national association of manufacturers says the country's unemployment rate 

could jump from 7-point-9-percent to 13-percent after 3 years. There is a benefit - the country's deficit 

would decrease.  But analysts say it won‘t take care of the root of the problem. 

 

 



 

 

EDUCATION 
 

10/3/12  10pm 

  New at 10 tonight.  An elementary teacher gets a big surprise in her classroom today.  It's called the "a day 

made better' surprise award.  2nd grade Clark elementary teacher Jodi Morgan was the recipient.  A store 

representative from office max came in with a new chair...and a box full of school supplies for Morgan.   

Two other in the Wichita school district also got the surprise.  One was from Irving elementary...the other 

was from Griffith elementary. 

 

10/7/12  10pm 

Governor Sam Brownback‘s "school efficiency task force". Will meet for the first time tomorrow.  The 

panel will meet at the state house in Topeka. The group was put together to find ways for schools to run 

more "efficiently."  No one on the task force works in a school.  The governor says.... Districts need to 

reduce administrative costs and devote more money to instruction.  The issue of school funding has been at 

the forefront in recent years.  A lawsuit brought by some school districts claims.... The legislature failed its 

"constitutional duty" to adequately fund schools. 

 

10/10/12  10pm 

Two days ago this school efficiency task force meeting took place in Topeka.  Another group emerges.  

The Kansas association of school boards created the new group that will include school leaders and 

superintendents.  They will respond to issues raised by the governor‘s task force. Democrats criticized the 

governor for not including educators on the task force.  Kansas spends more than three billion dollars in 

state dollars for education.  Governor Brownback wants his group to find ways to efficiently meet a goal in 

state law that requires 65 percent of the money is spent on classroom instruction. 

 

10/18/12  6am 

  They may have a better chance of getting a job...but the 2011 graduating college class is in a massive 

amount of debt nationwide.  Two-thirds of the grads finished school with loan debt.  And those that did 

take a loan are out over 26-thousand dollars on average.  That's a 5 percent jump from the previous year. 

 

11/1/12  12pm 

We're getting a better idea of what to expect when the October jobs report comes out tomorrow.  Payroll 

processing company "a-d-p" says 158-thousand jobs private sector jobs were added last month.  That's an 

increase from a-d-p's September figures.   The company has changed the way it calculates the 

numbers...causing the September numbers to be revised down significantly.  Economists are looking 

forward to tomorrow's labor report -- it will be the last picture of the country's employment situation ahead 

of the election. 

 

11/6/12  6am 

  Wichita schools start turning away students who haven't gotten their shots.  The district has been calling 

and writing parents since spring to remind them about vaccinations.  Now, students who are not up-to-date 

on their shots will be sent home.  There are some exceptions, for religious or medical reasons. 

 

11/19/12  5pm 

Some Andover kids have the best teacher in the state; Dyane Smokorowski (smoker-ow-ski) is the 2013 

Kansas teacher of the year.  Her kids call her Mrs. Smoke, and so will we.  Mrs. Smoke teaches 8th graders 

at Andover middle school.  She says her goal in the classroom is to help her students apply what they're 

learning to real world situations. Mrs. Smoke wins four thousand dollars cash, and a technology package 

for her class worth about 11-thousand dollars. 

 

11/30/12  5am 

Wichita's collegiate school will have an anti-bullying expert speaking there today. Keith Deltano uses 

"serious comedy" to address four forms of bullying: physical, verbal, online, and exclusion.  Collegiate 

says other schools have experienced a drop in bullying behavior after his visits. 

 



 

 

12/4/12  5pm 

A Wichita student is in trouble tonight - accused of putting hand sanitizer in a teacher's drink. It was meant 

to be a prank.  But the teacher got sick.  And now that student could be expelled from school.  Eyewitness 

news reporter Anne Meyer joins us live from the school to explain what happened.  Anne. It happened here 

at Gordon Park‘s academy last week on November 29th but the school didn't know who did it until 

yesterday - that's when they called police.  Hand sanitizer is made with mostly alcohol and other chemicals 

to kill off germs.  If you drink it, it can make you sick to your stomach. Still it was enough to make her 

throw up.  She is okay, and was back in class the next day. Police questioned the 14-year old eighth grader 

Monday.  He said it was a prank and he never meant to hurt his teacher. He is now under investigation by 

the district.  Police could charge the student with battery of a school employee that will be up to the 

juvenile court to decide. Parents did not get a letter about this incident.  So many were surprised to hear 

what happened when we told them.  But most agree the student should be disciplined.  Back to you. The 

school suspended the student, pending the results of the district's investigation. 

 

12/7/12  5am 

  A northeast Kansas school is closed today because of an on-going illness.  The school in overland park 

says too many students have a gastrointestinal illness.  Custodians will spend today thoroughly cleaning the 

elementary school... So the illness doesn't spread any further. 

 

12/12/12  10pm 

  New at 10 tonight, cursive handwriting gets support from the Kansas board of education.  During a 

meeting today the board voted unanimously to adopt a statement encouraging teachers to ensure students 

can write and read cursive.  In a separate vote the board ordered the department to develop model cursive 

standards. The standards will establish things like curriculum guidelines and best practices. 

 

12/13/12  5am 

Cursive handwriting gets support from the Kansas board of education.  The board voted unanimously to 

adopt a statement encouraging teachers to ensure students can write and read cursive.  In a separate vote the 

board ordered the department to develop cursive standards.  The standards will establish things like 

curriculum guidelines and best practices. 

 

12/18/12  12pm 

  Andover public school will need to start looking for a new superintendent. The city's current 

superintendent accepted a job in Nebraska. Mark Evans was selected unanimously by Omaha‘s public 

school board.  We don't know when Evans will start. That hasn't been negotiated yet.  Evans has been 

Andover‘s superintendent since 2005. 

 

12/21/12  5am 

  It may be tougher to get into the University of Kansas in a couple of years. The board of regents approved 

new standards for the school. In 2016, they'll require graduating high school students to complete a pre-

college curriculum.  For automatic admission students are required to have either a minimum three point oh 

g-p-a and an a-c-t score of at least 24 or a three point two-five g-p-a and an a-c-t score of 21.  Admission 

standards at the five other regent universities in Kansas will stay the same. 

 



 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
 

10/2/12  12pm 

Quick warm-up then a big cool-down. Not much rain but lots of wind. Heating up then MUCH cooler by 

week's end. Tuesday, Oct. 2, 2012. Today:  Sunny and mild.  Wind: N 5-15.  High: 75. Tonight:  Clear and 

cool.  Wind: N/SE 5-10.  Low: 49. Tomorrow:  Mostly sunny, breezy and warmer.  Wind: SE/S 15-25; 

gusty by afternoon.  High: 83. Tomorrow night:  Increasing clouds.  Wind: N 5-15.  Low: 56. Thu:  High:  

70  Mostly to partly cloudy, breezy and cooler. Fri:  High:  59  Low: 46  Mostly cloudy, windy and colder. 

Sat:  High:  56  Low: 44  Mostly cloudy, breezy cool; a few showers. Sun:  High:  62  Low: 38   Partly 

cloudy. Mon:  High:  66  Low: 43  Partly cloudy and breezy. Tue:  High:  67  Low: 45  Partly cloudy. 

 

10/3/12  10pm 

Drought has taken a toll on Kansas lakes- many marinas closed early--and managers say, if the weather 

doesn't help--things won't look much different in the spring.  Tuttle Creek Lake in riley county is already 

down 7 feet-and its losing 2 inches a day.   The drought is just part of the reason-- the Army Corp of 

engineers also released water from the lake to help the Missouri river.   People here say they're almost 

sitting on the bottom-- they‘re usually fighting high waters.   Besides losing revenue, park officials say they 

worry about damage to docks.  

 

10/4/12  5pm 

  Recess was a little colder here today, but it was nothing like recess in North Dakota.  Take a look. This is 

grand forks North Dakota.  There's a winter storm warning there.  Six to 12 inches of snow is expected by 

the time the storm blows through.  Power outages have affected thousands in the Fargo region.  Minnesota 

is dealing with its first snowfall of the season too. 

 

10/13/12  10pm 

Thunderstorms in eastern Kansas will continue their weakening trend this evening.  Spotty showers and 

storms are also scattered over western Kansas but they are weakening too. The cold front that helped 

produce the storms today will move southeastward overnight, ushering in some drier air for the next few 

days. Temperatures will be above normal from Sunday through Wednesday and then take a bit of a dip for 

the latter part of the week. Rain chance after tonight will be near zero except for late in the day on 

Wednesday. 

 

10/19/12  5am 

  The keystone pipeline is still shut down.  Owner trans-Canada has stopped pumping oil due to "possible 

safety issues." trans-Canada has not said exactly what the issues are... But say problems were found on a 

section of the pipe between Missouri and Illinois.  The company hopes to restart the pipeline on Saturday. 

While a proposal to extend the keystone pipeline remains in limbo.  A half-million barrels of oil already 

flow from Canada -- through Kansas via the pipeline every day. 

 

10/25/12  6pm 

  Dozens of new turbines are celebrated in western Kansas.  They're at an operations facility in Spearville.  

Governor Sam Brownback was on hand for a special dedication this morning at the site.   People could also 

take a tour.   Officials say the wind farm will bring in more jobs.  And will produce energy with a source 

that's in abundance in western Kansas.   The wind farm is developed by e-d-f renewable energy. 

 

10/28/12  10pm 

Kansans are spread across the east coast from Maryland through New York to eastern Pennsylvania... 

Waiting for sandy to pass.  The Red Cross sent nine volunteers to Albany, New York... Saturday morning. 

There they planned to spend the day helping set up shelters. And making sure everyone was prepared for 

the coming storm. Once the storm has passed... They'll be re-assigned wherever their help is needed most. 

Meanwhile dozens of Westar energy employees from Wichita and seven other offices throughout the state. 

Gathered in Bonner Springs, Kansas. To leave for eastern Pennsylvania. Westar energy provided this video 

of its workers leaving.  In Pennsylvania, the crews will help restore power once sandy has passed. The state 

of Kansas also sent an emergency management team Sunday morning to Maryland‘s emergency operations 



 

 

center. The team will stay in Maryland for the next two weeks to help local crews.  Meanwhile... Not all 

help is headed east.  Several k-c 135 tankers from Andrews air force base arrived in Topeka Sunday 

morning. The Kansas air national guard is providing shelter at Forbe's field to the evacuated aircraft and 

their crews. Pilar Pedraza, kwch 12, eyewitness news.  Hurricane sandy has caused flight delays and 

cancellations nationwide.  We checked with mid-continent airport here in Wichita.  So far there have been 

only a few delays. 

 

10/30/12  5pm 

  In Kingman, this year's drought has dried up water wells.  PEOPLE who live out in the country depend on 

wells for showers, drinking water, and feeding livestock.  It does mean more business for drilling 

companies.  Some companies have a wait list 2 months long. The drilling companies are digging new, 

deeper spots to find water families need.     

 

11/1/12  12pm 

  People on New Jersey‘s barrier islands are trying to pick up the pieces from super-storm sandy.   It left 

communities along the jersey shore devastated.   Nearly 2 million homes and businesses are still without 

power. And gas shortages have become a problem.  Officials say 80-percent of stations in the garden state 

can't sell gas because they don't have electricity. 

 

11/9/12  5am 

It‘s a few months late, but Dodge City will finally have a fireworks display.  Fireworks will be allowed this 

Sunday, which is Veterans Day.  The city banned fireworks over the fourth of July because of dry 

conditions from the summer drought. 

 

11/10/12  10pm 

A Severe T-storm watch is in effect until 11 p.m.  A line of storms continue to threaten central Kansas with 

damaging winds in excess of 70 mph and hail to quarter size.  The storms are racing northeast at 55 to 60 

mph.  Storms will likely get into the Wichita area late tonight, around 10 pm to midnight. Gusty winds will 

continue ahead of the storms and also behind a cold front which will bring an abrupt end to the November 

warmth.  Tonight some light snow and flurries are possible in the northwest but no accumulation is 

expected.  For Sunday, breezy northwest winds will persist as morning clouds thin out during the day.  Any 

light flurries in the northwest will end before Noon and showers in eastern Kansas will push into Missouri.  

Highs on Veterans Day will be in the 30s west with only 40s in the east! 

 

11/11/12  12pm 

The weekend's storms brought 70-mile-per-hour gusts of wind to Stafford County.  Take a look at the 

damage left behind.  A garage on the backside of the Radium senior center was toppled.   Emergency 

responders don't think anyone was in the building at the time. 

 

11/15/12  12pm 

Oil giant b-p agrees to pay a criminal penalty of 4 and a half billion dollars for the 2010 oil spill in the Gulf 

of Mexico. That's new this noon.  That's according to a person close to the deal. The person also says two 

b-p employees face manslaughter charges. 11 people died when the oil rig blew up and triggered the spill.  

B-p says it will plead guilty to 11 felony counts related to those deaths.  B-p will also plead guilty to 

obstruction for lying to congress about how much oil was pouring out of the ruptured well. 

 

11/17/12  10pm 

A Kansas man catches a rare sight on a motion-triggered camera. Kurt Keesling captured this mountain lion 

on his camera last month.  This is near Saint John in Stafford County.   He didn't go through the photos 

until this week when he spotted the cat in black and white.  Wildlife officials came out and confirmed the 

sighting.  Keesling tells us that he's heard rumors of mountain lions in Kansas, but didn't really believe it 

until this picture. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

11/21/12  6am 

Good morning.  You won't feel winter when you step out the door today.  We'll see temperatures in the 

lower 70s.  But don't let that fool you.  Winter isn't too far away.  Storm team 12 meteorologists Ross 

Janssen shows us what we could see this upcoming season. Winter!! Don't you just love it? Soon, we'll be 

digging out of the snow… or will we? What some Kansans see as a major headache, others see as big 

business. That's Richard Waegener. He runs a snow removal company and says in the 30 years he's been 

doing this; he's never seen anything like it. Graphics Last winter was anything but typical. Western KS 

measured between 10-20 inches of snow, less than half of the normal amount. Wichita only had 3 inches, 

falling well short of the 15 inches south-central Kansas normally gets. End graphics. While the lack of 

snow and cold makes it hard for Richard to grow his business, mild winters mean more work for these 

guys. Chad Swinger runs Heartland Pest Control. He says the dramatic increase in bugs, rodents, and 

spiders are a direct result of last year's warm winter. Not a fan of spiders? You'd better hope for colder 

weather this winter. And that's the question. What kind of winter will this be? A definitive answer is tough 

in the absence of El Nino or La Nina, but one setup that will likely repeat this winter favors cool and dry 

weather across the central US. When the wind in the upper atmosphere comes from the northwest, our 

chances for moisture will be very low. A secondary part of the winter pattern should provide some drought 

relief. We will likely have (at least on a couple of occasions) a storm that forms in the southwest and then 

kicks out across the plains. When we see this type of setup, our chances for rain and snow will be much 

better. There'll be some other variations in the overall winter pattern, but temperatures will likely be near or 

slightly above normal (which means several days with highs in the 40s/50s) We'll likely have at least a 

couple of warm spells with highs in the 60s. Snowfall this winter will likely be below normal and the 

drought should continue into the spring Farmers and ranchers understand the struggle that comes with 

weather that doesn't cooperate. That's why Kent Ott feels lucky to have just made it through. Farmers 

everywhere agree on one thing heading into winter. It's a season that's marked by a variety of conditions, 

but no matter how you feel about it. Team 12 will be here to track the changes. 

 

11/23/12  6pm 

  When the weather changes, follow it on your smart phone with the storm team 12 app.  Get the forecast 

for your zip code, interactive radar, and live streaming severe weather coverage.  The app is free for 

android, iPhone and iPad. 

 

11/27/12  10pm 

The summer problem of breaking water mains has not gone way with the change in season.  That's because 

we're still in the middle of a drought.  Plumbers are now trying to keep-up with the winter workload.   And 

as eyewitness news reporter Melissa Scheffler found out, sewer lines are cracking too. Keep in mind... 

Some of the video you're about to see... Could turn your stomach...it's new at 10.  Pictures don't come close 

to showing the damage left behind in troy smith's basement bathroom...there was also the smell. Just a few 

days after thanksgiving, his sewer line separated from the city's main line.  Don't blame this on a heavy 

holiday feast….at fault, not enough rain.  Mr. Rooter's Scott Cochran says his crews have stayed busy since 

the summer fixing broken sewer and water pipes all over Wichita.  He says without moisture, homeowners 

are helpless.  A repair can cost anywhere from 500 to 15-hundred dollars.  And you'll most likely pay for it 

all.  Smith says he recommends every homeowner check their insurance.  Now smith has his story, the 

pictures to go along with it, and he says, thankfully, the insurance to clean it all up.  In Bel Aire, Melissa 

Scheffler, kwch 12 eyewitness news.  Cochran says most insurance companies only cover the damage a 

broken pipe does to your home.  But they do not cover the cost to fix the pipe.  You should check your 

insurance company to see what it covers. 

 

11/28/12  12pm 

A slightly milder day will shape up for Kansas as sunshine and high clouds prevail.  Afternoon highs will 

be mostly in the 50s with some lower 60s in the northwest. The clouds will get a bit thicker tonight as lows 

drop to the 20s and 30s. Even warmer temperatures are forecast through the rest of the work week and into 

the weekend.  Any big weather changes will wait until early next week. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

11/29/12  6am 

  New York leaders cleaning up the city from hurricane sandy have another worry looting.  Officials say 

thieves raided this school in queens.  100-thousand dollars‘ worth of equipment was stolen including pricey 

tablets and computers.  This school is one of 30 that has reported looting so far.  The theft comes on top of 

hundreds of millions of dollars‘ worth of storm damage to schools.   

 

12/3/12  12pm 

Front on the way but hardly any rain with it. Windy Monday then calmer but a bit cooler. Shifting winds 

and cooler temps. Monday, Dec. 3, 2012. Today:  Partly to mostly cloudy.  Wind: S/NW 15-25; gusty.  

High: 71. (Record: 67, 2001) Tonight:  Decreasing clouds.  Wind: NW/N 5-10.  Low: 35. Tomorrow:   

Mostly sunny.  Wind: N/S 5-15. High: 62. Tomorrow night:  Becoming partly cloudy and colder.  Wind: S 

5-10.  Low: 34. Wed:  High:  63  Partly cloudy and breezy. Thu:  High:  60  Low: 41   Mostly cloudy. Fri:  

High:  55  Low: 37   Mostly cloudy. Sat:  High:  50  Low: 36   Partly cloudy. Sun:  High:  53  Low: 39   

Mostly cloudy and breezy. Mon:  High:  42  Low: 40   Windy and colder; a few showers. 

 

12/6/12  6pm 

Winter usually means not having to worry too much about your trees, lawn and gardens. But the prolonged 

drought may mean taking a more active role to make sure your plants bounce back in the spring.  It can be 

difficult to tell if dormant trees and grass are stressed and not getting enough water.  Eric Denneler at tree 

top nursery says that means paying attention to the weather and watering.  Denneler says, for trees and 

shrubs, drag out a hose and set it on a slow rate to soak into the root system.  For lawns, he says use a 

sprinkler. If you have a sprinkler system and it's already been winterized, just hook up a hose.  Denneler 

suggests watering every couple of weeks... Depending on how much rain or snow we've had. 

 

12/19/12  10pm 

  As heather said right now i-70 is closed from Limon, Colorado to hays. Factfinder 12 asked transportation 

officials what prompts them to close the road.  As you might imagine there are several different factors.  

One being that the Kansas highway patrol says the roads just aren't looking very good because of snow or 

poor visibility.  Also, if there are a lot of accidents in a short time, officials will close the road. Finally, the 

roads may not be in terrible shape in Kansas but what's happening in Colorado may have an impact.  For 

instance, if i-70 is closed in Colorado, officials will decide to start closing parts of the road in Kansas as 

rest stops and motels in Kansas towns begin to fill up. 

 

12/21/12  5am 

  The winter storm that swept through Kansas is causing widespread travel delays in other parts of the 

Midwest today.  The storm dumped more than 19 inches of snow in Wisconsin and a foot of snow in Iowa.  

Both states have National Guard troops to help rescue stranded drivers and police in Iowa say two people 

died in a 25 vehicle chain collision on interstate 35. 

 

12/23/12  10pm 

If you plan on traveling tomorrow make sure you download our apps.  With the kwch app you can get 

weather alerts and also send in your storm shots.  With the storm team 12 app you can check out the 

interactive radar and get conditions and forecast for your zip code.  They're free to download for the i-

phone, I-pad and droid devices. 

 

12/25/12  6am 

People in Australia are experiencing a cooler Christmas than usual. Take a look at these pictures of the 

choppy water on Bondi beach. This time of year it's usually full of swimmers. But temperatures hovering in 

the low 70s seem to have driven them off.   That didn't stop a few people from coming out in their 

swimwear and Santa hats. 

 

12/30/12  10pm 

When it snows, we want to see your storm shots.  Send them to us with the Kwch 12 app.  You can also get 

the latest closings with it.  And see where the storm is with our interactive radar on the storm team 12 app.  

The apps are free for android and apple devices. 

 



 

 

12/31/12  5am 

  Icy roads and drunk drivers could make work difficult for state troopers tonight.  Kansas highway patrol 

says they're prepared for bad weather.  They don't have the money to put extra troopers out on the roads.  

But say they will be full-staffed and pulling-over impaired drivers.  Drivers should avoid bridges and over-

passes. Troopers say those are potential places for hazardous driving. 



 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY 
 

10/4/12  5pm 

New information at five. On a spill that forced crews to evacuate a Salina neighborhood yesterday morning. 

Investigators tell us...testing of a liquid substance determined it was   "Mercaptan" -- the additive that 

makes natural gas smell like rotten eggs.  Mercaptan somehow spilled...but health officials say...it's not 

dangerous. Yesterday the investigation centered around a drum filled with diesel...but we now know that 

wasn't the problem.  Crews expect to be done cleaning up Mercaptan by tomorrow until then; neighbors 

may notice a bad smell in the area.  They should keep their doors and windows closed. 

 

10/5/12  5am 

  Police are investigating an incident near a Wichita elementary school.  It happened at Gordon parks.  

Students reported that they were approached by a suspicious person Thursday morning.  They say the man 

said some inappropriate things to them.  The students reported the incident to school officials who 

contacted police.  The school did send a letter about what happened to parents. 

 

10/7/12  10pm 

Two people are hurt after a car crashes into a train. It happened late Saturday night outside of Langdon.  

Officials say the driver of the car tried to beat an approaching train.  Two people in the car were taken to a 

Hutchinson hospital. 

 

10/8/12  12pm 

Some people are calling it "i-crime' (eye-crime) or "apple picking."  No matter what you call it smart phone 

theft hit an all-time high this year in big cities.    Thefts in New York City are driving up over-all crime 

statistics.  Police expect to see a new surge in smart-phone thefts now that the bigger and better iPhone 5 

has been released. 

 

10/9/12  6am 

The environmental protection agency is collecting soil and water samples from industrial sites in great 

bend. The samples will be taken from the area around the former O‘Neill tank site and the former "plating 

Inc." site.  In May of 2009, the e-p-a discovered several tanks were leaking poisonous chemicals into great 

bend's drinking water.  One of the sites is monitored under a federal program that watches uncontrolled 

hazardous waste sites.   Officials are trying to determine if the O‘Neill tank site is contaminated as well. 

 

10/10/12  10pm 

New at 10 tonight. Residents in the 15-hundred block of north Fairmount get a surprise...after an s-u-v 

crashes into a home.  It happened just after six this evening.   Police are still investigating what happened.  

They say the driver left the roadway and you can see what happened afterwards. The driver of the s-u-v 

received minor injuries.  No one else was hurt.      

 

10/11/12  5pm 

The centers for disease control and prevention is out with new numbers on the fungal meningitis outbreak.  

Two more people have died from the rare disease.   Ines Ferre has the latest in this health watch alert. The 

fungal meningitis outbreak is growing. New figures from the centers for disease control and prevention 

show there are now 170 cases in 11 states.  14 victims have died. Investigators suspect tainted steroid shots 

from the New England compounding center caused the rare outbreak. Universal pain management in 

California is tracking down patients who may have been exposed.  It's one of 76 facilities in 23 states that 

received the contaminated product, which is used to treat back and joint pain. The center says it never had a 

problem with n-e-c-c before. Massachusetts governor Deval Patrick says n-e-c-c may not have had the  

proper licensing to  make large amounts of the drug and sell them outside  the  state. The incubation period 

for fungal meningitis is one to four weeks, but health experts say it may take  much longer for symptoms to 

appear. But health officials say only between one and five percent of those who are exposed actually get 

sick. Ines Ferre, for CBS news, New York. The new England compounding center settled a lawsuit several 

years ago with a woman who claimed her husband died of bacterial meningitis after receiving a shot made 

by the company. 



 

 

 

10/12/12  5am 

  The Kansas highway patrol rolls out a new electronic citation system next week.  A similar system was 

approved for Wichita police earlier this year.  It replaces traditional hand-written tickets with an electronic 

form. The state says it will reduce errors... And improve tracking of violations. The highway patrol makes 

the switch to e-citations in northwest Kansas next week.  The changes will spread across the state over the 

following months. 

 

10/14/12  10pm 

The centers for disease control reports the number of cases of fungal meningitis has risen to 205.  15 people 

have died in the outbreak that now spreads across fourteen states--Kansas is not one of them. The outbreak 

has been linked to steroid shots used for back pain. Those shots have since been recalled. 

 

10/15/12  6am 

  The number of cases of fungal meningitis has risen to 205. It's in the health watch this morning.  The 

centers of disease control reports 15 people have died in the outbreak that now spreads across fourteen 

states.  Kansas is not one of them. The outbreak has been linked to steroid shots used for back pain.  Those 

shots have since been recalled. 

 

10/16/12  12pm 

  We start off with breaking news out of north Wichita--where a man has been hit by a train.  It happened 

within the last hour at 17th and Santa Fe.   Eyewitness news reporter Anne Meyer is at the scene. Anne 

what do we know right now? Man is listed in critical condition, initially listed as code blue - which means 

he wasn't breathing when crews first arrived.  We don't know why he was on the tracks, but hope to learn 

more as police continue their investigation.  Drivers are asked to avoid this area. 17th and Mosley to 

Broadway.  We understand the train is not blocking 21st or 13th - so that's how you can drive around the 

area. Thanks Anne.  Expect us to keep you updated on this story on-air and online at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

10/17/12  5pm 

  More than one in five adults here in the U.S. has a tattoo.  But as consumer reports tells us tonight, .. 

Recent outbreaks of tattoo-related infections are causing concern. David Beckham boldly flaunts his tattoos 

in this H&M commercial. And fan Websites for celebrities like Justin Bieber and Rihanna are totally 

devoted to the singers' tattoos and what they mean. Big or small, tattoos are now mainstream. But getting a 

tattoo does pose health risks. The centers for disease control recently issued a report on tattoo-related skin 

infections in several states caused by contaminated ink. And consumer reports' medical adviser dr. Orly 

Avitzur says concerns go beyond skin infections. But there are ways you can reduce your risks. And Katy 

Perry‘s "the one that got away" video showcases another don't- homemade tattoos. Instead find an 

experienced tattoo artist. And check that the artist uses individually packaged single-use kits with 

disposable needles and tubes and wears sterile, disposable gloves. And remember, tattoos aren't easily 

removed. This is James Andrews.  Consumer reports says you should know there are no standard 

regulations for training or licensing tattoo artists.  And it advises if you see any sign of a rash or infection, 

call a doctor.  

 

10/18/12  6am 

   A new law treats all Wichita bars the same...citywide. New rules took effect this week prompted by 

incidents in old town.  But all establishments in the city have to abide.  Not all are happy about it. 

Eyewitness news reporter Jim Grawe explains. Chaos and gunfire at closing time in old town led to a new 

law....aimed at breaking up early morning crowds. If you have one bad incident that happens it affects 

everybody's business as a whole, where somebody like us here in the middle of nowhere we don't really 

affect anybody but the ordinance also does away with a loophole that has allowed bars across the city...like 

club rodeo ...to offer free buffet with a cover charge and count that as food sales.  So...club rodeo and a few 

others will have to start selling more food in order to keep letting in 18 to 20 year olds. Restrictions that 

also include having to close a half hour earlier which owner Eric Ragain says may be necessary in old 

town....but not at places like his. I think this really does pertain to old town. You have an entertainment 

district that has a lot of businesses that are kind of in close proximity with each other.   Even though the 

city council can't pass an ordinance that just pertains to one area of town deputy police Chief Tom Stolz 



 

 

says these changes should be citywide anyway.   He says the city never intended to allow cover charges as 

food so that's an overdue fix.  Meanwhile as far as clearing people out at closing time....he says police will 

focus on the trouble spots.  In Wichita, Jim Grawe kwch 12 eyewitness news.  

  Chief Stolz says the ordinance won't be strictly enforced this first weekend.  He says officers plan to audit 

bars on their food sales in two months...to determine if they can still let 18 to 20 year olds in. 

 

10/19/12  5am 

A southeast Wichita road is back open after a deadly accident. It's the latest this morning.  Pawnee was 

closed Thursday near the Kansas turnpike.  Police say a car and truck around the evening rush hour 

Thursday.  An 18-year-old driver died at the scene. The driver of the pickup received minor injuries.  

Eyewitnesses tell police the silver car may have been speeding before the crash.  Investigators want anyone 

who may have driven by the area shortly after the crash to come forward. 

 

10/20/12  10pm 

In Topeka - a driver crashes into a hotel room, narrowly missing a woman inside.  The reason?  Balloons 

got in her way.  Police say they were blocking the teen's view as she was driving.  She tried to move them 

when she crashed her s-u-v through a fence, a fire hydrant, and two vehicles, before coming to a stop inside 

the hotel.  A woman inside that room says the s-u-v missed her by just 3 inches.  No one was injured, and 

so far no charges have been filed. 

 

10/21/12  10pm 

One person is killed in a crash in Ford County this afternoon.  It happened on u-s 54 near the town of 

Kingsdown. The Kansas highway patrol says that a pickup didn't stop at an intersection and crashed into a 

semi-truck.  The 61-year-old driver in the pickup was killed.  The driver of the semi was not hurt. 

 

10/22/12  12pm 

Guadalupe clinic gives out 400 hundred free flu shots over the weekend. Students from the University of 

Kansas School of pharmacy and w-s-u teamed up to administer the vaccines.  The event was funded with 

help from the united way - Guadalupe‘s executive director tells us the turnout was what they expected -   

and she credits volunteers for fast moving lines - that got people in and out.  

 

10/23/12  5pm 

It's the first time Kansas is linked to a fungal meningitis outbreak.  The f-d-a released a list of hospitals and 

clinics nationwide it says purchased the steroid injection. The steroid came from a company called New 

England compounding center--and is now recalled.  There are clinics in Kansas on the f-d-a list.  But as 

eyewitness news reporter Susan Gager finds out- the f-d-a is now reviewing that list. Monday...the f-d-a 

released a list of hospitals and medical clinics who purchased the recalled drugs from the "New England 

compound center."  Several Kansas facilities were included - meaning they purchased medications from the 

company in question. But by Tuesday...the f-d-a took the list down - saying some of the information was 

incorrect.  Eyewitness news contacted some of the Kansas hospitals and clinics on the list...who told us 

they were double checking their inventories. A spokesperson from Via Christi told us "we are mystified 

why this showed up this way.  It doesn't match our records, invoices or packing slips."  l-tac of Wichita 

confirmed - at one time the facility had one recalled medication-- but it expired before any patient could 

use it.  Mid-America orthopedics was also listed-- but c-e-o Matt Quinn explains the list is entirely 

inaccurate.  He says f-d-a officials visited two weeks ago- and confirmed they were in the clear.  Galicia 

heart hospital told us "these drugs have not been involved with the meningitis outbreak to date."   The c-d-c 

says its information is accurate - that agency has gotten in touch with 75 clinics in question -- *none* of 

which are in Kansas.  The c-d-c has also contacted at-risk patients. Still-- if you are concerned. In Wichita 

Susan Gager kwch 12 eyewitness news.   The c-d-c says there are now 304 cases of meningitis nationwide.  

23 have died.  Cases are confirmed across 17 states- and Kansas is not on that list. 

 

10/28/12  10pm 

  A pilot is hurt after a crash in Butler County this morning.  It happened about 10 miles south east of 

Augusta in Butler County. The Kansas highway patrol says the pilot was attempting to take off when he 

lost control of his ultra-light aircraft.  It hit the road, then a fence and tree.  He was taken to a Wichita 

hospital. 



 

 

 

10/29/12  6am 

  Westar energy sent dozens of employees to the east coast.  The utility company provided this video.  The 

crews are gathering in Pennsylvania.  After the storm passes, they'll help restore power to the northeast. 

 

11/5/12  5pm 

We've told you that a multi-vitamin helps prevent cancer, but don't expect them to keep your heart healthy.  

Eyewitness news reporter Edward Lawrence has tonight's health watch. Michael Thompson takes a 

multivitamin every day. Many people take a multivitamin hoping it will keep them healthy. Now a new 

study finds multivitamins do *not* protect against major cardiovascular events. The research published in 

the journal of the American medical association,   followed nearly 15,000 healthy male doctors. After about 

11 years. There was no difference between those who received multivitamins and those who received fakes. 

Doctors say taking vitamins is not the way to prevent heart disease. Thompson says he'll keep taking his 

multivitamin to make sure he gets the vitamins and minerals he needs. And he says he eats right and gets 

plenty of exercise to stay healthy. Edward Lawrence for cbs news, Los Angeles.  Last month, the same 

group of researchers reported some benefits with multivitamins.  Men in the study had an 8-percent lower 

risk of cancer. 

 

11/6/12  6am 

  Three southwest Kansas food banks say they're low on supplies.  Food pantries at Emmaus (e-maws) 

house, united Methodist Mexican-American ministries and the Salvation Army in garden city are all 

running short. Officials say part of the reason...is higher food prices.  But they're also starting to see more 

need...as former employees of the b-p-i meat packing plant...come in for help.  The company closed 

because of the controversy over 'lean finely textured beef.‘ salvation army will host food drive this 

Saturday to help stockpile groceries. 

 

11/7/12  10pm 

Colorado voters decide they want to be able to grow and buy marijuana legally for recreational use. The 

amendment approved....says if you're at least 21 you can possess an ounce of pot...and grow up to six plants 

on your own.  Stores may be selling it in the next year. Now Kansas law enforcement considers how to 

keep that marijuana from crossing the state line. Here's eyewitness news reporter Jim Grawe...it's new 

tonight at 10. In Colorado....marijuana supporters are celebrating. The day after their state votes to legalize 

pot. Susy Perez and Gary Dockins are passing through Kansas. But some are wondering if what happens in 

Colorado will stay in Colorado.  After all it's not an island.  Just think about all the people who cross across 

the Colorado Kansas border every day.  And that has Wallace county Sheriff Larry Townsend concerned.  

The sheriff says people will not only be driving Colorado pot into Kansas....but he suspects they'll also be 

high at the time. He says that will mean more traffic accidents.  And he says it's not like testing for alcohol.  

There's only one officer in his three county area certified to do on the spot drug tests.  On the other hand.  

Michael Birzer heads the criminology department at Wichita state...and doesn't expect Colorado‘s legalized 

pot to be problem here.   Sheriff Townsend believes it'll mean more marijuana use in Kansas....and he sees 

nothing good about that. Jim Grawe kwch 12 eyewitness news.  While the Colorado amendment conflicts 

with federal law....Colorado‘s attorney general says he will go ahead and implement it.  But many expect a 

challenge from the federal government. 

 

11/8/12  5am 

 Kansas law enforcement worries Colorado‘s new marijuana law will cross into our state. On Tuesday, 

Colorado voters agreed to grow and buy marijuana legally for recreational use.  Eyewitness news reporter 

Jim Grawe looks at how law enforcement will keep the drug from crossing the state line.  In 

Colorado....marijuana supporters are celebrating. The day after their state votes to legalize pot. Susy Perez 

and Gary Dockins are passing through Kansas. But some are wondering if what happens in Colorado will 

stay in Colorado.  After all it's not an island.  Just think about all the people who cross across the Colorado 

Kansas border every day.  And that has Wallace county sheriff Larry Townsend concerned. The sheriff 

says people will not only be driving Colorado pot into Kansas....but he suspects they'll also be high at the 

time.  He says that will mean more traffic accidents.  And he says it's not like testing for alcohol. There's 

only one officer in his three county area certified to do on the spot drug tests.   On the other hand, Michael 

Birzer heads the criminology department at Wichita state...and doesn't expect Colorado‘s legalized pot to 



 

 

be problem here.   Sheriff Townsend believes it'll mean more marijuana use in Kansas....and he sees 

nothing good about that. Jim Grawe kwch 12 eyewitness news.   The Colorado amendment conflicts with 

federal law.  But Colorado‘s attorney general says he will go ahead and implement it.   Many analysts say 

he will face a challenge from the  federal government. 

 

11/9/12  5am 

  A ten year old is still in critical condition this morning.  The child was hurt Thursday in a two-vehicle 

collision in southeast Wichita.  A three-year-old child died.  It happened on Kellogg between Greenwich 

and the Kansas turnpike.  Police say two vans collided.  Seven people were hurt.  Investigators say the child 

was thrown from the vehicle.  Police have not said if the children were properly restrained. 

 

11/10/12  10pm 

The flu season officially hits Wichita with both Via Christi and Wesley hospitals confirming cases this 

week.  This is earlier than normal and that's putting health officials and people at high risk on alert.  

Eyewitness news reporter Jim Grawe explains. Whether up the nose or in the arm it's not too late to get 

vaccinated.  But with the first cases of flu confirmed in Wichita experts say the sooner the better.  Debbie 

Hutto thinks she has it.  At Barney‘s deep discount drugs, pharmacist George sag-bee-nee says there may 

be more cases out there than health officials realize.  And he says once the flu hits you're stuck with it for 

seven to ten days--and it won't be much fun.  Barney's is all stocked up on products that can reduce your 

symptoms, make you feel a little better but the bottom line is, if you get the flu you are going to suffer.  

Sag-bee-nee recommends medicine that treats your individual symptoms....rather than the all in one 

product.   First and foremost though...he says lots of liquids and lots of rest will help you recover as fast as 

possible.  In Wichita Jim Grawe kwch 12 eyewitness news.  Again, it's not too late to get a flu shot.  Find 

out where you can get one by clicking on the story at kwch.com. 

 

11/13/12  6am 

  A new plan gives veterans more medical options without the travel.  The veterans‘ administration 

announced plans to provide more video chat access with doctors across Kansas.  This would allow veterans 

access to mental health care without having to traveling great distances to a v-a facility.  It began two years 

ago as a pilot program in garden city.   Right now 80 facilities in Kansas take part in these "Tele-medicine" 

activities with the k-u medical center.  Contracts are being worked on for even more. 

 

11/15/12  12pm 

  Traffic is moving again at 37th and Ridge in Wichita.  A school bus and car had a collision there this 

morning.  No one was seriously hurt.  And there were no children on the bus. 

      

11/17/12  10pm 

If you're stepping out in old town---there will be some extra eyes are watching you.  Wichita police put up 

new surveillance cameras in the entertainment district to improve security - and help bar-goers feel safe.  

But some business owners have already taken that step. Here's eyewitness news reporter Sia Nyorkor. If 

you're out and about in old town this weekend, assume you are being watched. Wichita police put up four 

new surveillance cameras in the district to help with extra security after gun violence last summer.  Area 

bars say it's about time. Managers like matt jones at the Pumphouse say they installed their own security 

system a long time ago and it's already paid for itself. See me here on camera one---a little grainy but still 

identifiable. For some, it's all about the money---some businesses lost money and patrons after word got out 

about the old town violence. The first security camera has been installed at hotel at old town...three others 

will be up and running by the middle of next week. In old town, Sia Nyorkor, kwch 12 eyewitness news.  In 

addition to the cameras, the city of Wichita will also add extra lighting around old town to help bar-goers 

feel more safe. 

 

11/18/12  10pm 

Also new at 10 tonight.  One person is seriously hurt in a rollover car accident. It happened near 79th and 

hillside tonight around nine-30.  That's just west of derby.  A pickup truck rolled over and the driver was 

trapped underneath.  No one else was hurt. 

 

11/19/12  5pm 



 

 

Rollover accidents have more than doubled since 1998.  The Wichita police department says it knows why, 

people are distracted because of cell phones,  but the Kansas highway patrol isn't so sure. Eyewitness news 

reporter Susan Gager is live to explain why.  Troopers can't deny-- the usage of devices like cell phones 

while driving is a problem-- the difficulty is getting a driver at fault to admit this device was the problem.  

Here's a look at the statistics--  in 1998 before cell phones were so popular- there were more than 1800 

rollover accidents in Kansas--   in 2003...when more people started getting cell phones...rollover accidents 

increase to about 43 hundred  and the latest numbers from 2008...show are an average of 41 hundred 

rollovers a year-  the k-h-p says distracted driving is a problem, but blaming cell phones is hard to track.  

Numbers telling or not--   driving schools are emphasizing to students the dangers of texting and driving.  

We'll hear from one instructor, tonight at six. 

      

11/23/12  6pm 

It's a popular way to communicate.  But are people becoming addicted to texting?  That's what a 

psychology professor at the University of Kansas wanted to find out.  New at six, eyewitness news reporter 

Liz Zamora shows us the results.  Professor Atchley says he would like to start a campaign that would 

encourage students to put their phones out of reach, before they even start their cars. 

 

11/24/12  5am 

Dogs and mail carriers-- the relationship has never been a good one--and in Wichita it may be worse than 

other metro areas.  A south Wichita neighborhood is the latest to get a warning letter.  The post office says 

unless a few neighbors get their dogs under control--everyone could be affected.   Eyewitness news reporter 

Michael Schwanke learns that is not going over well with neighbors.  Betty Hodson is clear about how she 

feels.  She lives in this south Wichita neighborhood--and is one of many to get letter for the post office--

addressing what it calls a serious concern--and one that has reached a critical stage for its mail carriers.  

Don Sebastian also got the letter--and like his other neighbors may be forced to make changes--or possibly 

lose home mail service.'  This letter was sent to people in a three block area--an area the post office says 

has a problem with dangerous dogs.  But it's not limited to one neighborhood--the post office says this is an 

issue that's worse in Wichita than most cities.  The office that sent this letter says dogs have bitten its 

carriers six times since May.  The letter says due to the serious nature of dog attacks...if a dog is loose in 

your area again...neighbors here will be forced to move to curbside delivery--and it may be necessary to 

stop delivery until the threat no longer exists. But neighbors here hope it doesn't come to that -- they say 

there's an easy solution.  In Wichita, Michael Schwanke kwch 12 eyewitness news, the post office says 

dogs have bitten 24 mail carriers in Wichita in the last year. 

 

11/25/12  10pm 

  Hundreds of thousands of travelers are headed home tonight.  Today was expected to be the busiest day of 

the year for travel.  In just more than a week, Los Angeles international airport says. Almost two-million 

people passed through its gates.   Airport lines were long... And highways were crowded across the 

country. 

 

11/26/12  5am 

More children are getting hurt in inflatable bouncers.  The journal pediatrics says the bounce houses and 

moonwalks can put children at risk for fractures, strains, and even collisions with another child.  

Researchers say the number of injuries more than doubled from 2008 to 2010.  Several accidents happened 

when bounce houses collapsed or were lifted by high winds.  Doctors recommend guidelines for bouncer 

usage - and better design to prevent injury. 

 

11/28/12  12pm 

Fact finder 12 wanted to make sure you're safe this winter. FEMA say before you light up that fire place. 

Make sure the chimney is clean.  Check for cracks and discolored walls.  If you notice either of these things 

- call a professional. Don't try to do repairs yourself.  Never throw away hot ashes inside or near your 

home.   They could start a fire and according to FEMA. The most important thing you can do is to have 

working smoke detectors on every floor of the house and check them often. 

 

11/29/12  6am 



 

 

  It's the time of year to get and give gifts.  But that can also lead to more thefts.  Now police remind you, 

there are steps you can take to keep your gifts from getting stolen. Dodge City police say, when your 

shopping always lock your car and put what you buy in the trunk. Don't leave it visible inside. And if you 

travel during the holidays keep your home lit, and have someone you can trust check your home every day. 

 

11/30/12  5am 

  Check out this geyser in San Diego last night.  It shot 30-feet into the air.  Officials say a tool truck took 

out a fire hydrant and crashed into a nearby bar.  No one was hurt. Officials have not said what caused the 

driver to have the accident. 

 

12/3/12  12pm 

  A weekend fire in downtown Wichita is still a mystery.  Flames destroyed the automotive business at 

Lewis and Washington.  Fire investigators haven't been able to go back inside to look at the damage 

because it's too dangerous.  Officials tell us they don't know when they will be able to get in to investigate.   

 

12/4/12  5pm 

We told you last night at five about the early flu season; it's so bad in clay county Tennessee. The schools 

there are closing the rest of the week. Health officials say this year's strain of the flu is pretty severe.  

Eyewitness news reporter Ines Ferre begins our health watch coverage, if you haven't had your flu shot yet, 

now is the time. Health officials say this is the earliest start of the flu season in nearly a decade. The centers 

for disease control says (map) Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee and Texas are all reporting 

higher than normal numbers of cases. Federal health officials say the most common strain this year tends to 

make people sicker than usual, but they are encouraged because this year's vaccine seems to protect against 

it. An estimated 112 million Americans -- more than a third of the nation -- have already received flu shots 

this season. The vaccine is recommended for everyone 6 months or older. People who are very young, very 

old or who have health problems are at greatest risk but the flu can knock anyone out of work or school for 

a week or  so. This year's strain is particularly hard on the elderly but 70 year old Noel Jeffrey isn't 

concerned. He says there's no reason everyone shouldn't get vaccinated. Ines Ferre, for CBS news, New 

York. On average, about 24-thousand Americans die each flu season, according to the centers for disease 

control and prevention. The numbers also show more Kansans are sick with the flu than they usually are 

this time of year.  The flu peaks here between February and March. 

 

12/5/12  10pm 

  It was breaking news last night at 10. Tonight we know what caused a fire at this southeast Wichita 

apartment complex.  Investigators say smoking near a medical oxygen tank is to blame.  Two people had to 

go to the hospital.  The fire was contained to one apartment but smoke filled the fourth floor.  Damage is 

estimated at around 50-thousand dollars. 

 

12/6/12  6pm 

In tonight's health watch, the number of whooping cough cases continues to go up in Kansas. So far this 

year, the Kansas department of health and environment has seen 679 possible and confirmed cases of 

pertussis. The Sedgwick county health department says it's had 87 reported cases. Douglas County, which 

includes Lawrence, has seen at least 99. Health officials there say they have been flooded with calls about 

whooping cough. The number of cases anytime soon.  You'll know whooping cough by a persistent, 

hacking cough that lasts more than two weeks. It is a highly contagious disease. Most children are required 

to get a vaccination before they start school. And health experts say, that's the best way not to get sick. 

Make sure you're up to date on your vaccination. The state did change how it tracks whooping cough this 

year.  Instead of just *confirmed* cases, the numbers include both confirmed and *probable* cases. 

 

12/7/12  5am 

A new traffic light will be changed today in east Wichita.  Some roads will be blocked at Kellogg and 

Woodlawn because of it.  Eyewitness news reporter Anne Meyer shows us why everyone was turning right, 

when they shouldn't. What would you do at this traffic light?  It's a red arrow in the right lane - so would 

you make the turn or not.  We found many drivers who did.  The answer is no.  Wichita police tell us under 

the law a red arrow means you cannot make a right until the light turns green - unless there is a street sign 

that says otherwise.  But that's not what city traffic engineers wanted at this intersection near Kellogg and 



 

 

Woodlawn.  Paul Gunzelman says the city has gotten calls from confused drivers.  So on Friday morning,  

a city crew will fix the problem.  That will make the red light look like the others.  Once the red arrow is 

gone, drivers will legally be able to make a right on red.  As long as there's no traffic coming their way.  In 

east Wichita, am kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

12/9/12  10pm 

Dozens are hospitalized in Greensburg today from a suspected carbon monoxide leak.  It happened at a 

"best western hotel" in Greensburg.  Officials aren't releasing many details the Kiowa county sheriff's 

office says... It will release more information tomorrow. 

 

12/10/12  6am 

  We'll learn more today about a possible carbon monoxide leak in Kiowa county.  It happened at a "best 

western hotel" in Greensburg.  Dozens were taken to the hospital.  The county sheriff will release more 

information later this morning. 

 

12/12/12  10pm 

A pair of fires with similar causes, now the Wichita fire department wants to get the warning out. This fire 

in the two thousand block of First Street started around electrical wiring in the attic of a home yesterday.  

Another fire later in the day also started around electrical wiring in the attic space.  Fire investigators say 

this is a big concern and something they usually see this time of the year.  They say it's easy to overload 

circuits, especially in older homes with outdated technology.  A circuit breaker that trips regularly can be a 

sign that there's a dangerous problem.  Both fires yesterday caused about 10-thousand dollars‘ worth of 

damage. 

 

12/13/12  5am 

The Wichita fire department wants you to keep an eye on your breaker boxes. It comes following two 

house fire with similar electrical wiring problems.  Fire investigators say this is a big concern and 

something they usually see this time of the year. They say it's easy to overload circuits, especially in older 

homes with outdated technology.  Both fires caused about 10-thousand dollars‘ worth of damage. 

 

12/14/12  5pm 

  Parents across the country are wondering tonight...how to explain what happened to their children - one 

parent posted to our Facebook page asking for help.  The coordinator of psychological services for Wichita 

schools had some suggestions. First thing...keep a close circle around your kids -- show them love...and let 

them know they are okay.  Explain to them that there are bad people in the world but that most people are 

good.  Then be sure to tell them the truth as you know it and give them the facts.  Child psychology experts 

also say children take the lead from their parents - so remember, if you handle this calmly your children 

will too.  If you panic you can frighten your kids. 

 

12/15/12  10pm 

  A skydiving accident sends a derby man is in the hospital. Investigators say four skydivers were landing 

in the seven thousand block of south 143-street east.  Three of them turned to land properly, but the other 

skydiver did not.   His parachute snagged in a tree and he fell twenty feet.  He was critically hurt and taken 

to a hospital.  

 

12/16/12  10pm 

A car flips as it comes off of eye-1-35, three people were hurt, two critically. Emergency dispatchers tell us 

a car was exiting the eye-1-35 in Harvey County when the driver lost control and flipped the vehicle.   All 

three people were taken to a Wichita hospital.  

 

12/17/12  6pm 

After what happened in Newtown, some small school districts in southwest Kansas renew their focus on 

safety. School officials in the Kinsley-Offerle school district want students to know they're safe.  District 

officials say their procedures include keeping building doors locked and monitoring security cameras. 

Principal Becky Burcher says she also talked with staff about how to help students and parents during the 

tragedy. 



 

 

 

12/19/12  10pm 

  A two-alarm fire causes an evacuation at a south Wichita hotel this morning.  Crews were called to this 

"holiday inn" at Kellogg and rock road.  When they got there, they found heavy smoke and flames coming 

from a fourth floor room.  The fire was contained to one room.  It caused about 200-thousand-dollars in 

damage. 

 

12/20/12  6am 

  Doctors say there's a stomach bug going around right now.   You may have it.  You may know someone 

with it.  Symptoms include nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, muscle aches, fever.   And you need to watch out 

for dehydration.   Protect yourself and others.   Wash your hands often, don't prepare food for others if 

you're sick, clean surfaces, and stay home if you're sick. 

 

12/21/12  5am 

In the healthwatch this morning...you might want to rethink your dreams of being a rock star.  A new study 

finds major rock stars are more likely to die young than we regular people.  While that may not come as a 

surprise the study also finds that solo rock stars are twice as likely to die early than musicians who play in 

bands.  British researchers also found u-s music stars have a higher risk of dying young than European 

stars. 

 

12/23/12  10pm 

Wichita firefighters respond to a house fire late this afternoon. The fire was contained to the chimney area 

at this home in the 16-hundred block of north Rutgers.  That's near 13th street and Maize road.  Crews say 

the fire in the chimney got out of control.  It caused up to 10-thousand dollars in damage.  Officials say 

they do see an increase in chimney fires this time of the year....especially with it being colder and dry. They 

say the big thing to prevent this sort of thing from happening is to have the chimney cleaned every year. 

 

12/24/12  12pm 

20-12 is set to become the year with the fewest tornadoes. Kansas saw a lot of tornadoes on April 14th... 

You will remember one went right through south Wichita.  But after that day - there weren't many other 

twisters around our state.  So far this year, the country has seen 8-hundred-91 twisters. That's the lowest 

number in half a century. 

 

12/25/12  6am 

In the healhtwatch this morning, the pan American health organization is reminding everyone to prepare 

and handle food safely this holiday. Some tips.. Keep your hands, utensils, and surfaces clean. Cook food 

thoroughly. Make sure foods are kept at safe temperatures and keep raw foods away from cooked foods. 

Unsafe foods eaten at home account for about one-third of food-borne disease outbreaks. 

 

12/26/12  6pm 

And some Wichitans spent the night out doors. Firefighters made them leave their apartment after it caught 

fire, just before 1 a-m. Emergency dispatchers say the fire was so intense crews had to fight the flames 

from the outside.  The American Red Cross was called in to assist the people displaced by the fire. 

 

12/27/12  5pm 

If your skin is cracked and itchy, you‘re not the only one dealing with it.  Dry skin is a bigger problem 

during the winter, but there are things you can do to prevent it. It's tonight's healthwatch. Winter can be a 

tough season, especially when it comes to your skin. Combine the cold temperatures outside with the warm 

temperatures inside and skin can begin to crack.  And that's not good.  If untreated, dry skin can sometimes 

lead to dermatitis, which causes swelling, and infection. Use creams and soaps with moisturizers to keep 

skin soft.  Apply them when the skin is damp. Avoid those with alcohol or perfumes.   Also keep away 

from taking long, hot baths during the winter months. While patches of dry skin can appear anywhere, it‘s 

most common on the arms, hands, lower legs, and abdomen.   Also, skin in the joint areas can become red 

and flaky...make sure to check these areas and keep them moist. If they become seriously inflamed, it's best 

to see your doctor. 

 



 

 

12/28/12  5am 

  A Wichita man credits his dog for saving his life in a fire. Jason Anderson was taking a nap Thursday 

afternoon. Firefighters say at the same time -- cigarette butts in a trash can caught his house on fire.  While 

Anderson and his dog made it out.  Two cats did not.  He says he had a smoke detector, but it didn't go off.  

Investigators say the fire damaged the home, but it can be repaired. 

 



 

 

POLITICS 
 

10/3/12  10pm 

The first of three presidential debates is in the books. As many of you saw right here on kwch...president 

Obama and Mitt Romney went head to head in Denver, Colorado.  The debates focus was on domestic 

policy. 

 

10/4/12  5pm 

  Both presidential candidates return to the campaign trail today. But challenger   mitt Romney has new life 

in his run for the presidency. A CBS news poll shows he won last night's debate by a 2 to 1 margin.  

Eyewitness news reporter Tara Mergener has the latest from the white house. Mitt Romney made an 

unscheduled stop in Colorado today - following his strong performance at the first presidential debate. 

Romney set the debate tone early. Slamming the president's economic record. But the president repeatedly 

insisted that Romney is calling for a 8 trillion dollars in tax cuts and spending that cannot be paid for 

without adding to the deficit or burdening middle income Americans. At a campaign stop in Denver 

today....the president said his opponent doesn't to want to be held accountable for his economic proposals. 

Many viewers saw a president not at the top of his game. But not everyone is giving the win to Romney. 

The president and mitt Romney square off again two more times. The next debate is a town hall style event 

in New York. Tara Mergener, for CBS news, the white house 

 

10/11/12  5pm 

Vice president Joe Biden and republican congressman Paul Ryan are getting ready for their one and only 

debate.  The two politicians will meet each other tonight...just less than four weeks to go until Election 

Day.  Eyewitness news reporter Susan McGinnis has our campaign 2012 coverage. Vice president Joe 

Biden touched down in Kentucky. Eager to square-off with republican challenger Paul Ryan. Congressman 

Ryan says he's *looking forward* to getting out the republican ticket‘s message. For Ryan - tonight is an 

opportunity to build on mitt Romney‘s strong performance in the first presidential debate. The pressure is 

on Vice President Biden to stop that momentum.  Susan McGinnis/ CBS news the two candidates are 

meeting here - at Centre College in Danville, Kentucky.  The town of about is 16-thousand - is happy to 

play host to the millions who‘ll be watching on television. Danville resident Scott bottom will be in the 

audience.  He voted for President Obama in 2008. This year he's not making up his mind   until after the 

debates. Recent polls show likely voters expect Paul Ryan to have the upper hand  tonight, but this 

supporter believes it will be closer. The Veep candidates will sit down at the same table to debate domestic 

and foreign policy issues for 90 minutes. Susan McGinnis, CBS news, Danville, Kentucky.  

Vice president Biden will get the first question tonight and he‘ll also give his closing statement first.   Paul 

Ryan will have the last word with his closing statement.  It begins at eight tonight. 

 

10/14/12  10pm 

  Covering campaign 20-12.  President Obama and Mitt Romney spent today preparing for their second 

debate.  The Obama campaign admits voters can expect to see the president take a different approach when 

he's on stage Tuesday night.  They say he needs to come out stronger than he did in the first match-up.  The 

Romney camp says the change in strategy won't give the president an edge.   The candidates will face off in 

a town hall style debate Tuesday night.  You can catch it right here on k-w-c-h twelve.   And as always, 

head over to k-w-c-h dot com for the latest information about his year's election.  You can get the latest 

polls, see information on local races, and even find your polling place. 

 

10/15/12  6am 

Kansas democrats focus on public school funding. Democrats are criticizing Brownback and his fellow 

republicans over income tax cuts enacted this year.   They say the cuts will force the state to dramatically 

reduce aid to schools.  However, Brownback says the cuts will spur economic growth that will allow the 

state to boost school funding. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

10/16/12  12pm 

  A multi-million dollar new bowling center and entertainment district in west Wichita is back before city 

council. Two years ago developers tried to get state sales tax incentives for a 95 million dollar project 

called bowl-lagio - a bowling center, hotel, restaurant and retail complex to be built near Kellogg and 

maize.  Now, the same developers are trying to build it again, without the sales tax incentive.  Instead 

developers want the council to create a tax increment finance - or tif district for the area.  That would pay 

for things like construction costs and land acquisition.  This plan is already facing some opposition. 

 

10/17/12  5pm 

Both sides in the presidential race are looking for more support among women today, a day after mitt 

Romney talked about "binders full of women."  Eyewitness news reporter Danielle Nottingham has our 

campaign 2012 coverage. With the stage to himself in a key battleground state. President Obama continued 

his contentious debate with mitt Romney. In Chesapeake, Virginia governor mitt Romney offered his own 

re-cap of highlights. Danielle Nottingham/ CBS news with less than three weeks until Election Day - the 

president and his republican challenger are running out of time to sway undecided voters. Both are focusing 

on women. The president is running with Governor Romney‘s debate comments about recruiting women 

for his Massachusetts administration. Romney is focusing on how women have fared under the president's 

leadership. CBS news asked a group of about 500 uncommitted voters who won the second debate - they 

gave a slight edge to the president. Danielle Nottingham, CBS news, the white house. The VP candidates 

are also out campaigning.  Paul Ryan in Ohio and vice president Joe Biden had stops in Colorado and 

Nevada. 

 

10/18/12  6am 

A Wichita delegation is in talks to possibly train Chinese workers...here in Kansas.  Mayor Carl brewer 

hosted a luncheon in Beijing this week.  He also signed a memo of understanding with the city of 

Zhengzhou (John-Joe)...allowing Chinese workers to train at the national center for aviation training.  

Brewer says this opens up the possibility for more exports to china for Wichita plane makers and suppliers.  

The Wichita delegation is on a twelve-day trip.  Sierra Scott from the Kansas c-w's show "it's all good" is 

travelling with the group. 

 

10/20/12  10pm 

While the candidates are away, the vice presidential contenders are continuing campaign efforts.  Paul 

Ryan spent the day stumping in the battle ground states of Pennsylvania and Ohio.  He attacked President 

Barack Obama, accusing him of running a campaign that clings to the same broken health care, tax, and 

energy policies of the past four years.  In Florida, vice president Joe Biden says the Obama administration 

deserves another four years.  Because the u-s is continuing to grow, despite claims otherwise President 

Obama will return to the campaign trial Wednesday, to start a two day trip where he'll visit six battleground 

states.  He'll also make a stop in Illinois to cast his vote in person. 

 

10/22/12  12pm 

The office of the repealer wants you! A new website was announced that lets you voice your opinion.  If 

you think you know a law that needs to be cut. Just log in and send the office a tip.  You can even stay 

anonymous if you want. You can find a link on our website - k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

10/23/12  5pm 

Eyewitness news wants you to hear all the sides before casting your vote in the November general election.  

Starting this week...we are giving you a chance to meet the candidates running for the fourth congressional 

district.  We extended this invitation to all candidates in this race.  This evening we hear from libertarian 

Thomas Jefferson. I am Thomas Jefferson and I am the libertarian candidate for the United States House of 

Representatives in 2012. I am running against the incumbent Mike Pompeo. This picture represents what 

the pundits and politicians use to illustrate your political position. The red represents the Republican Party 

and the blue represents the Democratic Party. On the congressional seating chart white is the color to 

represent a third party candidate. When we add white to this picture we can see the whole picture. We need 

to stop being republicans, democrats and libertarians and start being Americans again. Only all three 

working together can achieve this image of our country. I have a balanced budget that will take three years 

to erase our deficit and seven more years to cut our debt in half. I have an energy plan that will create three 



 

 

hundred thousand new jobs and pay taxpayers a dividend; I also have the framework for a constitutional 

amendment to impose term limits on our members of congress. But, these great plans do you no good while 

they just sit on my desk, you need to send me to Washington so we can start restoring that which we had 

and are told we cannot fix. There are many problems that the Democratic Party cannot fix, and many that 

the Republican Party cannot fix. There are no problems too big for an American to fix. If your government 

is not working for you, change it. You have the power to vote out all of the incumbent candidates in 

congress with this one single election - you can make history - I am Thomas Jefferson and it's time we sent 

a message to Washington, I urge you to send me as your messenger by voting for Thomas Jefferson this 

November. Thank you. Go to kwch dot com slash campaign 20-12 to learn more about the candidates for 

the upcoming November election. 

 

10/24/12  10pm 

  The election office tells us it's ready--despite problems it had during the primary. Results were not only 

delayed, but inaccurately posted.  Election commissioner Tabitha Lehman says it was caused by human 

error.   A worker hit the wrong button on the software which showed that most results were in.  She says 

the office is ready this time, and if something happens workers will know how to fix it.  Turnout is 

expected to be more than 70 percent.  The primary saw about a 25 percent turnout. 

 

10/28/12  10pm 

  Voters got a chance to have some of their questions answered today by the candidates.   *tabernacle bible 

church* held this political forum where local, state and federal candidates addressed the audience.  Each 

were allowed three minutes to explain their platform as well as take questions.  People lined up to talk 

about issues in the African-American community like healthcare, student loan debt and the state of the 

economy in Wichita. Well I am just thankful for all the organizations that put this even on, I think it's 

critical that we take part in the political process so that we can be prepared to vote on Nov. 6.  Another 

forum is planned for derby on Tuesday. 

 

10/29/12  6am 

  Kansas voters get a chance to have some of their questions answered by the candidates.  *tabernacle bible 

church* held this political forum where local, state and federal candidates addressed the audience.  Each 

were allowed three minutes to explain their platform as well as take questions.   People lined up to talk 

about issues in the African-American community like healthcare, student loan debt and the state of the 

economy in Wichita.  Another forum is planned for derby on Tuesday. 

 

10/31/12  10pm 

For more on this year‘s election head to kwch dot com backslash campaign 12.  There you'll find the latest 

stories and information as well as helpful links to get you ready for next Tuesday. 

 

11/1/12  12pm 

  With only 5 days to go until elections, President Obama and Mitt Romney are making their final push for 

votes.  Danielle Nottingham has the latest in our campaign 20-12 coverage. Mitt Romney revved up his 

attack on president Obama at a Virginia window and door factory.  The last few days Romney toned down 

his criticism - as the president dealt with super-storm sandy. But this battleground state will help decide 

who wins the white house - and Romney is doing all he can to lock in votes. Romney has cut the president's 

lead in half in Virginia. The latest cbs news poll of likely voters has it a 2 point race. Danielle Nottingham/ 

cbs news. The president left the white house early today - after three days off the campaign trail. He's on a 

two day trip to four critical states. The president is hitting Wisconsin, Nevada and Colorado today… after 

comforting storm victims in new jersey Wednesday. The Obama campaign is also out with a new ad - 

featuring general Colin Powell‘s endorsement. The ad is expected to run in 10 key states. Election officials 

say more than 19-million people nationwide have already cast their ballots. Danielle Nottingham, cbs news, 

the white house. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

11/2/12  5am 

 Candidates are getting their final push in before Tuesday‘s general election.  Your mailbox may be filling 

up with flyers from the candidates and other groups trying to persuade you for your vote.  And some may 

seem pretty outlandish.  Eyewitness news reporter Jim Grawe begins our campaign 2012 coverage.  Slick 

campaign ads arrive in the mail and Henry Buenten says they go straight in the trash.  Valerie Scott says 

ditto.  Both say many of these ads focused on tearing down opponents are outrageous. 41 here's one 

comparing a candidate to the stereotypical cigar smoking politician who doesn't tell the truth.   Here's one 

featuring a doctored photo of the governor dressed up like a circus ring leader.  And there are many more, 

all aimed at influencing the way you vote.  Calling opponents liars....even criminals. Wichita state 

marketing professor Cindy Claycomb says research shows negative ads do work. Although she says 

flooding people's mailboxes with printed material featuring circuses and cigars isn't exactly cutting edge 

campaigning in the digital age. And many say for them that time has come. Jim Grawe kwch 12 eyewitness 

news.  Campaign records show Kansas democrats have been outspending republicans in key legislative 

races. 

 

11/5/12  5pm 

With just hours left, both sides of the fluoride issue are trying to get your vote -  you're looking at a live 

picture as fluoride opponents rally --  later this evening the supporters will do the same. The question 

whether to add fluoride to Wichita‘s water is the most controversial issue on the ballot. Eyewitness news 

reporter Brian heap spent the day talking with organizers from both sides on their latest minute 

preparations. Pediatrician Amy Seery has been using every opportunity to talk with patients about fluoride.  

She's part of a coalition of doctors and dentists hoping you'll vote to add it to the water. Both sides agree it's 

all about information. Jonathan hall has been fighting against fluoride...he and others spent Monday 

knocking on doors in northwest Wichita. So whether you vote yes, or you vote no, both sides say they want 

you to get out Tuesday and have your voice heard on this important issue.  Keep in mind, if you live in a 

community that gets water from Wichita -- only Wichitans get to vote.  Reporting from south Wichita, 

Brian heap kwch! Our most recent FactFinder 12 scientific survey shows it could go either way tomorrow.  

Just last week, more than 500 likely voters in Wichita were asked how they'd vote.  44 percent say they'd 

vote no.  43 percent say they'd vote yes to adding fluoride to the water. 13 percent said they still weren't 

sure. 

 

11/6/12  6am 

With just hours left... Both sides of the fluoride issue are trying to get your vote -  you're looking at a live 

picture...as fluoride opponents rally --  later this evening...the supporters will do the same. The question 

whether to add fluoride to Wichita‘s water is the most controversial issue on the ballot. Eyewitness news 

reporter Brian heap spent the day talking with organizers from both sides on their latest minute 

preparations. Pediatrician Amy Seery has been using every opportunity to talk with patients about fluoride.  

She's part of a coalition of doctors and dentists hoping you'll vote to add it to the water. Both sides agree it's 

all about information. Jonathan hall has been fighting against fluoride...he and others spent Monday 

knocking on doors in northwest Wichita. "So whether you vote yes, or you vote no, both sides say they 

want you to get out Tuesday and have your voice heard on this important issue.  Keep in mind, if you live 

in a community that gets water from Wichita -- only Wichitans get to vote.  Reporting from south Wichita, 

Brian heap kwch! Our most recent FactFinder 12 scientific survey shows it could go either way tomorrow. 

Just last week, more than 500 likely voters in Wichita were asked how they'd vote.  44 percent say they'd 

vote no.  43 percent say they'd vote yes to adding fluoride to the water.  13 percent said they still weren't 

sure. 

 

11/7/12  10pm 

More problems for the Sedgwick county election office as results are delayed for a second election.  The 

secretary of state's office will investigate--and party leaders want answers. Sedgwick County saw any 

results posted from local elections.  The Sedgwick county election office experienced similar problems in 

the primary.  Election commissioner Tabitha Lehman tells us she thought the problem had been fixed.  She 

says user error caused problems with the software and results were delayed for hours.  The secretary of 

state's office will send a team to Wichita next week to investigate what went wrong.  It plans to meet with 

election office staff and the software vendor.   

 



 

 

11/8/12  5am 

  The secretary of state's office will investigate problems at the Sedgwick county elections office.  The 

nation learned who won the presidential race before people in Sedgwick County saw any local elections 

results.  Election commissioner Tabitha Lehman tells us she thought the problem from the august primary 

had been fixed.  She again says user error caused problems with the software again delaying results for 

hours.  The secretary of state's office will send a team to Wichita next week to investigate what went 

wrong.  It plans to meet with election office staff and the software vendor.   

 

11/9/12  5am 

Governor Sam Brownback *won't* support part of the new federal health care law in Kansas. Next Friday 

is the deadline to tell the government whether it wants to partner in an on-line health insurance 

marketplace. The governor says he will *not* support a partnership.  He says the state will not benefit from 

it, and it may cost Kansas millions.  He says "any other elected officials who supports" the exchange, 

should take it up with lawmakers in January. 

 

11/12/12  5pm 

 A Kansas advocacy group says the secretary of state is responsible for the election problems in Sedgwick 

County.  Kan-vote held this press conference this afternoon.  The group wants Kris Kobach to have a more 

transparent election process.  Members feel Sedgwick county election commissioner Tabitha Lehman was 

inexperienced and it was up to Kobach to bring her up to speed.  The group also presented a petition asking 

for Kobach's resignation.  They cite problems with the new voter i-d law and other election day problems as 

a reason. 

 

11/13/12  6am 

One week after a long election night in Sedgwick County....a team from the secretary of state's office 

arrives to investigate. They're trying to find out why it took the election office seven hours to report the 

final results. Eyewitness news reporter Jim Grawe is live downtown. The state election director calls this an 

inquiry or an informal investigation.  He's among four people from the secretary of state's office who 

arrived here this afternoon looking for answers. Representatives from the secretary of state's office arrive at 

the Sedgwick county election office.  They want to find out why it took seven hours for Sedgwick County 

to post final results after the polls closed. State election director brad Bryant who says the mission is to 

figure out the problem and how to fix it.   The same problem happened with the august primary.  Bryant 

says nobody knew it would happen again. The secretary of state sent the team to meet with election 

commissioner Tabitha Lehman.   Last week she told us in both elections the problem was human error.  She 

says nobody's more frustrated about this situation than she is.  There was also a representative from the 

company that makes the election machine software.  But Bryant agrees with Lehman the problem probably 

lies somewhere else.  Many other counties use the same software, and it's been used for years....without the 

same problems. The election director stresses his team has no official investigatory power.  This is merely 

an effort to find the problem and solve it so it doesn't happen again.  The report is expected to take a couple 

weeks to complete. Then it'll be made public. 

       

11/15/12  12pm 

The attack on the u-s consulate in Benghazi is on the forefront today in Washington. Danielle Nottingham 

shows us how three separate hearings are dealing with the issue. Lawmakers are looking for answers about 

the September 11th attacks on the us consulate in Benghazi Libya that claimed the lives of ambassador 

Chris Stephens and 3 other Americans. At closed door hearings members of the house and senate 

intelligence committees are grilling the president's national security team about what happened during the 

attack and in the days leading up to it. Lawmakers also digging into the administration's public response. 

Several are outraged un ambassador Susan rice said five days after the attack it didn't appear to pre-

planned. At his press conference Wednesday, president Obama defended rice, saying she was acting on 

intelligence briefings she was given. Danielle Nottingham/ CBS news acting CIA director Michael Morell 

is testifying today.. Former CIA director David Petraeus will testify behind closed doors tomorrow. One 

hearing today is not closed. The house foreign affairs committee is asking experts to offer their assessment 

of what went wrong. Secretary of state Hilary Clinton will not testify this week. She's scheduled to talk to 

lawmakers once the state department completes its own investigation. Danielle Nottingham, CBS news, 

Capitol Hill. Petraeus was taken off today's witness list when he resigned  



 

 

Last Friday, lawmakers were very vocal that they still wanted to hear what he has to say about Benghazi. 

 

11/21/12  6am 

  Dozens of "undocumented Kansas students" marched to the secretary of state's office in Topeka Tuesday.  

They demanded Kris Kobach's resignation over his work on immigration policy in other states.  Eyewitness 

news reporter Pilar Pedraza was at the rally… and spoke with Kobach. They call themselves dreamers. 

Young people who would be eligible for amnesty under the proposed dream act.  Their parents brought 

them into the country illegally as children.  They grew up in the u-s and want to stay here.  Like Ernesto de 

la Rosa. A Kansas graduate student and they blame Kansas secretary of state Kris Kobach for several new 

laws designed to make it harder to live in the u-s without the proper documents.  Kobach helped draft tough 

immigration laws like the one in Arizona.  Five of the students entered the secretary of state's office 

building to deliver a letter with their demands. And to try to speak with him in person. After the rally we 

had the chance to sit down and talk with the secretary of state and get his reaction to the events.  He told me 

that the ralliers really need to take their message to congress.  Kobach says he enforces federal immigration 

law - regardless of race or nationality.  And that if the law changes… he'd still enforce it. Kobach didn't 

meet with protestors… but did read their letter.  He says he will not step down. But this group promises not 

to give up. In Topeka, Pilar Pedraza, kwch 12, eyewitness news.  Most of the students at the rally were 

from Kansas.  But there were also students from California, Arizona and New York.  They've held similar 

rallies in other states… but want to center the attention on Kansas because of Kobach's role in recent 

immigration legislation around the country. 

 

11/26/12  5am 

The city of Buhler will change it city's seal. It will no longer display a cross.  "The freedom from religion 

foundation" sent a letter to the city, saying... It was violating constitutional rights by having the cross in the 

seal.  Instead of going to court, the city will re-design its seal, without the cross.  It will also change two 

signs that had the seal on them, one at Becker Park, the other at city hall.  The city has decided on a new 

design of the seal.  It will replace the old one in the next two to three months. 

 

11/29/12  6am 

The United Nations will vote today to recognize a "Palestinian state". A resolution to change the 

Palestinian authority to "non-member" state is expected to pass.  Essentially, "Palestine" would be 

recognized as a state like the Vatican.  The United States and Israel are strongly opposed. They say it's 

largely symbolic and a distraction from the mid-east peace process.  There hasn't been a recognized 

Palestinian state since the late '60s. 

 

11/30/12  5am 

  Palestinians are celebrating this morning as we cover the world. It follows the u-n's vote to approve 

Palestine as a non-member observer.  Their new status means the Palestinians can now gain access to 

international bodies, including the International Criminal Court but Israel still controls its borders and 

trade.  The general assembly approved the status with a 139 to nine vote.   The u-s and Israel had tried to 

block the vote.   U-s secretary of state Hillary Clinton called it unfortunate. She says it is counterproductive 

for Palestine‘s ultimate goal of statehood. 

 

12/4/12  5pm 

President Barack Obama says to avoid the fiscal cliff taxes must go-up for the wealthiest Americans. 

Republicans still say no deal.  As the two sides dig-in publicly, governors from both parties are urging them 

to find a compromise. Eyewitness news reporter Danielle Nottingham has the latest. President Obama says 

to avoid the fiscal cliff taxes must go up for the wealthiest Americans - and republicans still say no deal. As 

the two sides dig-in publicly - governors from both parties are urging them to find a compromise. Danielle 

Nottingham has the latest from Washington. Republican and democratic governors left the white house 

concerned about the consequences of going over the fiscal cliff. President Obama invited the governors to 

Washington to put pressure on lawmakers. Wisconsin's republican governor Scott walker said they didn't 

come to back a specific proposal - they came to push for a deal. Danielle Nottingham/ CBS news the 

governors also came here to Capitol Hill - to let lawmakers know the states want to be a partner in tackling 

the nation's debt. House republicans and the white house both have offers on the table. But speaking to 

Bloomberg television Tuesday the president once again drew a line in the sand on taxes. Republicans are 



 

 

just as adamant that bush-era tax cuts must be extended for all-Americans. House speaker john Boehner 

says the president has an obligation to deliver a proposal that can pass congress. Danielle Nottingham, CBS 

news, Washington. The white house insists negotiations are continuing at different levels. But a house g-o-

p aide says... Discussions are at a complete halt. 

 

12/5/12  10pm 

He says he's being punished for the way he votes. First district representative Tim Huelskamp will no 

longer be on two influential committees when the new congress convenes in January.  They are the house 

budget committee and the house agriculture committee.  The move shows a growing divide in the 

Republican Party.  In a conference call today-the conservative tea party member spoke about why he thinks 

the changes were made.  He says the only explanation is that he didn't vote with the house speaker on key 

votes over the past two years. The demotion from the agriculture committee marks the first time in 150 

years that Kansas has not had a member on the house committee. 

 

12/6/12  6pm 

New at six, the Kansas senate's new leader may consider re-drawing the state's political boundaries *again* 

next year. A deadlock between lawmakers forced federal judges to draw new boundaries. It has to happen 

every 10 years to deal with changes in population.  Incoming senate president Susan Wagle told the 

associated press she's interested in taking up the issue again.  But she says she needs to consult first with 

attorneys to see if it's allowed. 

 

12/7/12  5am 

Two Kansas lawmakers say they're worried about how the state's budget will be affected by spending cuts 

tied to the so-called fiscal cliff. House minority leader Paul Davis says he fears the cuts will have a 

profound effect on social services and highway projects.  Incoming senate majority leader terry Bruce says 

he's concerned about specific programs such as nutrition services for senior citizens.  If a deal isn't worked 

out by the end of the year....taxes will increase automatically and spending cuts will be triggered.  Find out 

what you need to know about the 'fiscal cliff' at kwch dot com. There you can learn more about what's at 

stake and what it all means for you. 

 

12/9/12  10pm 

  Covering Kansas tonight, Governor Sam Brownback is criticized. After appearing at a religious event this 

weekend, he was one of several hundred who attended the "reign-down u-s-a event" in Topeka.  

Brownback talked for about 10 minutes. The group "Americans united for separation of church and state" 

issued a statement about his appearance.  It says... Brownback was elected to serve as governor of Kansas, 

not as the 'state pastor in chief.' 

 

12/14/12  5pm 

In 17 days,   all Americans will see their taxes go up if congress doesn't act.   President Obama and house 

speaker John Boehner met face-to-face twice this week, but don't sound any closer to a deal.  Lawmakers 

went home for the weekend. Some of them are now pushing for a smaller deal that would keep current tax 

rates in place for most Americans and put off other issues for next year. 

 

12/18/12  12pm 

  Today was the last city council meeting for Michael O‘Donnell.  The district four council member is 

headed to Topeka to become a Kansas state senator.  O‘Donnell won the seat in November after serving on 

the council since April 2011.  Interviews for his temporary replacement will begin after the New Year. The 

city council will choose the candidate by majority vote on January 8
th

. 

 

12/20/12  6am 

It caused confusion for lawmakers and courts, and the state's re-districting is still confusing some voters 

who may not be sure who represents them right now.  If you're looking to voice concerns about the fiscal 

cliff or gun control, do you call your old congressman or your new congressman?  Factfinder 12 

investigator Brian Heap has an explanation. A viewer named "Dave" from Comanche County says he's 

having trouble emailing his new congressman. Every time he types his zip code into Mike Pompeo's 

website, a message comes up saying the zip code falls in another district. Dave is among the thousands of 



 

 

Kansas voters who changed voting districts this year.  You see from this map Comanche County used to be 

in district one -- Tim Huelskamp. Now it's been swallowed up by district four -- Mike Pompeo.  The 

redistricting changes were made before for the November election, which means Pompeo's name appeared 

on Dave‘s ballot.   However, Huelskamp remains his representative, for now. Here's the explanation from 

Pompeo's office: even though the change was reflected on the ballot, it doesn't become official until the 

new congress is sworn in January 3rd.  That's why Dave kept getting the message.  Members of congress 

aren't allowed to contact constituents outside their district. The change for state representatives and senators 

will take effect January 14th.  Click-on this story at k-w-c-h dot com to see re-districting maps for other 

Kansas voting districts.  If you have something you want the investigators to check-out call us at 831-6166. 

Or e-mail investigators at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

12/22/12  10pm 

Secretary of state Kris Kobach blames a lack of staff for the delayed election results in Sedgwick County 

last November. That's the finding of his task force investigation into the problems.  According to the six 

page report - the Sedgwick county election office had the lowest number of full time staff that night, with 

the second highest number of registered voters.  The task force also made eight recommendations to help 

the election's office improve before the next election.  Kobach plans to monitor the progress, and reassess 

the office again in May. 

 

12/27/12  5pm 

Your paycheck is about to be affected.   With no deal, businesses across Kansas are struggling to prepare 

their payrolls for the New Year.  Eyewitness news reporter Pilar Pedraza spoke to a Wichita company that 

specializes in payrolls.  Pilar, what is it doing to get ready?  And what does it all mean for workers?  The 

problem is, companies have to deduct money from our checks to cover our taxes.  But what will those taxes 

be after the New Year?  Congress hasn't decided yet. That leaves companies like syndeo outsourcing 

struggling to figure out how much to withhold from your January paycheck. They're prepared for several 

possible scenarios should congress take action *before the end of the year.  But they're also planning for a 

higher tax rate. If congress does nothing before December 31
st
, the one item syndeo believes could most 

affect the average paycheck is the fica, or social security tax.  Two years ago, Congress passed a two-

percent reduction in that tax.  That reduction expires at the end of this year.  If congress doesn't act on that, 

everyone will have less money in their paycheck in January.  If you take home 50-thousand dollars a year, 

that would be an extra thousand dollars that your boss will take out of your check and put into social 

security. 

 

12/28/12  5am 

  If congress does nothing about the fiscal cliff before the end of the year, you will be taking home less pay.  

But as a local payroll company tells eyewitness news reporter Pilar Pedraza, that's just one of dozens of 

possibilities. When your boss prints your first paycheck next year... It may not be as big as you're used to. 

FICA is the social security tax.  Two years ago, Congress lowered it by two percent temporarily.  That 

automatically expires at the end of the year, unless congress changes its mind. It's just one of the many 

questions that remain unanswered for payroll specialists like Syndeo outsourcing. President Bill Maness is 

in charge of figuring out what to withhold from thousands of paychecks.  What those withholdings should 

be... Depend on what congress does about the fiscal cliff. Until congress acts, it's difficult to figure out what 

the changes will be.  But one thing Maness is sure of and his company is ready to make any necessary 

changes. In Wichita, Pilar Pedraza, kwch 12, eyewitness news.  To find out how much *your* paycheck 

could be impacted by the fiscal cliff... Go to k-w-c-h dot com and look for the payroll tax calculator. 

 

12/29/12  10pm 

Time is running out. Congress needs to agree on a plan to prevent the country from going over the fiscal 

cliff. It's the latest from Capitol Hill.  There are only 2 days left before the New Year. So if law makers 

can't figure out how to deal with the fiscal cliff by then... A series of automatic spending cuts and tax 

increases will take effect. That means you'll take home less money with every paycheck.  And prices on 

just about everything could go up as well. Congressional leaders met with President Barack Obama earlier 

today. They didn't make a deal, but said they are hopeful and optimistic. 

 

12/30/12  10pm 



 

 

Congressman mike Pompeo arrived in Washington today.  I spoke with him this afternoon and asked where 

Kansan‘s stand in all of the discussion.  He believes in the short run. President Barack Obama will get what 

he wants.  Representative Pompeo says that means higher taxes for some.  For the latest on the fiscal cliff 

negotiations, head to kwch dot com.  You'll find the most recent stories as the deadline gets closer. 

 

12/31/12  5am 

Congressman Mike Pompeo arrived in Washington Sunday.  He believes President Barack Obama will get 

what he wants.  Representative Pompeo says that means higher taxes for some.  For the latest on the fiscal 

cliff negotiations, head to kwch dot com. 

 



 

 

The Weekend Crew 
 

The Weekend Crew November 3.4 

Community Issues 

 

CIK TAILGATE PARTY: The Crew went out to a local high school to host a tailgate party to raise funds 

for the school's booster club. Bratwursts were donated by Yoder Meats and chips and water were donated 

by Wichita Technical Institute. Shane and Emily also gave away a mobile TV at halftime of the game.  

 

TUNNEL TO TOWERS RUN INTERVIEW: Emily interviewed some Wellington residents about an 

upcoming race to benefit veterans.  

 

FETCH TOTO TOP 5 THINGS TO DO: Casey Siebels talks about the top 5 things to do in Wichita for the 

week.  

 

The Weekend Crew Nov 10.11 

Community Issues:  

 

GRACEMED THANKSGIVING DAY 5K RACE: The Crew interviewed members of GraceMed, a local 

health clinic that works to help non-insured and under insured members of our area,  about an upcoming 

race they're putting on to benefit GraceMed.  

 

CROSSROADS: The Crew shot a video highlighting the clothing sold at a clothing store in Pratt, Kansas.  

 

PRATT CHRISTMAS VIDEO: The Crew went out to Pratt, Kansas to talk about their Christmas light 

display.  

 

RHYTHM AND BLUES FOR CHRISTMAS: The Crew interviewed someone from a local music festival.  

 

FETCHTOTO TOP 5 THINGS TO DO: Casey Siebels from Fetchtoto.com gives us the inside scoop on the 

top 5 things to do in Wichita every week. 

 

COCHRAN MORTUARY: Emily from the Crew finds out about some special things Cochran Mortuary is 

doing for veterans.   

 

The Weekend Crew Nov 17.18 

Community Issues:  

  

VIA CHRISTI HOPE: Shane and Emily visit a local clinic and highlight what they do at the clinic.  

  

EAGLE VALLEY RAPTOR CENTER: Shane interviews Ken Lockwood about the Eagle Valley Raptor 

Center, and finds out about a new benefit they have coming up.  

 

The Weekend Crew Nov 24.25 

Community Issues- 

 

FESTIVAL OF TREES INTERVIEW: Shane interviewed Amber from Goodwill to discuss an upcoming 

event they are producing called Festival of Trees.  

  

YOUTH HORIZONS INTERVIEW: Emily spoke with representatives from Youth Horizons about an 

upcoming benefit concert they are having.  

 

The Weekend Crew Dec 1.2 

Community Issues:  

  



 

 

  

TOP 5 THINGS TO DO IN WICHITA: Casey from Fetchtoto.com gives everyone the inside scoop on the 

top 5 things to do in Wichita this weekend.  

  

DILLONS: Emily interviews a representative from Dillons about some great gift ideas for the Christmas 

season.  

  

ILLUMINATIONS: Shane talks with Kristen from Botanica about a great event to look at Christmas lights 

in Wichita called Illumiinations.  

 

The Weekend Crew Dec 8.9 

Community Issues:  

  

Salvation Army Interview- Shane interviews Major Rowland from the Salvation Army about Angel Tree in 

the community.  

  

Red Cross Interview- Emily talks to a representative from the Red Cross about donating blood this holiday 

season. 

 

 

The Weekend Crew Dec 15.16 

Community Issues:  

 

Emily interviewed Pastor Herman Hicks about a celebration for Martin Luther King Day happening locally.  

 

Shane interviewed Jennifer White with ICT SOS about ways to help youth in need in the local community.  

 

Casey Siebels from Fetchtoto.com listed the top 5 things to do locally for that week. 

 

The Weekend Crew Dec 22.23 

Community Issues:  

 

Shane interviewed Dave Sanford, the CEO of Gracemed, about the new changes being implemented into 

healthcare.  

 

Michelle spoke with the Junior League of Wichita about a new local cookbook with recipes from a variety 

of local restaurants.  

 

Casey Siebels from Fetchtoto.com listed the top 5 things to do locally for that week.  

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

10/07/12 Guests: David Axelrod, Senior Strategist, Obama Campaign (1); Norah O‘Donnell, Co-

Host, CBS This Morning (1) (2); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (1) (2); 

Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (2); John Fund, National Review, author, ―Who's 

Counting?: How Fraudsters and Bureaucrats Put Your Vote at Risk‖ (2); Jane Leavy, 

author, ―The Last Boy: Mickey Mantle and the End of America's Childhood‖ (3); 

Tommy Lasorda, former Major League baseball player, former manager, Los Angeles 

Dodgers (3) Tony La Russa, former Major League baseball player, former manager, 

Oakland Athletics, former manager, St. Louis Cardinals, author, ―One Last Strike: Fifty 

Years in Baseball, Ten and a Half Games Back, and One Final Championship Season‖ 

(3); Peter Gammons, MLB Network (3) 

1) Topics include: President Obama‘s lackluster performance in the October 3rd 

presidential debate with Mitt Romney / reaction to Mr. Romney‘s recent appearance on 

Fox News, addressing his own comments disparaging the 47 percent of Americans who 

don't pay federal income taxes / Mr. Romney‘s ―Gantry-esque‖ debate performance / 

President Obama‘s opinion of his own debate performance; recent unemployment 

numbers, indicating an improving economy and a lower unemployment rate 

2) Topics include: speculation regarding President Obama‘s performance in contrast with 

that of Mr. Romney in the October 3rd presidential debate / reaction to comments made 

by Mr. Axelrod regarding Mr. Romney‘s ―Gantry-esque‖ debate performance / impact of 

Mr. Romney‘s debate performance on his campaign; upcoming vice presidential debate 

between Vice President Joe Biden and Representative Paul Ryan 

3) Topics include: speculation regarding the winners and losers for the upcoming baseball 

play-offs and subsequent World Series / reasons behind why current Major League 

pitchers no longer pitch a complete game / how do today‘s baseball players compare with 

iconic players from the past / proposed changes to be made to the game of baseball 

 

10/14/12 Guests: Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed Services Committee (1); 

Representative Darrell Issa (R-CA), Chairman, House Committee on Oversight and 

Government Reform (2); Representative Elijah Cummings (D-MD), Committee on 

Oversight and Government Reform (3); Frank Luntz, Republican pollster (4); John 

Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (4); David Corn, Mother Jones magazine (4); 

Bay Buchanan, Romney Senior advisor (4); Katrina vanden Heuvel, The Nation (4) 

1) Topics include: the September 11th attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya / 

criticism against the Obama administration for its seeming reluctance in admitting that 

the attack was not spontaneous, but instead an orchestrated terrorist attack / reaction to 

U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice‘s September 16th appearance on Face The Nation / opinion 

that the Obama administration is misleading the American people regarding the attack 

because it does not want to admit that al Qaeda has not been defeated and continues to be 

a threat 

2) Topics include: support for Senator Graham‘s statements / details of the Congressional 

hearing held last week regarding the September 11th attack in Benghazi, Libya / reports 

that requests and recommendations for additional security for embassy personnel were 

ignored / the attempt by Republicans in the House of Representatives to cut a half billion 

dollars from embassy security budgets / possibility of an appearance by U.N. 

Ambassador Susan Rice at the Congressional hearing / opinion that the Obama 

administration is in denial over the amount of protection needed for American 

compounds in the Middle East 

3) Topics include: opinion that the Congressional hearing regarding the September 11th 

attack in Benghazi, Libya is rushed and politically motivated / defense of Ambassador 

Rice‘s comments regarding the attack in Benghazi / hope that emergency supplemental 

funds will be made available for embassy security / support for the competence of the 

State Department / view that the Congressional hearing is turning into a witch-hunt 

4) Topics include: Mr. Luntz‘s recent poll results indicating that Vice President Biden did 

well on substance in the recent vice presidential debate, but that his style was off-putting 



 

 

to voters; lessons learned from the first presidential debate between President Obama and 

Mr. Romney / criticism against both the Obama campaign and the Romney campaign / 

changes in both the Democratic and Republican parties / reasons for the low number of 

undecided voters for this election / the upcoming second presidential debate 

5) Face The Nation Flashback topic: Saturday Night Live‘s parody of the vice 

presidential debate between Vice President Joe Biden and Republican Representative 

Paul Ryan. 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

10/21/12 Guests: Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) (1); Stephanie Cutter, Obama Deputy Campaign 

Manager (2); Kevin Madden, Romney Campaign Senior Advisor (2); Peggy Noonan, The 

Wall Street Journal (3); David Sanger, The New York Times (3); Joe Klein, TIME 

magazine (3); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (3) 

1) Topics include: support for Mr. Romney / importance of Monday‘s third, and final, 

presidential debate on foreign policy; fifty year anniversary of the Cuban Missile Crisis / 

criticism of the direction President Obama is taking U.S. relations with Cuba;  the 

September 11th attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya / criticism against the 

Obama administration for its seeming reluctance in admitting that the attack was not 

spontaneous, but instead an orchestrated terrorist attack; thoughts on Mr. Romney‘s 

declaration that on his first day in office, he will declare China to be a currency 

manipulator; contrasts between Senator Rubio‘s perception of how Mr. Romney and 

President Obama each see America‘s role in the world; Mr. Romney‘s economic plan; 

reports that Iran has requested talks with the United States regarding their nuclear 

program 

2) Topics include: current state of the election in Florida / response to Mr. Romney‘s 

claim that President Obama is not informing the American people of his plans for a 

second term / reaction to President Obama diagnosing Mr. Romney with ―Romnesia‖, 

implying that Mr. Romney is unable to remember the policies and positions he has taken 

over the course of his presidential campaign / criticism from Ms. Cutter and Mr. Madden 

against each other‘s campaigns 

3) Topics include: importance of Monday‘s third, and final, presidential debate on foreign 

policy; reports that Iran has requested talks with the United States regarding their nuclear 

program; possibility of one of the  candidates winning the popular vote and the other 

winning the electoral vote; thoughts on President Obama diagnosing Mr. Romney with 

―Romnesia‖; Mr. Sanger‘s piece in The New York Times on what he hopes will be 

addressed in tomorrow‘s debate; opinions regarding the contrasts between Mr. Romney 

and President Obama over how each sees America‘s role in the world; thoughts on Mr. 

Romney‘s declaration that he will declare China to be a currency manipulator; early voter 

turnout for battleground states 

4) Face The Nation Flashback topic: humorous quips from President Obama and Mr. 

Romney, both of whom attended the Alfred E. Smith Memorial Foundation Dinner, held 

in New York City on Thursday, October 18th 

 

10/28/12 Guests: David Bernard, CBS News Hurricane Consultant, Chief Meteorologist, WFOR-

TV, Miami, Florida (1); Chip Reid, CBS News National Correspondent (2); Elaine 

Quijano, CBS News Correspondent (3); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed 

Services Committee (4); Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, Chicago, IL, Former White House 

Chief of Staff, Obama Administration (5); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (6); Bob 

Shrum, The Daily Beast (6); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (6); John 

Fund, National Review (6); Mark Leibovich, The New York Times Magazine (6) 

1) the projected path of Hurricane Sandy 

2) a report on Hurricane Sandy from Ocean City, MD 

3) a report on the storm from Point Pleasant Beach, NJ 

4) Topics include: endorsement of Mitt Romney by the Des Moines Register / possible 

impact Hurricane Sandy could have on the campaigns of both President Obama and Mr. 

Romney; the September 11th attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya / opinion 

that the Obama administration is engaged in either a cover-up or gross incompetence 

regarding its handling of the attack; campaign advice for Mr. Romney 

5) Topics include: the September 11th attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya / 

support for President Obama‘s handling of the event / explanation as to why conflicting 

information was presented to the public; praise for President Obama‘s foreign policy 

measures; reasons why the presidential race is close / tightening gap between the 

president and Mr. Romney for the women‘s vote 



 

 

6) Topics include: possible impact Hurricane Sandy could have on the campaigns of both 

President Obama and Mr. Romney, as well as the election process; conflicting poll results 

for President Obama and Mr. Romney / reasons behind the tightening gap between the 

President and Mr. Romney for the women‘s vote / predictions as to who will win the 

upcoming presidential election 

7) Face The Nation Flashback topic: humorous quips from late night television talk show 

hosts, commenting on Bob Schieffer‘s performance as the host of the final presidential 

debate on October 22nd 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

10/07/12 “Huawei” - a report on Huawei, the Chinese conglomerate which is the world‘s largest 

manufacturer of telecommunications equipment. The company is attempting to expand its 

presence in the U.S. by building the next generation of digital networks here, prompting 

an investigation by the U.S. House Intelligence Committee that has raised concerns about 

national security.  Includes interviews with: Representatives Mike Rogers (R-Michigan) 

and Dutch Ruppersberger (D-Maryland), House Intelligence Committee; Jim Lewis, 

cybersecurity expert formerly with the U.S. Department of Commerce; Bill Plummer, 

Huawei‘s U.S. vice president of external relations; Chris Johnson, former CIA analyst on 

China; Craig Mock, president and general manager, United Wireless, Dodge City, 

Kansas.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Graham Messick) 

“Luxottica: Sticker Shock” - a report on Luxottica, the Italian eyewear company which 

is the world‘s largest manufacturer of optical frames and sunglasses.  The company‘s 

properties include the sunglasses brands Ray-Ban and Oakley; the retail chains 

LensCrafters, Pearle Vision, and Sunglass Hut; they run Target Optical and Sears 

Optical; and they own EyeMed, the nation‘s second largest vision-care plan.  Includes 

interviews with: Luxottica CEO Andrea Guerra; Isabella Sola, Luxottica‘s product 

manager; Mark Weikel, president of LensCrafters; Brett Arends, columnist for 

Smartmoney.com. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) 

“Rodriguez” - a report on Sixto Diaz Rodriguez, a poor 70-year-old Detroit singer-

songwriter known as Rodriguez.  Although unsuccessful in the U.S., his recordings from 

the early ‗70s were -- unknown to him -- very successful in South Africa, inspiring a 

generation of anti-apartheid protestors. Now, a documentary film (―Searching for Sugar 

Man‖) has been made about him, by Swedish director Malik Bendjelloul, and Rodriguez 

is becoming a star in the United States.  Includes comments by record producers Dennis 

Coffey and Steve Rowland; South African record store owner Steve Segerman; and 

interviews with Rodriguez himself; Regan Rodriguez, Rodriguez‘ daughter; and Swedish 

film director Malik Bendjelloul. (C: Bob Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon) 

Update: ―A Crack In The Swiss Vault‖ (OAD: 01/03/10) 

 

10/14/12 “Aleppo” - A report on the ongoing civil war in Syria, which is wrecking cities like 

Aleppo, the country‘s largest and richest. The report focuses on the rebels whom the 

West is refusing to support, and Islamic militants who some fear will hijack the 

revolution. Includes interviews with: Colonel Abdul Jabbar al-Oqaidi, commander of the 

Syrian rebel forces in Aleppo (the so-called Free Syrian Army); Saleh Hawa, Syrian 

English teacher and opposition activist; Doctor Maher Nana, A Syrian American activist 

for the Syrian Support Group, a pro-rebel organization; Ahmed al-Abaid, a rebel jihadi 

leader and radical Islamist militant who wants to create an Islamic state in Syria governed 

by the Muslim legal code of Sharia.  (C: Clarissa Ward - P: Ben Plesser, Harry A. 

Radliffe II) 

“Coming Home” - a report on how many returning veterans from Iraq and Afghanistan, 

who may be affected by PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder) and then get into trouble 

with the law,  are being helped by a rehabilitation / probation program created by Texas 

State District Judge Marc Carter -- a veterans‘ court, created for vets who have 

committed first-time felonies, and tailored to deal with veterans‘ problems, with a 

mandatory two years of treatment and supervision.   Includes interviews with: Marine 

veterans Arthur Davis and Kevin Thomas; and with Judge Marc Carter. (C: Scott Pelley - 

P: Ashley Velie) 

“James Bond” - a report on the James Bond movie franchise, on the occasion of Agent 

007's fiftieth anniversary on screen.  Includes an interview with Barbara Broccoli and 

Michael Wilson, the daughter and stepson of the late Albert ―Cubby‖ Broccoli, producer 

of the first Bond film. They inherited control of the franchise from their father. Also 

includes an interview with actor Daniel Craig, the current (and sixth) actor to play Bond; 

a tour of the Bond props archive, with comments from its curator, Meg Simmonds; and 

comments by Joss Skatto, firearm instructor.  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Tanya Simon) 



 

 

Update: ―SpaceX‖ (OAD: 03/18/12) 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

10/21/12 “Rocky Mountain High” - a report on Colorado‘s state-legalized cultivation and sale of 

medical marijuana, a thriving industry -- and an activity still illegal under federal law.  

Includes interviews with: Matt Cook, former Colorado narcotics officer, now a consultant 

to the medical marijuana industry; Ean Seeb, owner of Denver Relief, a medical 

marijuana dispensary; Kristi Kelly, investor in a dispensary; Tripp Keber, CEO of Dixie 

Elixirs, which makes cannabis-laced edibles; Sam Kamin, law professor, University of 

Denver; Stan Garnett, Boulder County district attorney; James Cole, U.S. Deputy 

Attoney General.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: L. Franklin Devine)  

“Resignation” - an interview with Greg Smith, a former vice-president of Goldman 

Sachs, the Wall Street investment bank.  He resigned from the company by writing a 

critical article on the op-ed page of The New York Times. He discusses his reasons for 

leaving the firm. Also includes an interview with Frank Partnoy, professor of law and 

finance, University of San Diego;  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Andy Court, Anya Bourg) 

“Spielberg” - an interview / profile of Hollywood filmmaker Steven Spielberg, who 

discusses how his personal life is often reflected in his films and characters. Also 

discussed is his upcoming film, ―Lincoln,‖ about President Abraham Lincoln‘s effort to 

get the Thirteenth Amendment, abolishing slavery, passed by Congress.  Also includes 

interviews with Spielberg‘s parents, Arnold Spielberg and Leah Adler. (C: Lesley Stahl - 

P: Ruth Streeter, Rebecca Peterson) 

Update: ―Armstrong‖ (OAD: 05/22/11) 

 

10/28/12 “The Death and Life of Asheboro” - a report on the impact of the recession and job 

outsourcing on the North Carolina factory town of Asheboro and its surrounding area.  

Some businesses have coped, others have faltered, and new entrepreneurs have 

contributed to the still slow recovery pace.  Includes interviews with: Bill Redding, 

owner, Acme-McCrary textile company; Amelia Hill, diner owner, Ramseur, North 

Carolina; Jenny Fulton, owner, Miss Jenny‘s Pickles; Bobby and Sugar Berry, factory 

workers.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson, Daniel Ruetenik) 

“Stealing History” - a report on the theft of precious historical artifacts from our 

National Archives, and what is being done to combat this.  The report focuses on Barry 

Landau, a conman who posed as a ―presidential historian‖ and stole thousands of items 

from various archives.  Includes interviews with: Rod Rosenstein, U.S. Attorney; Paul 

Brachfeld, inspector general of the National Archives; Pat Anderson, director, Maryland 

Historical Society; Mitch Yockelson, Archival Recovery Team agent.  (C: Bob Simon - 

P: Katherine Davis) 

“Face Of The Franchise” - an interview / profile of Shahid Khan, a billionaire who last 

year bought pro football‘s Jacksonville (Florida) Jaguars.  Pakistani-born, a Muslim, and 

a U.S. citizen since 1991, Khan is the first ethnic minority member to own an NFL team. 

Also includes comments by Khan‘s mother, Zakia, and his brother, Faran.  (C: Byron 

Pitts - P: Clem Taylor) 

The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment ―Rocky Mountain High‖ (OAD: 

10/21/12) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS 
 

10/06/12 48 HOURS: “Friends for Life” - a report about Robyn Davis and Carol ―Sissy‖ 

Saltzman, best friends for twenty years, who were charged with murder after Robyn‘s 

husband, Brian Davis, was found shot to death alongside his car on an isolated road in St. 

Charles, Louisiana. Brian had married Robyn, his third wife, in 2008, but continued to 

have an eye for women; Robyn was not happy with his cheating.  On June 29, 2009, 

Brian Davis disappeared. According to Robyn and Sissy, he had left to go boat shopping 

and never came home. Police soon began to suspect Robyn. Then Sissy, too, came under 

scrutiny. An examination of their cell phone records convinced police the women were 

lying. Investigators discovered that Robyn had recently lost her job, had gambling debts, 

and was on the verge of losing her house. Police believed one or both of the women shot 

and killed Brian Davis. Three years after the murder, Robyn and Sissy went on trial 

together.   Several jurors expressed in interviews the opinion that investigators hadn‘t 

done their jobs and they had trouble with contradictions in Robyn‘s story. Jurors also 

learned of a life insurance police that Robyn tried to cash in just two weeks after Brian‘s 

death. The jury vote was eleven for guilty and one for acquittal. In Louisiana, only 10 

jurors are needed for a murder conviction: Robyn Davis and Sissy Saltzman are both 

convicted. They are both serving their time in the same correctional facility and see each 

other in the jail‘s church.  Onscreen text graphic: Robyn Davis and Sissy Saltzman plan 

to appeal the verdict. If the appeal is denied, Brian‘s life insurance, worth $645,000,  goes 

to his family. Brian‘s former mistress, Fannie Dietz, is back together with her husband, 

Steve. Interviewed: Robyn Davis and Sissy Saltzman; Fannie Dietz, Brian Davis‘ 

mistress; Steve Dietz, her husband; Tony Mancuso, Calcasieu Parish Sheriff; Scott Davis, 

Brian‘s brother; Rick Bryant, special prosecutor; Marcy Wilson, a friend of both women; 

Shane Hinch, Saltzman‘s attorney; Glen Vamvoras, Robyn Davis‘ attorney; Jurors Felicia 

Ballard, Sherry Lusk, Shandrika Washington. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Alec Sirken, Taigi 

Smith) 

 

10/13/12 48 HOURS: “Collision Course” - Brittney Brashers, a 21-year-old Air Force member, 

died while driving home with her ex-boyfriend, Robbie Walters in November, 2009. On 

the surface, her death seemed like an accident; however, Robbie had walked away from 

the car crash unscathed, which posed questions to authorities. The Denver, Colorado 

Police and Detective Troy Bisgard were convinced they had a homicide on their hands 

and that Robbie was responsible-- but they had no way to prove it. All along, Robbie 

maintained he was a passenger in the car and told police he didn‘t know what happened 

since he was falling asleep because the two of them had been drinking. Medical 

Examiner John Carver noticed that Brittney‘s injuries did not seem to come from the car 

accident when he saw bruising around her temple and upper right cheek. Instead, Carver 

thought Brittney was hit on her right side and strangled... but he came up short with 

evidence to prove this was a homicide. A breakthrough in the case occurred when 

Robbie‘s wife Elena took a call from Det. Bisgard. Throughout his relationship with 

Brittney and after Brittney died, Robbie Walters had been married.  After Brittney died, 

and knowing all about their affair, Elena took Robbie back. Elena told Det. Bisgard that 

she had recorded Robbie confessing to murdering Elena more than a dozen times. Three 

days after speaking with Elena, Det. Bisgard flew to California where the couple lived 

and arrested Robbie, charging him with first-degree murder. While awaiting trial, Robbie 

enlisted a fellow inmate to help him arrange to have Elena killed, but the inmate turned 

out to be a witness for the prosecution.  Robbie was charged with soliciting Elena‘s 

murder. At the trial the jury took two days to deliberate and found Robbie guilty of 

murder. Jurors acquitted Robbie of conspiring to murder Elena. Robbie was sentenced to 

life without parole. Onscreen text graphic: Elena Walters now lives in an undisclosed 

location under a new name. Interviewed: Steve Sanchez, 911 caller; Barry Brashers, 

Brittney‘s dad; John Brashers, Brittney‘s brother; Robbie Walters, Brittney‘s ex-

boyfriend; Detective Troy Bisgard; Ret. Master Sgt. Art Figeroa, Brittney‘s boss; Tiffany 

Peeples, Brittney‘s best friend; Brittany Austin-Goyne, Brittney‘s teammate; Dr. John 



 

 

Carver, Medical Examiner; Elena Walters, Robbie‘s wife; Phil Geigle and Helen Morgan, 

Prosecutors; Jonathyn Priest, State Expert.  (C: Susan Spencer - P: Gail Abbott 

Zimmerman, Peter Henderson) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

10/20/12 48 HOURS: “The Preacher‟s Passion” - Felicia Tang was an actress and model in 

Hollywood, CA. Her boyfriend, Brian Randone, was an inspirational preacher and one-

time reality show contestant. Two months after they met in Las Vegas, Tang was living 

in Randone‘s Los Angeles home. After a night of passion, Tang was dead. On the 

morning of September 11, 2009, Randone summoned police because Tang wasn‘t 

breathing. He maintained she overdosed on the drug GHB (Gamma hydroxybutyric), 

which they both took before going to bed. However, police didn‘t buy the story. Police 

believed he beat Tang to death because they counted some 320 bruises, lacerations and 

abrasions on her body. The medical examiner who did the autopsy on Tang believes the 

bruising on her face and bite mark on her tongue were a result of Tang‘s struggle to 

breathe. Randone was charged with her murder and after prosecutors saw her body, they 

added another charge: torture. On November 14, 2011, two years after Tang‘s death, the 

trial began in a Pasadena courtroom. Prosecutors tried to prove Randone caused Tang‘s 

death, but the defense painted Tang as a drug addict and said she died of an overdose. 

The defense called former San Diego Deputy Medical Examiner Dr. Harry Bonnell to the 

stand. Dr. Bonnell said homicide is impossible in this case because the PEA (pulseless 

electrical activity) found in Felicia‘s body proves it. He went on to tell the jury there is no 

PEA in smothering victims and the causes of PEA are drugs or blood volume loss. 

Prosecution was denied the opportunity to rebut Dr. Bonnell‘s testimony. The jury came 

up with the verdict of not guilty of torture and not guilty of murder. Jurors, who did not 

want their names to appear on the episode, claimed Dr. Bonnell‘s testimony was crucial 

in declaring Randone not guilty. Several medical examiners ―48 HOURS‖ consulted 

made clear they would have testified that Dr. Bonnell was incorrect, and PEA is possible 

in smothering. Onscreen text graphic: Brian Randone is suing various Los Angeles 

County law enforcement agencies for $21 million for false arrest, wrongful 

imprisonment, and emotional distress. Interviewed: Brian Randone, Felicia Tang‘s 

boyfriend; Detective Richard Doney; Detective Brian Schoonmaker; Christina (no last 

name), Felicia‘s best friend; Mike Ferrara, DSport Magazine; Patty and Terry Randone, 

Brian‘s parents; Mark Overland, Brian‘s defense attorney; Trinka Porrata, Ret. LAPD 

narcotics officer; Dr. Harry Bonnell, Fmr. San Diego Deputy Medical Examiner; Juror 6 

and Juror 10, appearing anonymously on camera.  (C: Maureen Maher - P: Chuck 

Stevenson, Greg Fisher, Sarah Prior) 

 

10/27/12 48 HOURS: “Lina‟s Heart” - Lina Kaufman was a married mother of two when one 

morning her husband found her in the bathroom, slumped over a magazine rack. Adam 

Kaufman called 911 and unsuccessfully tried to revive her. Lina‘s death gripped 

Aventura, Florida because she was 33-years-old when she died in 2007, and the 

circumstances around her death were strange. For eighteen months, Adam says he 

badgered the Dade County, Florida medical examiner‘s office seeking a conclusive 

explanation for his wife‘s death. They thought she may have had an allergic reaction to a 

spray tan, but in April 2009, Adam was charged with killing his wife by ―mechanical 

asphyxiation‖. The trial began in May 2012 and the prosecution led the jury to believe the 

couple had an unhappy marriage, and fought the morning of Lina‘s death. Adam‘s 

defense no longer blamed Lina‘s death on her spray tan because there wasn‘t enough 

evidence to support it, and instead they attacked what they believed to be a botched 

investigation by the police. There was bruising and abrasions found on Lina‘s arms and 

legs and the defense said this was from Lina being moved from room to room by 

firefighters, and not a struggle with Adam. Moreover the defense said Lina died of 

natural causes and undiagnosed heart failure, more specifically acute and chronic 

myocarditis. Adam himself, and Lina‘s mother, Frida Aizman, both testified about Lina‘s 

prior fainting spells.  Frida Aizman shared her support and love for Adam while on the 

stand. After eight hours, the jury reached a verdict of not guilty. Onscreen text graphic: 

Adam Kaufman plans to write a book about his ordeal. Interviewed: Adam Kaufman, 

Lina‘s husband; Seth Kaufman, Adam‘s twin brother; Elaine Kaufman, Adam‘s mother; 



 

 

Frida Aizman, Lina‘s mother; Melissa Fedowitz and Jennifer Ben Sadon, Lina‘s friends; 

Kathleen Hoague, prosecutor; Michael Castro, first responder; Kimberly Burk, 

paramedic; Bill Matthewman, defense attorney; Al Milian, defense attorney; Anna 

Howell, crime scene technician; Joe Mansfield, prosecutor; Doctors that testified about 

Lena‘s heart: Dr. John Stollard, Dr. Bruce Hyma, Dr. Satish Chundru, Dr. John 

Marraccini, Dr. Michael Baden, Dr. Chester Gwin, and Dr. Erik Mont; Dr. Gregory 

Davis, medical examiner.  (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Lisa Freed) 

 

 



 

 

CAMPAIGN 2012: PRESIDENTIAL DEBATES 
 

10/03/12 CAMPAIGN 2012: PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE - live coverage (from the University 

of Denver in Denver, Colorado) of the first of three presidential debates between 

President Barack Obama, the Democratic nominee, and former Massachusetts Governor 

Mitt Romney, the Republican nominee. Tonight‘s debate is about domestic issues. The 

debate moderator: Jim Lehrer (PBS). The debate itself concluded at 10:33pm.  Included 

in CBS News coverage after the debate was commentary by CBS News Correspondents 

Scott Pelley (anchor, University of Denver); Nancy Cordes; Jan Crawford; and CBS 

News political director John Dickerson.  Further commentary was given by  Julianna 

Goldman, White House Correspondent, Bloomberg News: Major Garrett, White House 

Correspondent, National Journal; Rana Foroohar, assistant managing editor, Time.  The 

commentary portion also included selected recorded excerpts of the debate, and 

concluded with CBS News Correspondent Anthony Mason‘s report of the results of a 

CBS News / GfK KnowledgePanel poll of about 500 uncommitted voters who watched 

the debate and then gave their reactions. 

 

10/16/12 CAMPAIGN 2012: PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE - live coverage (from Hofstra 

University in Hempstead, Long Island, New York) of the second of three presidential 

debates between President Barack Obama, the Democratic nominee, and former 

Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney, the Republican nominee.  Tonight‘s debate is in 

the town hall format, with undecided voters posing questions to the candidates.  The 

debate moderator: Candy Crowley (CNN).  The debate itself concluded at 10:39pm.  

Included in CBS News coverage after the debate was commentary by CBS News 

Correspondents Scott Pelley (anchor, Hofstra University); Norah O‘Donnell; Nancy 

Cordes; Jan Crawford; and CBS News political director John Dickerson.  Further 

commentary was given by Major Garrett, White House Correspondent, National Journal.  

The commentary portion also included Correspondent Anthony Mason‘s report of the 

results of a CBS News / GfK KnowledgePanel poll of about 500 uncommitted voters who 

watched the debate and then gave their reactions. 

 

10/22/12 CAMPAIGN 2012: PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE - live coverage (from Lynn University 

in Boca Raton, Florida) of the third and final presidential debate between President 

Barack Obama, the Democratic nominee, and former Massachusetts Governor Mitt 

Romney, the Republican nominee.  Tonight‘s debate is about foreign policy.  The debate 

moderator: Bob Schieffer (CBS News).  The debate itself concluded at 10:34pm.  

Included in CBS News coverage after the debate was commentary  by CBS News 

Correspondents Scott Pelley (anchor, Lynn University); Norah O‘Donnell; Nancy 

Cordes; Jan Crawford; Juan Zarate, CBS News national security analyst; and CBS News 

political director John Dickerson.  Further commentary was given by Major Garrett, 

White House Correspondent, National Journal.  The commentary portion also included 

Correspondent Anthony Mason‘s report of the results of a CBS News / GfK 

KnowledgePanel poll of about 500 uncommitted voters who watched the debate and then 

gave their reactions. 

 

CAMPAIGN 2012: VICE PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE 
 

10/11/12 CAMPAIGN 2012: VICE PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE - live coverage (from Centre 

College, Danville, Kentucky) of the single vice presidential debate between Vice 

President Joseph R. Biden, the Democratic nominee, and Representative Paul D. Ryan, 

the Republican nominee. The debate moderator: Martha Raddatz (ABC News). The 

debate itself concluded at 10:32pm.  Included in CBS News coverage after the debate 

was commentary by CBS News Correspondents Scott Pelley (anchor, NY); Norah 

O‘Donnell; Nancy Cordes; Jan Crawford; and CBS News political director John 

Dickerson.  The commentary portion also included Correspondent Anthony Mason‘s 



 

 

report of the results of a CBS News / GfK KnowledgePanel poll of about 500 

uncommitted voters who watched the debate and then gave their reactions. 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * *  

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

11/04/12 Guests: Ben Tracy, CBS News Correspondent (1); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street 

Journal (2); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (2); Rich Lowry, National 

Review (2); Dee Dee Myers, Vanity Fair (2); David Gergen, Harvard University (2); 

Stuart Rothenberg, The Rothenberg Political Report (3); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News 

Director of Elections (3); Larry Sabato, University of Virginia Center for Politics (3); 

Leslie Sanchez, Republican Strategist, Founder and CEO, Impacto Group (3); Anna 

Greenberg, Democratic Pollster (3) 

1) a report on the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy from Tuckerton Beach, NJ. 

2) Topics include: potential impact Hurricane Sandy could have nationally on the 

campaigns of President Obama and Mr. Romney, as well as on voter turnout in the 

Northeast; positive impact the various endorsements have had on President Obama‘s 

popularity; significant increase in duration -- eighteen months for the current presidential 

race -- of the presidential campaign cycle; predictions as to who will be the victor in 

Tuesday‘s election / possibility of one of the candidates winning the popular vote and the 

other winning the Electoral College vote / opinion that Tuesday‘s winner will face a 

country that will remain ―bitterly and closely divided‖ / how the partisanship has affected 

the campaign tactics for each candidate 

3) Topics include: detailed analysis and predictions regarding the presidential election; 

possible impact Hurricane Sandy had on the campaigns of President Obama and Mr. 

Romney; predictions regarding the elections in the House of Representatives and the 

Senate 

4) Face The Nation Flashback topic: a look back at election night 2000 and the role that 

the election results for the state of Florida had in determining the next president of the 

United States 

 

11/11/12 Guests: Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) (1); David Axelrod, Senior Strategist, Obama 

Campaign (2); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal (3) (4); David Gergen, Harvard 

University (3) (4); Dee Dee Myers, Vanity Fair (4); John Dickerson, CBS News Political 

Director (4) 

1) Topics include: CIA Director General David Petraeus‘s decision to resign after 

admitting to an extramarital affair; the September 11th attack on the U.S. Consulate in 

Benghazi, Libya / criticism of U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice‘s response to questions 

about the attack in Benghazi / rumor that Ambassador Rice is being considered for 

Secretary of State; November 6th presidential election / need for the Republican Party to 

appeal to Hispanic voters; upcoming fiscal cliff negotiations 

2) Topics include: upcoming fiscal cliff negotiations / President Obama‘s position 

regarding the negotiations of what is and what is not acceptable / reaction to comments 

from Speaker of the House John Boehner regarding the fiscal cliff negotiations; thoughts 

on the recent presidential race / President Obama‘s recent visit to his campaign 

headquarters, where he expressed his gratitude to the young volunteers 

3) Topics include: reaction to CIA Director General Petraeus‘s decision to resign after 

admitting to an extramarital affair 

4) Topics include: reaction to CIA Director General Petraeus‘s decision to resign after 

admitting to an extramarital affair / skepticism regarding the timing of this scandal and 

suspicion that it is perhaps in retaliation against General Petraeus for the incident in 

Benghazi; Mr. Dickerson‘s reports focusing on the state of Ohio and its role in the 

election, as well as the extensive work undertaken by both campaigns, each hoping to 

secure victory / disbelief and soul searching amongst those involved in the Romney 

campaign and other members of the Republican Party over their loss in the presidential 

election / need for the Republican Party to appeal to Hispanic voters / the necessity for 

soul searching amongst Republican Party members / role of the Tea Party in the 

Republican Party and the underlying tension that it sometimes creates; upcoming fiscal 

cliff negotiations / possibility of fashioning a fiscal bargain based on the Simpson-Bowles 

Commission / dreams of a compromise between Republicans and Democrats 



 

 

5) Face The Nation Flashback topic: humorous quips from late night television talk show 

hosts, commenting on the end of the presidential election 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

11/18/12 Guests: Allen Pizzey, CBS News Correspondent (1); Charlie D‘Agata, CBS News 

Correspondent (2); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (3) (7); Senator John McCain 

(R-AZ), Senate Armed Services Committee (4); Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL), Assistant 

Majority Leader (5); Senator Olympia Snowe (R-ME), Select Committee on Intelligence 

(6); Bob Orr, Justice and Homeland Security Correspondent, CBS News (7); Tom Ricks, 

author, ―The Generals: American Military Command from World War II to Today‖ (7); 

Margaret Brennan, State Department Correspondent, CBS News (7) 

1) a report from Tel Aviv, Israel, on the escalating Israel-Palestine conflict 

2) a phone report from Gaza, Palestine, on the intensifying Israel-Palestine conflict 

3) thoughts on the diplomacy process for the accelerating Israel-Palestine conflict 

4) Topics include: thoughts on how the United States could assist diplomatically in the 

current Israel-Palestine conflict; criticism of U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice‘s response to 

questions about the September 11th attack on the American consulate in Benghazi, Libya 

/ lack of support for the nomination of Ambassador Rice as Secretary of State / 

condemnation of the Obama administration‘s ―narrative‖ concerning the attack 

5) Topics include: support for Ambassador Rice and defense of Ambassador Rice‘s 

comments regarding the attack, based upon the information provided to her at the time by 

U.S. intelligence agencies / speculation as to why intelligence agencies were reluctant to 

divulge information on the attack, as well as the belief that this issue has been ―stoked 

up‖ because it occurred in the midst of a presidential campaign 

6) Topics include: the September 11th attack on the American consulate in Benghazi, 

Libya; reasons behind her decision to retire from the Senate; upcoming fiscal cliff 

negotiations 

7) Topics include: update on the three investigations related to General David Petraeus‘s 

decision to resign as CIA Director after admitting to an extramarital affair -- the internal 

CIA review of whether or not former Director Petraeus misused any agency assets during 

his fourteen months on the job, the Department of Defense review of the communications 

and e-mails between General Allen and Tampa socialite Jill Kelley, and the FBI 

investigation into Paula Broadwell, biographer of Petraeus, because of her handling and 

perhaps her mishandling of classified information; update on the investigation related to 

the September 11th attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya / thoughts on why 

the Obama administration and intelligence agencies were reluctant to divulge information 

on the attack / opinion that the issue has been politicized because it occurred in the midst 

of a presidential campaign; the escalating Israel-Palestine conflict / belief that this 

conflict is in preparation for Israel‘s likely war with Iran 

 

11/25/12 Guests: Holly Williams, CBS News Correspondent (1); Bob Woodward, author, ―The 

Price of Politics‖ (2); Doris Kearns Goodwin, author, ―Team of Rivals: The Political 

Genius of Abraham Lincoln‖ (2); Evan Thomas, author, ―Ike's Bluff: President 

Eisenhower's Secret Battle to Save the World‖ (2); Jon Meacham, author, ―Thomas 

Jefferson: The Art of Power‖ (2); Gillian Flynn, author, ―Gone Girl: A Novel‖ (3); Chris 

Pavone, author, ―The Expats: A Novel‖ (3); Alex Stone, author, ―Fooling Houdini: 

Magicians, Mentalists, Math Geeks, and the Hidden Powers of the Mind‖ (3); David 

Baldacci, author, ―The Forgotten‖ (3) 

1) a report on the violent clashes in Cairo, Egypt, between police and protestors who 

oppose President Mohamed Morsi and his attempt to assert broad new powers 

2) Topics include: anecdotes about and lessons learned from the current president and the 

former presidents featured in the books by each respective author / advice for President 

Obama on accomplishing objectives during his second term / thoughts on the current 

government partisanship and advice on how to end it; research done by the actor Daniel 

Day-Lewis, as he prepared to undertake the role of former President Abraham Lincoln; 

unanimous opinions that the fiscal cliff negotiations will be successful before the year 

ends 



 

 

3) Topics include: description of each novel by the respective authors / inspiration and 

life experiences  behind each of their subjects; demonstration of card tricks by Mr. Stone 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

11/04/12 “The Broken Senate” - an examination of the factors which have created a partisan 

gridlock in the U.S. Senate, and have allowed it to continue. Includes a joint interview 

with Senator Harry Reid (D-NV), Democratic Senate Majority Leader, and Senator Mitch 

McConnell (R-KY), Senate Minority Leader.  Also includes interviews with: Senator 

Tom Coburn (R-OK); retiring Senator Olympia Snowe (R-ME); former Senator Evan 

Bayh (D-IN); and Steven Smith, professor, Washington University.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: 

Ira Rosen, Gabrielle Schonder) 

“McCullough” - Part one of a two-part interview with popular author and historian 

David McCullough, who discusses, among other topics, Harry Truman, negative political 

campaigning, and the genesis in Philadelphia of the American Revolution. (C: Morley 

Safer - P: David Browning) 

“Leader Of „The Pack‟” - an interview / profile of Greenbay Packers quarterback Aaron 

Rodgers, a former Super Bowl MVP and one of the best quarterbacks in the NFL, who 

once was considered too small for college football. Also includes comments by Craig 

Rigsbee, head coach, Butte College; and an interview with Green Bay linebacker Clay 

Matthews and Green Bay receiver Greg Jennings. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. 

Anderson, Nicole Young)  

Commentary - brief remarks from Morley Safer on the impact of Hurricane Sandy 

 

11/11/12 “Belle Harbor” - a report on the impact of Hurricane Sandy on Belle Harbor, a New 

York City neighborhood in the borough of Queens, on the Rockaway peninsula. Includes 

interviews with Belle Harbor residents Dennis and Susan Brady, and their sons Brian, 

Jimmy and Patrick; Mike McDonnell; Kenny and Liz Dean; Jim O‘Conner; Sean Heeran; 

and James Brennan, a restauranteur and former resident who returned to help in the 

recovery.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Clem Taylor, Robert G. Anderson, Magalie Laguerre 

Wilkinson, Nicole Young, Daniel Ruetenik) 

“3 Million Open Jobs” - a report on the difficulties faced by U.S. manufacturers in 

filling jobs requiring skills to operate high-tech machinery. Includes interviews with: Karl 

Hutter, COO, Click Bond, Inc.; Ryan Costella, Director of Strategic Initiatives, Click 

Bond, Inc.; Ryan Vre Non and Jamie Pacheco, job training program participants; Klaus 

Kleinfeld, CEO, Alcoa; Peter Cappelli, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania.  (C: 

Byron Pitts - P: David Schneider)   

“McCullough” - Part two of a two-part interview with popular author and historian 

David McCullough, who discusses, among other topics, the influence of Paris upon the 

young Americans who visited the city after the founding of the U.S., including Samuel 

Morse, Augustus Saint-Gaudens, and Charles Sumner.  Includes footage of McCullough 

in conversation with actress Olivia de Havilland.  McCullough also talks about the 

construction and the meaning of the Brooklyn Bridge.  (C: Morley Safer - P: David 

Browning) 

Update: ―Rocky Mountain High‖ (OAD: 10/21/12) 

Update: ―The Broken Senate‖ (OAD: 11/04/12) 

 

11/18/12 “The Super Cartel” - a report on how Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 

agents and Colombian police brought down a huge Colombian drug cartel, a Bogota-

based operation that was supplying forty-two percent of the Colombian cocaine in the 

U.S. Includes interviews with: Luis Sierra, ICE Special Agent; Steve Kleppe, ICE Agent, 

Colombia; and an unidentified (identity-concealed) ICE agent. (C: Lara Logan - P: 

Howard L. Rosenberg)   

“The Baby Lab” - a report on how studies at Yale University are finding that babies as 

young as a few months old seem to have a sense of morality. The studies are also 

exploring the origins of bias. Includes interviews with: Karen Wynn, director, Infant 

Cognition Center, Yale University; Paul Bloom, professor of psychology, Yale 

University.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) 



 

 

“The College Game” - a report on how large-scale college football programs have 

become critical tools in the efforts of colleges to raise revenues, bolster their images, and 

win championships that will attract more students and better players.  Includes interviews 

with: Dave Brandon, athletic director, University of Michigan; Brady Hoke, head coach, 

University of Michigan; Nick Saban, head coach, University of Alabama; Mike Waddell, 

athletic director, Towson University; Denard Robinson, quarterback, University of 

Michigan.  (C: Armen Keteyian - P: Draggan Mihailovich) 

Update: ―The Blowout‖ (OAD: 05/16/10) 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

11/25/12 “Children Helping Children” - an interview with child welfare activist Craig 

Kielburger about ―Free The Children‖, an international charity which he founded when 

he himself was a child in order to fight the exploitation of children.  It now has two 

million volunteers, nearly all of them under the age of eighteen. Also includes interviews 

with Magdalena Dutkowska and Joey Hopkins, volunteers in Kenya, and Sharon (no last 

name), a Kenyan student. (See also: "One Child's Labor", OAD: 04/21/96) (C: Scott 

Pelley - P: Nicole Young) 

“The New York City Ballet” - a report on the New York City Ballet company, featuring 

an interview with Ballet Master-in-Chief Peter Martins, and a profile of the company 

under his leadership, as Martins builds its future while sustaining the legacy of its 

founder, George Balanchine. Also includes brief interviews with: Sir Paul McCartney, 

composer; and Robbie Fairchild, dancer.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Ruth Streeter, Terry 

Manning) 

“Lion Kings” - an interview / profile of National Geographic filmmakers Dereck and 

Beverly Joubert, who have been living for thirty years in Botswana, in the heart of 

southern Africa, filming Africa‘s lions and other big cats.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Max 

McClellan) 

The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment ―The College Game‖ (OAD: 

11/18/12) 

 

48 HOURS 
 

11/03/12 PREEMPTION 

 

11/10/12 48 HOURS: “Secrets of the River” - Mackenzie Cowell was a high school senior and 

aspiring model who was studying at a beauty school when she made a dinner date with 

her father, Reid, in February 2010. Mackenzie never made dinner, and Reid received a 

call from police saying his daughter‘s car was found abandoned on a ranch, 40 miles 

from their home in Wenatchee, Washington. Four days later Mackenzie was found dead 

along the banks of the Columbia River. She had been strangled, stabbed and beaten. 

Investigators looked at a list of potential suspects, including her boyfriend, who failed 

part of a lie-detector test, though he had a solid alibi. They talked to her parents, who had 

gone through a bitter divorce. And police talked to her mother‘s boyfriend, with whom 

she had tangled with in the past. Liz Reid, a police informant, came forward claiming to 

have seen the actual murder on videotape -- shot by the killers.  However as the task force 

began to investigate this, a tip came in about Chris Wilson, a classmate of Mackenzie‘s 

from the Academy of Hair Design. After police linked DNA at the crime scene to 

Wilson, he was charged with her murder. Wilson claimed he was innocent and his mother 

hired attorney John Henry Browne.  Police dismissed Liz Reid‘s story after she changed 

it several times and they did not find a video. When the task force searched the apartment 

that Wilson lived in during the time of the murder, they found a stain which tested 

positive for Mackenzie‘s DNA. Prior to the trial, D.A. Gary Reisen made Wilson an offer 

-- plead guilty to manslaughter and serve only six-and-half years in prison -- but Wilson 

turned it down and the trial began. Fearing an unfair trial after the jury questionnaires 

came back believing Wilson was guilty, Chris Wilson accepted a new plea deal -- 

fourteen years in prison in exchange for agreeing to these words: ―...I also did recklessly 

cause the death of Mackenzie Cowell by strangulation and by stabbing her with a knife‖.  

Chris Wilson believes he was framed by law enforcement.  On Screen Graphics: 

Christopher Wilson may be eligible for release from prison in 2023. He will be 42 years 

old. Former police informant Liz Reid recently received a scholarship to attend the 

University of Washington. Interviewed: Reid Cowell, Mackenzie‘s father; Sandy Francis, 

Reid‘s fiancee; Joaquin Villasano, Mackenzie‘s boyfriend; Detective John Kruse, 

Wenatchee Police Dept.; Robbin Wagg, Douglas County Chief Deputy; Liz Reid, police 

informant; Wendy Cowell, Mackenzie‘s mother; Christopher Wilson, Mackenzie‘s 



 

 

classmate; Jefferson Robbins, investigative reporter, The Wenatchee World, CBS News 

consultant; Kathleen Zornes, Wilson‘s mother; Amelia Savage, Wilson‘s best friend; 

John Henry Browne, Wilson‘s attorney; Emma Scanlon, Wilson‘s attorney; Gary Reisen, 

prosecutor; Emmanuel ―Buddah‖ Cerros, accused by Liz Reid of Mackenzie‘s murder.  

(C: Peter Van Sant - P: James Stolz) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

11/17/12 48 HOURS: “Soccer Moms Confidential” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on the investigation 

of ex-cop turned private eye Chris Butler who staffed his San Francisco Bay area firm 

with local soccer moms to solve cases. Butler and his firm of private investigator moms 

became media sensations -- Lifetime Television started a reality show based on the P.I. 

Moms. Reporter Pete Crooks was invited to write about the real-life ―Charlie‘s Angels‖, 

but the story took a strange turn when he learned from a confidential informant that most 

of the cases were staged, crooked cops were involved, and that Butler was dealing drugs 

with top California narcotics cop Norm Wielsch. Butler and Wielsch were also running a 

massage parlor which was allegedly a front for prostitution. On Screen Text Graphics: A 

trial date has not been set. If convicted, Chris Butler and Norm Wielsch could face up to 

life in prison on several of the charges. Updated on-screen text graphic for the 

11/17/12 rebroadcast: Chris Butler was sentenced to eight years in prison. But he could 

be released a year early in April 2019. He would be fifty-eight years old. Norm Wielsch 

is scheduled to go on trial in January 2013. Includes interviews with: Norm Wielsch; Pete 

Crooks, Senior Editor of Diablo, a pop culture magazine and a CBS News Consultant; 

Carl Marino, Director of Operations for the agency; Ryan Romano, decoy at the agency; 

Dr. Phil McGraw, TV Host; Michael Cardoza, Wielsch‘s attorney; Ami Wiltz, P.I. Mom; 

Denise Antoon, P.I. Mom; Charmagne Peters, P.I. Mom.  (C: Maureen Maher - P: Chuck 

Stevenson, Peter Shaw, Greg Fisher) (OAD: 02/18/12) 

 

11/17/12 48 HOURS: “Highway of Tears” (10:00-11:00p) - A report on the more than twenty 

girls and women, who since 1969, have disappeared or been killed along the stretch of 

pavement in rural British Columbia, Canada, known as Highway 16.  To locals, the road 

is now known simply as ―The Highway of Tears‖.  Maddy Scott may be one of the 

roadway‘s many victims. On May 28, 2012, the 21-year-old went to a party with 50 

others at Hogsback Lake, not far from the highway, only to never be seen again. Just six 

months earlier, in the same town, 15-year-old Loren Leslie‘s body was found on a 

logging road not far from Highway 16. Leslie was brutally beaten and molested.  There 

are signs all along Highway 16 warning women not to hitchhike because a killer might be 

on the loose, but the murders have not ceased. Police arrested 20-year-old Cody 

Legebokoff in Leslie‘s murder. A patrolman pulled him over, thinking he was poaching 

game. He had Leslie‘s ID in his truck. Her body was just down the road. Legebokoff has 

since been identified as the alleged killer of three others, though police have not revealed 

how they‘ve connected him to the murders that occurred in 2009 and 2010. Still, because 

of his age, police know Legebokoff couldn‘t be responsible for all of the murders along 

Highway 16. Just two months ago, officials at the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 

(RCMP) got a break in some cases because they linked DNA samples from one of the 

highway‘s victims, Colleen MacMillen, found murdered in 1974, to Bobby Jack Fowler.  

Police also believe Fowler, a Texas native who worked as a roofer in Prince George, may 

have killed as many as twenty people in the United States and Canada.  Victims of 

Highway 16 mentioned in this broadcast: Alberta Williams, Delphine Nikal, Lana 

Derrick, Monica Ignas, Monica Jack, Ramona Wilson, Tamara Chipman, Gail Weys, 

Pamela Darlington. On Screen Graphics: Cody Legebokoff, accused of murdering 

Loren Leslie and three other women, is expected to stand trial in September 2013. 

Investigators believe Bobby Jack Fowler may have killed as many as 20 people across the 

United States and Canada. Interviewed: Dawn and Eldon Scott, Parents of Madison 

(Maddy) Scott; Bob Friel, investigative reporter, Outside magazine, CBS News 

consultant; Sgt. Ken Floyd and Constable Tom Wamsteeker, Royal Canadian Mounted 

Police; Amanda Fitzpatrick, Jasmine Klassen and Jordy Bolduc, Maddy‘s friends; Doug 

and Donna Leslie, parents of Loren Leslie; Charleine Laing, Loren‘s friend; Garett 

Anatole, Cody‘s friend; Sgt. Wayne Clary, RCMP; Claudia Williams, Alberta‘s sister; 

Matilda Wilson, Ramona‘s mother; Tom Chipman, Tamara‘s father; Kevin and Shawn 

MacMillen, Colleen‘s brothers; Ron Benson, Investigator.  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Paul 

LaRosa, Clare Friedland, Alec Sirken) 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

11/24/12 48 HOURS: “Presumed Guilty” - a report on the nearly thirty year effort of Frank 

O‘Connell and his son Nick, to overturn his conviction for the 1984 murder of Jay French 

in Pasadena, California.  French was the ex-husband of Jeanne, a woman O‘Connell had 

dated for a short time months before.  French and his ex-wife, Jeanne, had a bitter 

custody dispute over their son. Police maintained O‘Connell shot French to help Jeanne. 

O‘Connell said he was thirty miles away and had witnesses to prove it. On his attorney‘s 

advice, O‘Connell waived his right to a jury trial putting his fate in the hands of a judge. 

He gambled wrong and was sentenced to 25 years-to-life in prison. He filed four separate 

appeals between 1986 and 1995, and all were denied. Then he reached out to Centurion 

Ministries, a non-profit organization dedicated to overturning wrongful convictions. 

Finally in 1998, Centurion Ministries sent Frank a letter accepting his case. Kate 

Germond, Director of Centurion Ministries, knew the eyewitness to the shooting, 

neighbor Dan Druecker, was the strongest part of the state‘s case against Frank. After 

Kate asked Dan to read the police files from the case, he decided to officially recant his 

testimony with a declaration in September 2008. This reversal convinced the judge to 

reopen the case against O‘Connell, granting access to the entire file left behind by the 

detectives in 1985. Centurion discovered notes in the file revealing there was another 

witness who was not certain about their identification of O‘Connell, much like Dan. By 

withholding these notes, detectives violated a 1963 Supreme Court ruling: authorities 

must reveal any evidence that could change the outcome of a trial. A judge recognized 

these actions and the ruling of Frank‘s conviction was overturned. The 1985 conviction 

would remain overturned, but the original murder charges against O‘Connell were not 

dropped. Frank was out on bail for 30 days until the next hearing where the District 

Attorney‘s Office was unable to present enough evidence against O‘Connell; the case 

was dismissed. Frank can still be arrested and retried if they do come up with new 

evidence.  On Screen Graphics: Frank O‘Connell is the 49th person freed by the work 

of Centurion Ministries. Interviewed: Lt. Dave Dolson and Detective Steve Lankford, LA 

County Sheriff‘s Department; Frank O‘Connell, defendant; Nick O‘Connell, Frank‘s son; 

Daniel Druecker, Jay French‘s neighbor; Gina French, Jay‘s widow; Rosemarie 

O‘Connell, Frank‘s mother; Kate Germond, Director of Centurion Ministries; Dr. Robert 

Shomer, expert on eyewitness testimony; Juan Mejia, Assistant District Attorney; Jolene 

French, Jay‘s sister.  (C: Troy Roberts - P: Judy Rybak, Doug Longhini, Linda Martin) 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCAST 
 

11/23/12 CBS NEWS SPECIAL PRESENTATION: Person To Person - a CBS News special 

presentation allowing some of the 21st century‘s top newsmakers -- Drew Brees, Sean 

Penn, Alicia Keys, and Gabby Douglas -- to share life-changing stories, tours of their 

homes and/or the places that mean the most to them with viewers.  (1) Drew Brees, the 

Super Bowl-winning quarterback of the New Orleans Saints, and his wife Brittany, give 

co-hosts Lara Logan and Charlie Rose a tour of their New Orleans, LA home, as well as 

an introduction to the Brees‘ three children.;  (2) Oscar-winning actor and director Sean 

Penn invites co-host Charlie Rose into his home in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, to discuss his 

work there -- both as the Founder, CEO, and Chairman of the Board of J/P Haitian Relief 

Organization, and as an Ambassador-at-Large to the nation of Haiti.;  (3) Musician Alicia 

Keys gives co-host Lara Logan a tour of her private recording studio -- ―The Oven‖ -- in 

New York City, where she shares her new music and stories on motherhood, marriage, 

and her life‘s journey.;  (4) Olympic gold medalist Gabby Douglas gives co-hosts Lara 

Logan and Charlie Rose an inside tour of her home on the road -- the bus that she and 

some of the other gymnasts have been living in for the last three months -- at a stop in 

Hartford, CT, where she shares her thoughts about winning, as well as the sacrifices and 

struggles it takes to get there.  Viewers also hear from Gabby‘s mother, Natalie, who let 

her daughter to move 1,200 miles from home to train with one of the nation's top 



 

 

coaches.  (Hosts: Lara Logan, Charlie Rose.  Executive Producers: Susan Zirinsky, Judy 

Tygard.  Director: Rob Klug.  Senior Coordinating Producer: Chris Young Ritzen) 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

12/02/12 Guests: Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), 

Senate Armed Services Committee (2); Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Chairwoman, 

Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (3); Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI), 

Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (3) (5); Maya 

MacGuineas, Campaign To Fix The Debt (4); Mark Zandi, Moody‘s Analytics (4); Rana 

Foroohar, TIME (4); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (4) 

1) Topics include: belief that an agreement will be reached by the end of the year in the 

fiscal cliff negotiations, but acknowledgment that opposition exists among Republicans 

who want to extend the tax cuts for the wealthiest Americans / Republican reaction to the 

Obama administration‘s proposal on how to solve the nation‘s debt crisis / opinion that 

Democrats will support the tax increases in President Obama‘s plan, which call for a 

return to tax rates seen during the Clinton administration / President Obama‘s 

commitment to working with Republicans on this issue / promise that ninety-eight 

percent of Americans will not see an increase in their marginal tax rates / examples of 

proposals contained in the plan / declaration that the agreement must contain an increase 

in tax rates for the wealthiest Americans 

2) Topics include: prediction that an agreement will not be met before year‘s end in the 

fiscal cliff negotiations / criticism of the Obama administration‘s proposal on how to 

solve the nations‘ debt crisis for not dealing with entitlement reform; the September 11th 

attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya / criticism of U.N. Ambassador Susan 

Rice and the Obama administration‘s response to questions about the attack in Benghazi / 

Ambassador Rice‘s recent visit to Capitol Hill amidst rumors that she is being considered 

for Secretary of State 

3) Topics include: reaction to Senator Graham‘s claim that the attack in Benghazi is the 

result of a break down of information from the intelligence community / details of the 

attack from Senator Feinstein / support from Senator Feinstein and Representative Rogers 

for the intelligence provided regarding the safety in Benghazi, but shared concern over 

the level of security provided to Ambassador Stevens / explanation for and defense of 

Ambassador Rice‘s comments to the press regarding the Benghazi attack due to ―hastily 

prepared talking points‖ by the intelligence community 

4) Topics include: explanation from Ms. MacGuineas of the origin and goals of ―The 

Campaign To Fix The Debt‖; differing opinions regarding the outcome of the fiscal cliff 

negotiations / examples of what will happen to the American taxpayer should we ―go 

over the cliff‖ / reaction to the news that some Democrats and Republicans believe that it 

is acceptable to go over the fiscal cliff / criticism against politicians for their inability to 

come to a solution and prevent the negotiations from progressing to last minute 

doomsday discussions / predictions as to how the fiscal cliff negotiations will play out 

5) Topics include: support from Representative Rogers for the intelligence provided 

regarding the safety in Benghazi, but shared concern over the level of security provided 

to Ambassador Stevens / expressed disappointment that the individuals responsible for 

the September 11th attack have not been aggressively pursued / opinion that Ambassador 

Rice‘s comments to the press regarding the Benghazi attack due to ―hastily prepared 

talking points‖ by the intelligence community caused a negative impact on policy 

decisions 

6) Face The Nation Flashback topic: the tradition of presidential winners and losers 

getting together to meet after the election 



 

 

 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

12/09/12 Guests: Erskine Bowles, Co-Founder, Campaign to Fix the Debt, Co-Chair, National 

Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform (1); former Senator Alan Simpson (R-

WY), Co-Founder, Campaign to Fix the Debt, Co-Chair, National Commission on Fiscal 

Responsibility and Reform (1); Mayor Cory Booker (D-Newark, NJ) (2); Major Garrett, 

CBS News Chief White House Correspondent (3); Joe Klein, TIME (3); Michael Gerson, 

The Washington Post (3); Norah O‘Donnell, co-host, CBS This Morning (3) 

1) Topics include: examples of the dire consequences for the American economy should 

a deal not be reached and we go over the fiscal cliff / reaction to the news that some 

Democrats and Republicans believe that it is acceptable to go over the fiscal cliff / 

opinion that any agreement will need to include both higher tax rates for the rich and 

entitlement reforms / outline of steps that need to be taken in order to reach an agreement 

/ their use of social media to draw the younger generation into the discussion / expressed 

belief from both former Senator Simpson and Mr. Bowles that cutting spending for health 

care is critical to fixing America‘s economy / optimism that an agreement will be reached 

in the discussions 

2) Topics include: reaction to comments made by Senator Simpson and Mr. Bowles 

regarding the fiscal cliff negotiations / how Hurricane Sandy exposed the vulnerabilities 

of America‘s infrastructure, which necessitates the need for strong economic growth; his 

decision to see if he could live on what Americans on food stamps live on -- thirty dollars 

--  for a week, based upon proposals from politicians to cut funding for the program; 

Mayor Booker‘s interest in running against New Jersey Governor Chris Christie in the 

next election 

3) Topics include: latest news on the fiscal cliff negotiations between President Obama, 

his administration, and Speaker of the House of Representatives John Boehner and his 

team; South Carolina Senator Jim DeMint‘s announcement that he is leaving the Senate 

to take a job at the Heritage Foundation; future of the Republican Party; recent negative 

Senate vote by some Republicans on the treaty on disabilities, which called on other 

countries to provide the same access and non-discrimination that the disabled have in the 

United States / impact of the Tea Party on the votes made by Republican politicians who 

are coming up for reelection; names of possible candidates for various positions within 

the Obama administration; speculation that Secretary of State Hillary Clinton will run for 

president in 2016; the current frustrating level of bipartisanship in Washington, DC; latest 

on the crisis in Syria 

4) Face The Nation Flashback topic: humorous quips from late night television talk show 

hosts, commenting on the fiscal cliff negotiations 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

12/16/12 Guests: Lieutenant Paul Vance, Connecticut State Police (1); John Miller, CBS News 

Senior Correspondent (2) (6); Bob Orr, CBS News Justice and Homeland Security 

Correspondent (2) (6); Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY) (3); Governor Dan Malloy (D-

CT) (4); Dan Gross, President, Brady Campaign To Prevent Gun Violence (5); Dr. James 

Peterson, Director of Africana Studies, Lehigh University (5); David Frum, The Daily 

Beast (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5); Jim Axelrod, CBS News National 

Correspondent (6); Michelle Miller, CBS News Correspondent (6) 

1) The latest news in the investigation of the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting in 

Newtown, Connecticut, which occurred on Friday, December 14th.  The gunman, Adam 

Lanza, shot and killed his mother at their home in Newtown, before he made his way to 

the elementary school, where he gunned down twenty first-grade students and six adults, 

and then killed himself. 

2) The latest news in the investigation of the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting in 

Newtown, CT. 

3) Topics include: Senator Schumer‘s hope that Friday‘s mass shooting in Newtown, CT 

will lead to a larger discussion on gun control / need for gun control advocates to 

acknowledge that the Second Amendment allows the right to bear arms and for those who 

oppose gun control to admit that no amendment is absolute 

4) Topics include: insight into Adam Lanza‘s mother Nancy, the legal purchaser and 

registered owner of the guns Adam used in Friday‘s mass shooting / need for the United 

States to question prevailing guns laws, particularly those pertaining to assault weapons 

5) Topics include: hope that Friday‘s mass shooting in Newtown, CT will lead to a larger 

discussion on gun control, particularly among elected officials / brief history of gun laws 

and attitudes towards gun ownership in the United States / speculation as to why gun 

ownership has increased / the National Rifle Association / mental health community‘s 

role in the debate on gun ownership / keeping guns away from dangerously mentally ill 

and/or violently inclined individuals / opinion that successful legislation will arise from 

those outside of the political system / Mothers Against Drunk Driving as the benchmark 

for a successful public safety campaign 

6) Topics include: the emotional impact and current atmosphere in Newtown, CT / praise 

for the well trained teachers who followed protocol in protecting their students / latest 

update into the ongoing investigation 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

12/23/12 Guests: David Keene, President, National Rifle Association (NRA) (1); Senator Kay 

Bailey Hutchison (R-TX) (2); Senator Mark Warner (D-VA) (2); Ben Affleck, Actor, 

Director, Founder, Eastern Congo Initiative (3); Representative Tim Scott (R-SC), 

Senator Designate (4); Mike Allen, Chief White House Correspondent, Politico (5); 

Margaret Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent (5); Major Garrett, CBS 

News Chief White House Correspondent (5) 

1) Topics include: reaction to the criticism leveled at the NRA for their position on the 

topic of gun control expressed at Friday‘s news conference -- their first public statement 

since the mass shooting in Newtown, CT / call for armed security personnel to be posted 

at American schools / comparisons of gun violence statistics and homicide rates between 

the United States and other industrialized nations / commitment to continue to oppose a 

ban on semiautomatic weapons / his blame of the media, entertainment industry, video 

game manufacturers, and the mentally ill as the main threats to public safety / defense of 

the right of the American people to exercise their Second Amendment rights 

2) Topics include: reaction to Mr. Keene‘s call for placing armed guards or police in 

schools / need to discuss a ban on semiautomatic weapons; optimism regarding the fiscal 

cliff negotiations 

3) Topics include: how Ben Affleck became philanthropically interested in Congo / brief 

overview of his organization, the Eastern Congo Initiative / details of his appearance and 

testimony on Congo made before the House Armed Services Committee; desire not to 

speculate on the possibility of running for public office; his most recent movie ―Argo‖, 

which tells the true story behind the rescue of the six American hostages who escaped to 

the Canadian Embassy during the 1979 takeover of the U.S. embassy in Tehran, Iran 

4) Topics include: Tim Scott‘s appointment to succeed South Carolina‘s Jim DeMint in 

the Senate; decision to not comment on gun control until President Biden‘s committee on 

gun violence has released its report; fiscal cliff negotiations / opinion that the onus is now 

on Senator Harry Reid and President Obama to come up with a solution; the upcoming 

active political season in South Carolina for Congressional seats 

5) Topics include: speculation regarding the possible political futures of Ben Affleck, 

Ted Kennedy Jr., and former South Carolina governor Mark Sanford; medical condition 

of Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, who suffered a concussion after fainting due to 

dehydration as a result of the flu / criticism for the lack of disclosure regarding the 

Secretary‘s illness and injury, which has raised questions among some people who 

suspect her of trying to get out of testifying on Benghazi; fiscal cliff negotiations 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

12/30/12 Guests: Nancy Cordes, Congressional Correspondent, CBS News (1) (3); Major Garrett, 

Chief White House Correspondent, CBS News (1) (3); Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL), 

Senate Majority Whip (2); Senator Tom Coburn (R-OK) (2); Joe Klein, columnist, TIME 

Magazine (4); Peggy Noonan, columnist, The Wall Street Journal (4); Dee Dee Myers, 

contributor, Vanity Fair (4); Michael Duffy, executive editor, TIME magazine 

Guest Moderator: Norah O‘Donnell, Co-Host, CBS This Morning 

1) Latest information from Congress and the White House regarding the fiscal cliff 

negotiations. 

2) Topics include: key issues between Democrats and Republicans in reaching an 

agreement in the fiscal cliff negotiations / call for a more bipartisan effort in the 

negotiations / Senator Coburn‘s opinion regarding the possibility of ―going over the cliff‖ 

/ Speaker of the House John Boehner‘s role in the negotiations / entitlement reform / 

shared opinion of the need to create revenue / true cost of the Bush-era tax cuts; former 

Republican Senator Chuck Hagel of Nebraska as a possible choice for Defense Secretary 

3) Topics include: reaction to comments from Senators Durbin and Coburn regarding the 

fiscal cliff negotiations / President Obama‘s position and attitude during the negotiating 

process for the fiscal cliff discussions / what will happen to the American people should a 

deal not be reached 

4) Topics include: fiscal cliff negotiations / reasons behind the partisanship in 

Washington, DC / criticism leveled against both political parties for their handling of the 

fiscal cliff negotiations; President Obama‘s announcement of immigration reform and 

gun control as two of his top priorities for 2013; possible cabinet changes; latest 

information regarding Secretary of State Hillary Clinton‘s health / speculation regarding 

her future once she resigns; predictions for 2013: Chris Christie will win re-election as 

governor of New Jersey, an assault weapons ban will not pass, Republicans will come to 

term with the meaning of the 2012 election, and Hafez al-Assad will fall in Syria 

5) Face The Nation Flashback topic: a look back at some of the more memorable 

moments from Face The Nation this year 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

12/02/12 “The Cost of Admission” - a report on allegations that Health Management Associates, 

a for-profit hospital chain, pressured its doctors to admit patients regardless of their 

medical needs in order to increase their revenues, nearly half of which last year came 

from Medicare and Medicaid programs. Includes interviews with: Nancy Alford, former 

director of case management, HMA hospital in Mesquite, Texas; Drs. Jeff Hamby, Cliff 

Cloonan, and Scott Rankin, all former HMA doctors; John Vollmer, former HMA 

executive vice president (footage); Alan Levine, HMA executive vice president; Paul 

Meyer, former HMA director of compliance.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Michael Rey, Sam 

Hornblower, Oriana Zill de Granados) 

“Three Generations of Punishment” - an interview with North Korean prison camp 

escapee Shin Dong-hyuk, who was born in the camp and who describes how three 

generations of a family will be imprisoned in the camp if just one family member is 

considered disloyal to the regime. Also includes interviews with: David Hawk, human 

rights investigator; Blaine Harden, journalist and author.  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Andy 

Court) 

“Around the World in 20 Days” - a report on the development of ―Solar Impulse‖ - a 

solar-powered plane that can fly at night.  Thousands of solar cells on its wings transmit 

enough energy to batteries to keep it in the air from sunset to sunrise.  Includes interviews 

with Bertrand Piccard and Andre Borschberg, the two Swiss adventurers and business 

partners who have created the plane and who hope to circumnavigate the world in it 

without burning any fossil fuel.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Tom Anderson) 

 

12/09/12 “The False Confession Capital” - a report on the interrogation practices of the Chicago 

Police Department, now the subject of a federal Justice Department investigation.  

Includes interviews with: Terrill Swift, Michael Saunders, Vincent Thames, Harold 

Richardson, James Harden, Robert Taylor, and Jonathan Barr - all of whom were found 

guilty of crimes, based solely on what they say were false confessions that were forced 

from them under harsh interrogations.  Also includes interviews with: Bob Milan, lawyer, 

formerly with the Cook County State‘s Attorney‘s Office; Peter Neufeld, lawyer, co-

founder of the Innocence Project; Anita Alvarez, Cook County State‘s Attorney; Saul 

Kassin, psychology professor, John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Katie Marie 

Zouhary, student, Northwestern Law School.  (C: Byron Pitts - P: Ira Rosen, Gabrielle 

Schonder)  

“The Race To Save The Tortoise” - a report on efforts to save endangered turtles and 

tortoises, threatened with extinction because of human predators and a booming illegal 

animal trade.  Includes an interview with activist Eric Goode about his own efforts in 

Madagascar; and with Richard Lewis, of the British conservation group, The Dureell 

Wildlife Trust.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Andrew Metz) 

“Hugh Jackman” - an interview / profile of Australian actor Hugh Jackman, known for 

his ―X-Men‖ role as Wolverine, and who is now playing the role of Jean Valjean in the 

film adaptation of the musical ―Les Miserables‖. Also includes comments by actress 

Deborra Lee Furness, Jackman‘s wife.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Ruth Streeter) 

Update: ―The Pledge‖ (OAD: 11/20/11) 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

12/16/12 “Newtown” - a report on what is now known about the mass shooting this past Friday at 

the Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut.  Includes interviews with 

Sally Cox, the school nurse; Olivia Devivo, former classmate of the gunman, Adam 

Lanza; Mark and Louise Tambascio, friends of Nancy Lanza, mother of the gunman; and 

Robert Fein and Bryan Vossekuil, former U.S. Secret Service members and co-authors of 

a study on school shooters.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson, Michael Radutzky, 

Nicole Young) 

“Costa Concordia” - a report on the progress and challenges of the planned maritime 

salvage operation to re-float and tow away the luxury liner Costa Concordia, which hit a 

huge rock and capsized off the Italian coast eleven months ago. Includes interviews with: 

senior salvage master Nick Sloane of Titan Salvage, an American company; project 

director Sergio Girotto of Micoperi, an Italian engineering firm; Duane ―Monster‖ 

Morsner, diving team overseer.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Richard Bonin, Sabina 

Castelfranco)   

WEST COAST ONLY - “The Library” - a visit to the Vatican Library and a look at 

some of the oldest and most precious treasures in its archives, including 2,000-year-old 

copies of the gospels of Luke and John.  Includes interviews with: Timothy Janz, curator; 

Father Michael Collins, author; Monsignor Cesare Pasini, Library presider; Adalbert 

Roth, curator; Christopher Celenza, director, American Academy, Rome; Angela Nunez 

Gaetan, Mario Tiburzi, documents restoration workers.  (C: Morley Safer - P: David 

Browning)  (OAD: 04/10/11) 

WEST COAST ONLY - Update: ―The Hubble‖ (OAD: 10/06/02 

 

12/23/12 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: ―An Evening Of Music‖ 

 

12/30/12 “Breakthrough” - a report on a scientific advance that has enabled quadriplegic Jan 

Scheuermann to control and direct a computerized robotic arm simply by using her 

thoughts, which were relayed to the arm by two sensors which had been surgically placed 

directly on her brain and then connected to the robotic arm. Includes interviews with: Jan 

Scheuermann; Andy Schwartz, neuroscientist, University of Pittsburgh; Dr. Geoffrey 

Ling, neurologist, program manager of the U.S. Defense Department‘s Revolutionizing 

Prosthetics program; Michael McLoughlin, electrical engineer, Johns Hopkins 

University, Maryland; Dr. Elizabeth Tyler-Kabara, neurosurgeon, University of 

Pittsburgh; Johnny Matheny, cancer victim / amputee; Dr. Albert Chi, neurosurgeon, 

University of Pittsburgh.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Denise Schrier Cetta)    

“Morten Storm” - an interview / profile of former Danish spy Morten Storm, who 

claims to have played a crucial role in the controversial CIA drone strike in Yemen last 

year that killed Anwar al Awlaki, the American-born Muslim cleric and Al-Qaeda leader 

high on the list of wanted terrorists.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Howard L. Rosenberg)  

“Judd Apatow” - an interview / profile of comedy writer / producer / director Judd 

Apatow, whose films include ―This Is 40", ―Knocked Up‖ and ―The 40-Year-Old 

Virgin‖. Also includes comments by his wife, actress Leslie Mann; actors Adam Sandler, 

Seth Rogen, Jason Segel, and Will Ferrell; and writer / producer Adam McKay.  (C: 

Anderson Cooper - P: Tom Anderson)  

Update: ―Joy In The Congo‖ (OAD: 04/08/12) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS 
 

12/01/12 48 HOURS: “The Hunt for Mr. Wright” - a report on George Wright, who was 

sentenced to prison for the 1962 murder of New Jersey service station owner Walter 

Patterson, and who after spending 8 years in prison, escaped, and spent 40 years on the 

run from the authorities. This report follows a five-decade search of the task force 

comprised of the FBI, U.S. Marshals and New Jersey Department of Corrections officers 

as they searched the world for him, and Ann Patterson‘s fight to bring her father‘s killer 

to justice. In 1962, George Wright and Walter McGhee pleaded no contest to the murder 

of Walter Patterson, who was beaten and shot during a robbery at his Wall Township, NJ, 

Esso station. McGhee got life became the fatal bullet matched his gun; Wright got 15-30 

years. Eight years later, George Wright escaped from jail. In 1972, dressed as a priest, 

Wright smuggled a gun on an airplane as part of an elaborate hijack plot to hijack the 

airplane with members of a black militant movement. They demanded $1 million, one of 

the largest ransoms for a hijacking at that time. The hijackers also wanted a flight to 

Algeria, which they got, and George Wright disappeared again. He successfully dodged 

authorities and drifted around France, Germany and Portugal, until he found the perfect 

place to hide, the tiny west African country of Guinea Bissau. And unbelievably, he did 

good deeds and helped the poor while there, marrying the daughter of an influential 

Portuguese general and fathering two children. To many, his criminal past was an open 

secret. He lived there 13 years, eventually getting citizenship under an assumed name, 

Jose Luis Jorge Dos Santos. After almost 50 years, the task force hit paydirt and in 2011, 

George Wright was cornered in a Lisbon cafe. But the victory was short-lived: 

Portuguese authorities dismissed the U.S. demand for extradition, claiming that despite 

his phony identification, Wright was a Portuguese citizen and they were not obligated to 

turn him over. Last summer, with no obvious way to bring him to justice, the Patterson 

family made an appeal on Capitol Hill for help. And now, it seems that George Wright 

has disappeared again.  On-screen text graphic: The Justice Department says it did not 

pursue further appeals in this case. Interviewed: Ann Patterson and her daughters Jackie 

and Terry; R. J. Gallagher, retired FBI agent; Dan Klotz, U.S. Marshall; Rick Cope, NJ 

Department of Corrections; Walter McGhee, accomplice; Mike Finkel, GQ magazine 

writer, who interviewed George Wright, who is heard on tape from the interview; Capt. 

William May, pilot of hijacked Delta Airlines flight; Elaine Ottevaere, passenger on 

hijacked plane; Curtis Reed, Guinea Bisseau aid worker; Hannes Stegemann and Pedro 

Dalman, both who knew Wright in Guinea Bisseau; John Blacken, former U.S. 

Ambassador to Guinea Bisseau (1986-1989); Jonathan Winer, former State Department 

official. (C: Susan Spencer - P: Joshua Yager, Mead Stone, Jonathan Leach) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

12/08/12 48 HOURS: “Everything to Lose” - a report on the murder  of Dana Clair Edwards and 

the story of Edwards‘ mother, Deborah Edwards, who believing the alleged killer, Dana‘s 

ex-boyfriend, Jon Thomas Ford (also referred to as Thomas Ford) was actually guilty, 

tormented him with notes and emails marking anniversaries, birthdays and holidays; each 

note including a reference to her daughter. Dana Clair Edwards was found dead in her 

home in San Antonio, Texas just after New Year‘s 2009. She was last seen alive leaving 

a New Year‘s Eve party just after midnight. Police believed the killer had also murdered 

her beloved rescue dog, Grit, and dumped his lifeless body two miles from the crime 

scene. Police interviewed friends and acquaintances, including John Thomas Ford. 

Though no longer a couple, they each attended the same New Year‘s Eve party. 

Prosecutors soon believed that he was their main suspect, but the investigation dragged 

on and Ford remained a free man. Deborah Edwards became frustrated with the pace of 

the investigation and started writing to Ford. She sent the notes for months. Finally, a 

year after the murder, a break occurred in the case and Ford was arrested on murder 

charges. There were many mistakes made in the investigation, including lost surveillance 

footage and evidence, but prosecutors believed they could get a conviction despite Ford 

having hired a famed defense attorney: Dick Deguerin. In fact, one of the prosecutors was 

a former student of Deguerin.  The trial commenced and prosecutors were at first 

worried, but they used cell phone records to map his movements and dispute his alibi. He 

was found guilty. On-screen text graphic: Thomas Ford is appealing his conviction. He 

will be eligible for parole in twenty years. The remains of Dana Clair and Grit were laid 

to rest one month after the conclusion of the trial. Interviewed: Darrell J. Edwards and 

Deborah Edwards (parents of Dana Clair Edwards); Tammy Treascher, Darrel J. Edwards 

girlfriend; Cornelia Sawatzky, close friend of Edwards; William McManus, Police Chief; 

Catherine Babbitt, prosecutor; Kirsta Melton and Kathy Cunningham, co-prosecution 

counsels; Not interviewed: Dick Deguerin. (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Chris O‘Connell) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

12/15/12 48 HOURS: “Newtown” - a report updating yesterday‘s mass shooting at the Sandy 

Hook Elementary School in Newtown, CT. Twenty-seven people died at the school: 20 

first grade children and 6 adults - all women - and the shooter, Adam Lanza, who 

committed suicide. His mother, Nancy Lanza, had been killed at a second crime scene. 

This is the second deadliest school shooting in U.S. history. Includes: (1) a report on top 

developments in the investigation and a clarification of information about Nancy Lanza. . 

Includes remarks by landscaper Dan Holmes, who knew Nancy Lanza and Lee Paulson, a 

former worker at the school. Correspondent Jim Axelrod. (2) insight into the shooter, 

Adam Lanza, a 20-year-old described by many as brilliant. Includes comments by family 

member Marsha Lanza, and people who knew Nancy Lanza: Jim McBride and Dan 

Holmes. Correspondent: Troy Roberts. (3) a timeline of events and the latest on the 

investigation. Correspondent: John Miller. (4) report on the possible motive and evidence 

collected from both crime scenes. Correspondent: Bob Orr. (5) a report on the names and 

birth dates of the victims that have been released, accompanied by footage of some of the 

deceased including remarks by Robbie Parker, the father of 6-year-old Emilie Parker. 

Correspondent: Jeff Glor  (anchor). (6) stories of sacrifice and survival. Includes 

interview with Diane and Robert Lacotta, whose had two children at the school and who 

speak of teacher Victoria Soto. Correspondent: Peter Van Sant.; (7) the issue of gun 

control.  Includes comments by Adam Winkler, UCLA law professor, Congresswoman 

Carolyn McCarthy, Robert, gun owner Tina Wilson-Cohen. Correspondent: Bill Plante. 

(8) what comes next for the town of Newtown, CT. Correspondent: Margaret Brennan. 

(9) a psychological profile of the shooter. Includes remarks by former FBI profiler Mary 

Ellen O‘Toole and attorney and author Paul Monas. Correspondent Maureen Maher. (10) 

a report about grief in this broken community. Includes remarks by Sarah Simshack; 

Tiffany Bardelli, Leslie Lopez and daughter Desiree; Melina Santiago. Correspondent 

Michelle Miller. (11) a  report on the increase in mass shootings and legislation in 

California banning assault weapons. Includes remarks by Lt. Governor Gavin Newsome 

and Ronald Stephens, Executive Director of the National School Safety Center. 

Correspondent: Lee Cowan. (12) a remembrance of  the loss of innocent lives.  

Correspondent: Richard Schlesinger.. (Correspondents: Jeff Glor (anchor, Newtown, 

CT); Troy Roberts (CT); John Miller (New York studio); Bob Orr (Washington, D.C.); 

Peter Van Sant (CT); Bill Plante (Washington, D.C.); Margaret Brennan (CT); Maureen 

Maher; Michelle Miller (CT); Lee Cowan; Richard Schlesinger 

 

12/22/12 48 HOURS: “Mystery on Twin Peaks Drive” - a report on the December 16, 1998 

death of Ronda Reynolds, whose husband found her lifeless body with a gunshot wound 

to the head in her home on Twin Peaks Drive in Toledo, Washington. The death was 

quickly ruled a suicide. Refusing to accept the findings, Ronda‘s mother, Barb 

Thompson, launched her own investigation. She enlisted the help of world-famous true 

crime writer Ann Rule, who eventually wrote the bestseller “In the Still of the Night”, 

about the case. Their investigation led Washington State authorities to revisit the case by 

holding a coroner‘s inquest -- a rare and unusual proceeding -- to determine the cause of 

death and who might be responsible. The inquest resulted in the death being reclassified 

as a homicide and it determined that she had died at the hands of either her husband 

Ronald A. Reynolds and/or Ronald‘s son, Jonathan A. Reynolds. However, the Lewis 

County prosecutor announced he would not prosecute either man because most of the 

evidence had been destroyed after Ronda‘s death. The case remains an open 

investigation. On Screen Text graphic: The Reynolds family is contemplating suing 

Barb Thompson, Ann Rule and the Lewis County Coroner. Changes were proposed to 

Washington State‘s law following the Reynold‘s case. A judge or prosecutor would have 

to approve any coroner‘s arrest warrant. On screen text graphic for the 12/22/12 

rebroadcast: The Reynolds family is contemplating suing Barb Thompson, Ann Rule and 

the Lewis County Coroner. Interviewed: Barb Thompson, Ronda Reynolds‘ mother; Ann 

Rule, author; Ron Reynolds, husband; Jonathan Reynolds, Ron Reynolds‘ son from a 



 

 

previous marriage; Detective Jerry Berry and Detective Sergeant Glade Austin, members 

of the Lewis County Sheriff‘s Department; Coroner Warren McLeod. (C: Peter Van Zant 

- P: Susan Mallie, Dena Goldstein) (OAD: 04/21/12) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

12/29/12 48 HOURS: “The Stranger Beside Me” - On March 18, 2010, Jamie Laiaddee vanished 

from her home in a suburb of Phoenix, Arizona. Her live-in boyfriend Bryan Stewart told 

everyone she had moved to Denver, Colorado to take a new job. When detectives started 

searching for Jamie, they discovered Bryan was a con man, and suspected he was also her 

killer. Jamie and Bryan met through a University of Michigan Alumni Club, and dated 

for more than two years. Bryan lied to Jamie about most of his life.  His real name was 

Rick Wayne Valentini; he never attended the University of Michigan; he served two 

years in military prison; and he had three ex-wives and two daughters. When detectives 

searched Bryan/Rick‘s apartment they found Jamie‘s wallet and a small white envelope 

containing Jamie‘s driver‘s license, some credit cards, and her University of Michigan 

Alumni card, cut up into pieces. Moreover, Bryan/Rick was using her credit cards for 

online dating websites. He continued to claim Jamie took $100,000 and moved to 

Colorado for a new job, but this claim was dismissed after Jamie‘s new boss showed up 

in court detailing how he had just hired Jamie - in Arizona. A jailhouse snitch took the 

stand and said Bryan/Rick told him that the police knew he killed Jamie. Bryan/Rick 

testified last and claimed he and Jamie communicated via e-mail and telephone after her 

disappearance, but the prosecution forced him to admit he had not seen or spoken to her. 

On March 24, 2011, a Grand Jury indicted Bryan/Rick on charges of second-degree 

murder of his girlfriend, Jamie Laiaddee. He was also charged with fraud for using her 

credit cards without her permission. On-Screen Graphics: Bryan Stewart is now inmate 

268586 and is known to his jailers as Rick Wayne Valentini. His sentence for murder and 

fraud: 54 years. On screen text graphic for the 12/29/12 rebroadcast: Bryan Stewart is 

now inmate 268586 and is known to his jailers as Rick Wayne Valentini. His sentence for 

murder and fraud: 54 years. He is appealing his conviction. Interviewed: Sheila Dubs, 

Gweneth Newman and Jennifer Langguth, Jamie‘s college friends; Vunnee and Jimmy 

Laiaddee, Jamie‘s parents; Marlene Buffa, University of Michigan Alumni Group 

President; Burke Files, private investigator; Troy Spielman, detective; Nate Moffat, 

detective; Juan Martinez, prosecutor; Andrea Aardsma, witness; Kevin Tierney, who 

would have been Jamie‘s new boss; David Beauchamp, lawyer; Valarie Shafer, juror; 

Max Covil, attorney; Leon Lead, juror.  (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Judy Rybak) (OAD: 

04/14/12) 

 

 



 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 
 

12/14/12 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT - “Newtown” - a report on today‘s mass shooting at 

the Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut. Twenty-seven people died 

at the school: 20 children, 6 adults - all women - and the shooter, Adam Lanza, who 

committed suicide at the scene. Includes: (1) the story from when and where it all began. 

Correspondent: Jim Axelrod. (2) a report about the gunman, Adam Lanza. No motive has 

been identified so far, but it seems that his mission was to kill as many people as 

possible. He apparently shot his mother, Nancy Lanza, to death at a second crime scene. 

Correspondent: Bob Orr. (3) an interview with teacher Richard Wilfort. Correspondent: 

Scott Pelley (anchor). (4) a report on parents desperate to find their children. Includes 

interviews with mothers Melissa Makris and Donna Kowalski. by Correspondent: 

Michelle Miller. (5) a report on President Obama‘s emotional reaction to the event. 

Correspondent: Major Garrett.  (6) insight into the investigation. Correspondent: John 

Miller. (7) how previous shootings have changed tactical responses to such events. 

Includes an interview with Capt. Drew Tracy of the Montgomery County, Maryland 

police force, who wrote active shooter protocol rules following Columbine.  

Correspondent Wyatt Andrews. (8) interview with teacher Ray Horvath. Correspondent: 

Scott Pelley.  (9) interview with Lt. Paul Vance, Connecticut State Police.  

Correspondent: Scott Pelley; (10) a report on the issue of gun control. Correspondent: 

Nancy Cordes. (11) WCBS-TV reporter Lou Young, one of the first to report from the 

scene, describes what happened. (12)a report on a survivor‘s story: Sam Againio, as a 17-

year-old in 1999, survived the Columbine school shooting. Correspondent: Erin Moriarty. 

(13) questions regarding the accuracy of  information on Nancy Lanza, once thought to 

be a teacher at the school. Correspondent: Scott Pelley. (14) a report on memorial 

services offering people ways to cope with their grief. Includes an interview with Ilia 

Alvarez, a parent, and Doug Russell, the Newtown High School principal. 

Correspondent: Rebecca Jarvis. (15) thoughts on the death of innocence. Correspondent: 

Richard Schlesinger. (Correspondents: Scott Pelley, anchor, Newtown, Connecticut; Jim 

Axelrod (Newtown, CT); Bob Orr (Washington, D.C.); Michelle Miller (Newtown, CT); 

Major Garrett (Washington, D.C.); John Miller (New York studio); Wyatt Andrews 

(Washington, D.C); Nancy Cordes (Washington, D.C.); Lou Young, WCBS-TV, New 

York (Newtown, CT); Erin Moriarty; Rebecca Jarvis (Newtown, CT); Richard 

Schlesinger.) 

 

12/23/12 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “An Evening Of Music” 

“The Year of Adele” - an interview / profile of the British popular singer Adele Adkins, 

known as Adele, who is up for six Grammy Awards.  She discusses her success and her 

recent vocal cord surgery.  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: John Hamlin) (OAD: 02/12/12 on 

60 MINUTES) 

“Rodriguez” - a report on Sixto Diaz Rodriguez, a poor 70-year-old Detroit singer-

songwriter known as Rodriguez.  Although unsuccessful in the U.S., his recordings from 

the early ‗70s were -- unknown to him -- very successful in South Africa, inspiring a 

generation of anti-apartheid protestors. Now, a documentary film (―Searching for Sugar 

Man‖) has been made about him, by Swedish director Malik Bendjelloul, and Rodriguez 

is becoming a star in the United States.  Includes comments by record producers Dennis 

Coffey and Steve Rowland; South African record store owner Steve Segerman; and 

interviews with Rodriguez himself; Regan Rodriguez, Rodriguez‘ daughter; and Swedish 

film director Malik Bendjelloul. (C: Bob Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon) (OAD: 

10/07/12 on 60 MINUTES) 

“Taylor Swift” - an interview / profile of 21-year-old singer-songwriter Taylor Swift, a 

success in both country and pop music.  Also includes comments by Bill Werde, editorial 

director of Billboard Magazine; Andrea Swift, Taylor‘s mother; Scott Borchetta, CEO, 

Big Machine Records.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) (OAD: 11/20/11 on 60 

MINUTES) 

 



 

 

 

CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIALS 
 

12/09/12 “Working for Religious Freedom” - a report exploring the meaning of religious 

freedom, particularly among religious minorities, in the United States -- the most 

religiously diverse country in the world.  While the government remains neutral in 

matters of religion, some fringe groups create fear of ―the other‖ through hate speech and 

even violence. To counter this, watchdog organizations and religious scholars work to 

protect this freedom for religious minorities.  (1) Charles C. Haynes of the First 

Amendment Center speaks about what religious freedom means and why such 

discrimination against religious minorities is the greatest threat to freedom of religion.  

(2) Staff Attorney Gadier Abbas and National Legislative Director Corey Saylor of the 

Council on American-Islamic Relations, address ―Islamophobia‖ and how anti-Muslim 

sentiment is affecting the civil and religious rights of the Muslim community.  (3) The 

Reverend Dr. C. Welton Gaddy, President of the Interfaith Alliance and a much-

respected voice on religious freedom, speaks on this issue.  Holly Hollman of the Baptist 

Joint Committee for Religious Liberty speaks to the principles inherent in the concept of 

religious freedom, and how her organization works to protect those rights.  (4) Dr. Chris 

Seiple, President of the Institute for Global Engagement, discusses their work for 

religious freedom worldwide.  (5) Rajdeep Singh of The Sikh Coalition, discusses his 

organization‘s efforts to bring equal protection under the law to the Sikh Community.  

(Narrator: Ted Holmes.  Producer & Writer: Elizabeth Kineke.  Associate Producer: 

Kathleen Fieffe.  Director & Executive Producer: John P. Blessington.  Produced in 

consultation with: National Council of Churches; The Islamic Society of North America; 

New York Board of Rabbis; A Consortium of Roman Catholic Organizations.) 

 

12/24/12 CBS CHRISTMAS SPECIAL: “One Christmas Story: People Rich in Spirit” - a 

celebration of Christmas, in Scripture, story, and song, from the Hope Lutheran Church 

in Reading, Pennsylvania.  The ethnically and racially diverse community gathers to 

share the joyful songs of the season, as performed by four local choirs.  The Christmas 

story and spirit are illuminated with the help of personal stories from community 

members, which parallel the Nativity themes of welcoming and helping strangers.  

Odyssey Networks, a multi-faith nonprofit organization, and the Collegiate Churches of 

New York City worked with the Reading community to create this program.  (Executive 

Producer / Writer: Carol Anne Dolan;  Executive Producer for CBS: John P. Blessington) 
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